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Abstract

The plant collections gathered by Hermann Wendland during an expedition to Central America in 1856 – 1857 are significant because of the high number of new species that were
described from them. Many of Wendland’s specimens have
been lost, misplaced or have incorrectly been assessed or overlooked in regards to their nomenclatural or typification status. Wendland’s Central American specimens in GOET have
recently been collated as a group and digitized, thus making
them available for wider study. About 1,280 herbarium specimens associated with Wendland’s expedition have been located
in a number of herbaria. These represent about 540 distinct
gatherings. Wendland’s travel outcomes are associated with the
publication of 185 names. The first part of this work deals with
the nomenclature of these names. Original material is found in
30 plant families in the following groups: Bryophytes (2 families), Lycophytes (1), Ferns (7), and Angiosperms (20). Of the
185 names associated with Wendland’s material, 50 names are
represented by holotypes, and 67 lectotypes and 5 neotypes have
been published by previous authors. Herein, 51 new lectotypes
and 5 neotypes have been designated. Typification remains
unresolved for 7 names. The second part of this work consists
of an annotated English translation of Wendland’s expedition
correspondence originally published in German in Hamburger
Garten- und Blumenzeitung (1857). This translation provides
information concerning the itinerary and the locations and
dates of several of Wendland’s collections.

Resumen

Las herborizaciones de Hermann Wendland durante su expedición a América Central en 1856 – 57 son relevantes porque
constituyeron la base para la descripción de un importante
número de nuevas especies. Muchos de sus especímenes se han
perdido, extraviado, o han sido evaluados de forma incorrecta
en términos de nomenclatura y tipificación. No obstante, sus
especímenes centroamericanos conservados en GOET han
sido recientemente procesados y digitalizados, lo cual posibilita
la realización de nuevos estudios. Se han localizado en diferentes herbarios alrededor de 1,280 especímenes procedentes
de la expedición. Éstos representan unas 540 colecciones. Los
materiales de la expedición de Wendland están asociados a
la publicación de 185 names. La primera parte de este trabajo trata sobre la nomenclatura de dichos nombres. Existe
material original en 30 familias de plantas correspondientes a
briófitos (2 familias), licófitos (1), helechos (7) y angiospermas
(20). De los 185 nombres asociados al material de Wendland,
50 están representados por holotipos, así como 67 lectotipos
y 5 neotipos fueron publicados en trabajos anteriores. En la
presenta contribución se designan 51 lectotipos y 5 neotipos.
Asimismo, 7 nombres permanecen sin tipificar. En la segunda
parte del trabajo se presenta una traducción anotada en inglés
de la correspondencia de Wendland durante su expedición,
originariamente publicada en alemán en Hamburger Gartenund Blumenzeitung (1857). La traducción brinda información
de su itinerario, además de las localidades y fechas de algunas
de sus colecciones.

Keywords
Hermann Wendland – Central America – GOET – Herrenhausen Gardens – W – History of botany – Typification
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Part Ⅰ
Introduction

Hermann Wendland (11 October 1825 – 12 January 1903), then
court gardener of the Royal Gardens of Herrenhausen near
Hanover (Fig. 1), undertook a botanical expedition to Central
America from December 1856 to August 1857 under the auspices of Georg V, King of Hanover. The primary aims of the
expedition were to collect living plants and other propagating materials for the Royal Gardens as well as specimens for
the Herrenhausen herbarium. Wendland was among a few
European botanical collectors who were active in Central
America in the decades of the mid-nineteenth century. By this
time, the great gardens and botanical institutions of Europe
had established exotic plant collections to enhance their prestige and scientific knowledge, and the exploration of foreign
countries resulted in an accelerated stream of new species to
horticulture and to science. Accompanying this was an increase
in taxonomic research of the new floras. There were usually
integrated facets of scientific, political and commercial imperatives involved in the expeditionary ventures to foreign lands
by European countries.
The most significant scientific collectors who immediately
preceded or were contemporaries of Wendland in Central
America included George Ure Skinner (fl. 1831–67), Emmanuel
von Friedrichsthal (fl. 1839 – 40), Józef von Warszewicz
(fl. 1845 – 50), Anders Sandøe Øersted (fl. 1846 – 48), Moritz
Wagner (fl. 1852 – 55), Karl Ritter von Scherzer (fl. 1852 – 55),
Alexander von Frantzius (fl. 1853 – 77), Karl Hoffmann
(fl. 1854 – 59), Philipp J.J. Valentini (fl. 1854 – 72) and Julián
Carmiol (fl. 1854 – 85) (Hemsley, 1888; Ossenbach, 2009;
Hilje, 2013).
Recent assessments of Wendland’s activities and collections
in Central America have been presented (Grayum et al., 2004;
Grayum, 2006; Ossenbach, 2007, 2009; Dowe, 2019; Dowe
et al., 2019), and highlight the importance of Wendland’s plant
collections as type materials and especially those at GOET,
where the former Herrenhausen herbarium has been accommodated since 1969 (Wagenitz, 1972). However, the ultimate fate of Wendland’s collections from Central America
has only been sparsely documented, although the chronology
of the taxonomic research on them can be traced with considerable precision through the literature. With digitization of
Wendland’s Central American collections at GOET, it became
apparent that there were inconsistencies and contradictions in
the typification of many of the names based on the collections.
This contribution presents Wendland’s Central American collections as a single body of work and we investigate the status
of all known specimens with the aim of resolving taxonomic
and nomenclatural issues.
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The Wendlands of Herrenhausen
Hermann Wendland was the third member of the Wendland
family to act in the role of court gardener at Herrenhausen.
He was preceded by his father Heinrich Ludolph Wendland
(1792 – 1869) and, before him, his grandfather Johann Christoph
Wendland (1755 – 1828), thus creating one of the unique dynasties in European botany and horticulture (Knoll, 2005a;
Peters, 2013; Schwerin, 2013; Rettich, 2016). The botanical
work of Heinrich and Johann primarily involved the description of new species based on plants cultivated at Herrenhausen,
mainly originating in temperate and subtropical places (Dowe
et al., 2019), whilst Hermann’s interest was clearly with tropical flora and which he was able to study first-hand during the
Central American expedition. In addition to his taxonomic
expertise, he was a consummate horticulturist, and established
at Herrenhausen some of the world’s largest plant collections
featuring palms, orchids, aroids, cyclanths and bromeliads. The
most significant were the palms with the collection becoming
the largest in the world and, because of their physical size
and height, were displayed in the tallest heated glass-house
in the world (Dowe & Schlumpberger, 2018; Dowe, 2019).
Wendland’s taxonomic work on palms was greatly facilitated by
the living collection at Herrenhausen, and many species were
described from cultivated specimens including species grown
from living plants and seeds that were collected by Wendland
during his Central American expedition.
Expedition to Central America
When Wendland traveled to Central America in 1856, he was
already a recognized specialist in a number of tropical plant
families because of his involvement with both the living collections at Herrenhausen and research through the herbarium
and library for which Wendland had been responsible for since
1853 (Palm, 2010). Prior to the expedition, he had developed an
interest in the Central American flora and described new palm
species in Chamaedorea Willd., Geonoma Willd. and Reinhardtia
Liebm. from both cultivated plants and specimens collected
earlier and deposited at Herrenhausen (Wendland, 1852a – c,
1853a – f, 1854a, 1856). His interest in bromeliads resulted in
the description of two species, Billbergia viridiflora H. Wendl.
and Tillandsia erubescens H. Wendl. [= T. ionantha Planch.]
(Wendland, 1854b), both of which were described from plants
in cultivation at Herrenhausen. Although he had also taken
an interest in orchids, he had only described Trichopilia albida
H. Wendl. up to the time of the expedition (Wendland, 1851).
This was also described from a cultivated plant. Other species in
most of these families were subsequently described throughout
his career, although the palms became his predominant speciality with about 550 names eventually associated with Wendland
as author during his career (Dowe, 2019). Wendland is credited
with establishing more currently accepted palm genera than any
other botanist (Tomlinson, 1989; Dowe, 2019).
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Fig. 1. – Hermann Wendland (1825 – 1903), possibly early 1860s.
[Cat. P90.128844] [© Collection of the Belgian Federal State,
on permanent loan to the Botanic Garden Meise]

To establish his expedition to Central America on an official diplomatic basis, Wendland visited London to organize
his passport through the Hanoverian embassy, allowing for
disembarkation in Guatemala. His passport was issued on
15 November 1856 and it is of interest to note that his personal description included the following details: 29 years
old, 5' 9'' tall, medium build, oval face, blue eyes, brown hair,
brown beard and damaged teeth (KGBH, 2021a). According
to information held in the Königliches Hausarchiv der
Welfen, the cost of Wendland’s expedition was approximately
3,000 Reichsthaler (H. Rettich, pers. comm.). This converts to
an estimated 75,000 Euros in modern currency value.
The funding of Wendland’s expedition was provided by the
Hanoverian Royal family, seemingly under the direct auspices
of King Georg V. There are no known explicit records about
Georg V’s motivation to finance Wendland’s journey to Central
America, but it appears that there was an expectation that income
or recompense would be derived from the sale, or exchange, of

rare or unusual plants that Wendland had collected, and that
were distributed or sold through Herrenhausen Gardens. This is
indicated by a series of three letters (Malortie, 1855 –1860). In
the first, from Baron Ernst von Malortie (Oberhofmarschall, i.e.
Chief Minister of Hanover) to Wendland in October 1859, in
which Wendland is instructed to present a synopsis of the benefit that resulted from the exchange of plants collected in Costa
Rica with other gardens. It needed a second letter from the
King, dated 23 July 1860, with a reminder to make Wendland
respond with a third letter that included a list of 21 gardens
and individuals involved with receiving Costa Rican plants,
amounting to 227 species received in exchange, with an estimated value of 1,680 Reichsthaler. In addition to the gardens, such
as Schönbrunn, Berlin, St. Petersburg and Kew among others,
individual recipients of plants included, for example, Józef von
Warszewicz in Krakau, Wilhelm Lauche in Potsdam, Antoine
Chantin in Paris and horticultural firms such as the Veitch
Nursery in London, Louis van Houtte in Ghent and Haage in
Erfurt. Although Wendland later wrote in a letter to Ludwig
Möller (see below) that he sold Anthurium scherzerianum Schott
to the Veitch Nursery, the list of plant exchanges indicates that
they recompensed the received anthuriums (and maybe other
species) with plants. It is not known if the King was satisfied
with the outcome of the expedition.
There are no known official reports documenting Wendland’s
Central American expedition or his botanical collections.
However, his travel experiences were published as a series of letters written to his family, firstly in the newspaper Hannoversche
Zeitung (Wendland, 1857a – d) and soon after in the horticultural periodical Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung
(Wendland, 1857e – i). The translation presented in Part II is
of the letters that were published in Hamburger Garten- und
Blumenzeitung which, apart from a few minor changes, are
similar to those published in Hannoversche Zeitung. The letters have been annotated to provide both historical and plant
collection context.
Wendland departed Southampton by steamship on
17 November 1856. He passed through the Caribbean in early
December (Saint Thomas on 2 December and Jamaica on
6 December) and arrived in Belize on 12 December. He traveled on to Guatemala arriving on 14 December. He spent from
then to 7 February 1857 in Guatemala, where he made his first
plant collections on 17 December. From there, he traversed
overland through El Salvador, 8 February to 6 March, and from
there, by-passing Nicaragua, sailed on to Costa Rica arriving
on 9 March. It is there where he spent the remainder of his
time before departing for Europe in mid-August from San
Juan del Norte in Nicaragua and returning via Southampton
and Hamburg to Herrenhausen by 20 September 1857 (HGBZ,
1857; Wendland, 1857a – i; Knoll, 2005b).
Wendland’s correspondence recounts the activities of an
engaged traveler, dealing mainly with day-to-day personal
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encounters and incidents, weather, food and travel conditions.
Although the botanical observations he included were very
broad in descriptive terms, they provide insights into how
Wendland collected herbarium specimens and prepared living
plants for dispatch to Germany. Notifications in journals and
periodicals, mainly as a running commentary, were published
about Wendland’s departure, proposed itinerary and eventual return to Herrenhausen, but these add little to a further
understanding of his botanical activities (Koch, 1857; Mohl &
Schlechtendal, 1857; Otto, 1857). Crucially, the most direct
sources of information about his itinerary and places visited
are his field-collection labels, many of which have survived and
accompany the herbarium specimens (Fig. 2).
Botanical results of the expedition
There is some evidence that Wendland originally proposed
to publish the botanical results of the expedition in collaboration with Prof. Friedrich Gottlieb Bartling (1798 – 1875) in
Göttingen (Anon., 1857a). However, this never eventuated. For
determination of some collections, Wendland sent specimens
to George Bentham and William and Joseph Hooker at Kew
(Peters, 2013; Schwerin, 2013).
Wendland’s specimens, mainly as duplicates or living plants,
were distributed to botanists and gardens where specialist taxonomists were based; several served as original material (Fig. 3).
Araceae were studied and described by Heinrich Wilhelm Schott
(1794 – 1865) at the Imperial Gardens at Schönbrunn Palace
near Vienna (Schott, 1858, 1860, 1861, 1864, 1865); Orchidaceae
by Heinrich Gustav Reichenbach (1824 – 1889) at Leipzig and
Hamburg (Reichenbach, 1863, 1865, 1866, 1874); Gesneriaceae
by Johannes von Hanstein (1822 – 1880) at the Berlin Botanical
Garden (Hanstein, 1865); and Melastomataceae by Alfred
Cogniaux (1841 – 1916), who worked with specimens in his
private herbarium in Belgium (Cogniaux, 1891a, b). New
species in Arecaceae were described by Wendland himself and
his horticultural colleague at Herrenhausen, Georg Schaedtler,
as well as Richard Spruce (1817 – 1893) and William Botting
Hemsley (1843 – 1924), who were based at Kew Gardens
(Wendland, 1858, 1859; Regel, 1869; André, 1871; Spruce,
1871; Schaedtler, 1875a – f; Hemsley, 1885). After Wendland’s
death in 1903, more new species of palms were described from
his Central American specimens by Udo Dammer (1860 – 1920)
and Max Burret (1863 – 1964), both of Berlin Herbarium,
incorporating notes that Wendland had made in unpublished
manuscripts and specimen annotations (Dammer, 1904, 1905;
Burret, 1930, 1934).
Pteridophytes and bryophytes were also collected by
Wendland and his interest in the domain was mainly related to
their potential as horticultural subjects, rather than the discovery of novel taxonomic entities. He wrote that “The ferns that
I have here are splendid, and therefore not without value; they
are not very big, but will soon grow into beautiful specimens as
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soon as they have arrived safely over there with a bit of luck”
(Wendland, 1857g: 363). At Paso de El Desengaño, Costa
Rica, Wendland (1857h: 512) provided a brief summary of the
fern collections, writing that he had observed “splendid ferns,
both tree-like and creeping, of the latter there are beautiful
forms from the genera Trichomanes L. and Hymenophyllum
Sm., splendid lycopodias and selaginellas”. Of the c. 23 known
collections of pteridophytes made by Wendland, nine were
described as new species or subspecies mostly by Kuhn (1869)
and Hieronymus (1901, 1904). The bryophytes were only sparingly collected, and two of which were described as new species
by Müller (1858, 1859).
Wendland’s specimens were extensively cited in a variety of floristic accounts through the late nineteenth century
(Polakowsky, 1879; Hemsley, 1882a – f; Durand & Pittier,
1892; Tonduz, 1895a, b). However, it is most likely that many
of the citations were second-hand and that individual authors
did not examine specimens but only referenced previous treatments. Primary assessments of Wendland’s itinerary in Central
America and summaries of his collections have been provided
by Hemsley (1888), Tonduz (1895a, b), Grayum et al. (2004),
Knoll (2005b), Ossenbach (2005, 2007, 2009), Grayum
(2006), Schwerin (2013), Dauphin (2019) and Dowe (2019).
Wendland’s Central American collections were more or less
kept as a distinct collection in the Herrenhausen herbarium
(Reiner-Drehwald et al., 2022). The reason for this is that
Wendland prepared his herbarium sheets in a larger format compared to the herbarium of his father and grandfather and it was
therefore not possible to merge them into the existing collection.
The whole Herrenhausen herbarium was donated to GOET in
1969 and is kept as a separate collection there (Wagenitz, 1972).
All type specimens that have been identified among the
Herrenhausen specimens have recently been moved to the general type herbarium. The current digitization project of the
pteridophytes at GOET has revealed that additional specimens
had been moved from the Herrenhausen collection to the general herbarium at GOET in previous years. The digitization of
all Wendland’s Central American specimens has been completed as part of the project (Reiner-Drehwald et al., 2022).
Other natural history collections
As well as plants, Wendland collected natural history specimens. For example, it was reported in the eighth annual report
of the Natural History Society of Hanover that Wendland donated specimens of a squirrel (Sciurus aestuans L.), the skull of
an otter, various reptiles and even a juvenile shark (Anon.,
1858a). Wendland also mentioned that he collected “some
bugs and birds on the side” (Wendland, 1857g: 365). In this
regard, he reported shooting macaws and that he was “thinking
of bringing the bird’s hide to Hanover” (Wendland, 1857i:
546). Indeed, it was also noted in the eighth annual report
that Wendland collected and returned about “60 specimens
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Fig. 2 – Typical field collection label by Wendland from Central
America, with a sequence number, brief description, location and date.
[Wendland 1136, GOET000252] [© Universität Göttingen]

of birds, among them a particularly beautiful hawk, as well as
beautiful Cassicus-, Tanagra-, Muscicapa-, Trogon-, Psittacus-,
Picus-, Turdus-, Loxia-, Ramphastos-, Pteroglossus species
etc.” (Anon., 1858a: 406).
In his expedition reports, Wendland repeatedly mentioned
that he collected these specimens for “our museum”. At the time
this was the Naturhistorische Gesellschaft [Natural History
Society] that later became part of the Provinzialmuseum. Today
this is the Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum where at least
part of Wendland’s zoological collections, including stuffed and
mounted birds, are still present (C. Schilling & K. Schuster,
pers. comm.). However, it is beyond the scope of this current
work to attempt to locate and document zoological specimens
in any detail.
Wendland’s horticultural collections
Information about the horticultural potential of plants collected by Wendland appeared not long after his return to
Herrenhausen in 1857. Koch & Fintelmann (1859) provided a summary of the collections, writing that Wendland had
returned with living examples of palms, cyclanths, ferns, Costus
L., aroids, bromeliads, heliconias, Smilax L., amaryllids, melastomas, Warszewiczia pulcherrima Klotzsch [= W. coccinea (Vahl)
Klotzsch], solanums, Rubiaceae, Scrophulariaceae, scutellarias,
begonias and pipers. Many of the species names used by Koch
and Fintelmann are not known to have been used by Wendland
on herbarium specimen labels or in his expedition reports, thus
suggesting that he made collections of living plants that were
not systematically recorded but were gathered mainly to add to
the living collections at Herrenhausen for horticultural reasons.
The kinds of propagating materials collected by Wendland
included living plants as well as corms, tubers, seeds and cuttings. For example, he wrote that he sent “seeds and ferns
home in abundance” (Wendland, 1857f: 280). Near Turrialba,
he wrote that he “found five carludovicas, palms, one cycad,
maybe Zamia skinneri [a misidentification for Z. neurophyllidia
D.W. Stev. as Z. skinneri Warsz. ex. A. Dietr. is restricted to
Panama] and a lot of beautiful foliage plants among other

things. I collected seeds from most of them, otherwise also
trunks, stalks, rhizomes and the like”, and that he had collected
“pretty little trunks of two of the most magnificent tree ferns
here, and I hope I will succeed in keeping them alive so that I
can enjoy them later on” (Wendland, 1857g: 361 – 362).
Schwerin (2013) suggested that many plants did not survive
the sea journey and that only 80 to 90 species arrived alive.
This included 21 species of orchids (but see different estimates
below). In addition, about 170 different seeds were returned
and sown, including 28 species of palms.
Among the significant live collections that Wendland made
was the aroid Anthurium scherzerianum (flamingo flower; Fig. 4
→ p. 33), a species that had previously been collected only as
dried specimens by the Austrian explorer Carl von Scherzer in
Costa Rica during 1852–53. Wendland recognized the plant’s
horticultural value and presented it during several exhibitions
(see letter below). He actively propagated and distributed the
species to other gardens, and sold plants to nurseries. The many
hybrids and cultivars of A. scherzerianum are today among the
world’s most widely grown ornamental indoor plants (Sheela,
2008).
The collection location of Anthurium scherzerianum originally cited by Scherzer was “Guatemala”, which was loosely
used to include the entire Central American region, excepting Panama, in the mid-nineteenth century. The species was
formally described shortly after Wendland’s departure from
Germany by Schott (1857). One of the first announcements
about its introduction to horticulture was provided by Anon.
(1862: 670) who wrote:
Anthurium scherzerianum, a pretty little stove herb, from
Guatemala and Costa Rica, which was shown the other
day at Kensington by Mr. Wendland, gardener to the King
of Hanover.
Morren (1868: 164) provided an early history of its introduction to Europe, and wrote that it was “found in Costa Rica by
Mr H. Wendland who introduced it to Herrenhausen, near
Hanover, from where it was sent to Kew and it quickly spread
throughout Europe”. Although Wendland did not mention
this plant or the circumstances under which he encountered
it in any of his expedition reports, he later provided a factual
account of the discovery in a handwritten letter in 1874 to
Ludwig Möller who later published it in its entirety as a faithful reproduction in Möllers Deutsche Gärtner-Zeitung (Möller,
1903: 48). The letter reads:
The story of Anthur. Scherz. is as follows.
Wagner and Scherzer traveled in Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
Guatemala etc. in the beginning of the 1850’s. Their
travelogue was the main reason why I decided to travel to
Guatemala and Costa Rica. Scherzer first found the
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Anthur. that is discussed here, sending dried specimens to
Schott, who described and published it in the autumn of
1857.
I collected the plant on May 10, 1857 when descending
(Costa Rica) on the transition from [Paso de El]
Desengaño to the Sarapiquí River at a height of
5 – 7000 feet above the sea [Fig. 5 → p. 34]. When
I first became aware of it, I took the red spathes of the
plant, which grows in the tops of the trees to be
Sophronitis flowers, because I could not recognize it from
the distance and did not think it was an aroid. After a
long search I found it flourishing on a dry branch lying on
the ground and I finally realized that it was an aroid. I had
not before in my whole life nor afterwards, ever had a
happier day than on that day. I brought living plants with
me to Schott’s or rather the Schönbrunn collection, with
the condition that they should not be distributed, until
I gave permission to do so. The honorable Mr. Schott truly
kept his word. Schott regrets that he was not able to give
this plant my name since he had published it already
under Scherzer’s name.
I exhibited my first plant in Hamburg, I believe in 1862,
Karlsruhe, Frankfurt & London and sold my first
12 plants to Veitch, but kept the strongest. Later on, Anth.
Scherz. was distributed in England by, I think, Germans.
Scherzer deserves credit for finding Anth. Scherz. first,
while I deserve credit for introducing it first.
Yours respectfully,
Herm. Wendland
Another ornamental plant brought into cultivation by
Wendland was Warszewiczia pulcherrima [= W. coccinea], a species of Rubiaceae then sought after because of the appeal created
by its original description and reports by travelers (Klotzsch,
1853). Wendland returned with living plants that were grown
in Herrenhausen (Anon., 1857a; Koch & Fintelmann, 1859),
although the long-term fate of the plants is not known. See
Part II for Wendland’s report and more on finding and collecting this species.
The decorative and now widely grown ginger Costus
malortieanus H. Wendl. was another that was first collected
by Wendland in Costa Rica and introduced into cultivation.
This species was described by Wendland from plants that were
grown at Herrenhausen. See the treatment of Costaceae for
additional details on this species.
Wendland also collected a significant number of living
orchids, primarily to grow at Herrenhausen and to distribute
to other botanical gardens and commercial nurseries. There is
debate concerning the actual number of living orchids that he
returned to Herrenhausen as records are inconclusive and may
be interpreted differently. For example, Schwerin (2013) quoted
the number 21 whilst Jenny (1995) estimated the number at 134
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species. Saunders & Reichenbach (1869) described and illustrated a selection of those species being cultivated in European
collections, and some were noted as having been collected by
Wendland in Central America. Nevertheless, Wendland’s collections of live orchids from Central America were returned
successfully to Herrenhausen where they were possibly grown
in what was to become known as the Costa Rica House ( Jenny,
1995) (details below). Alternatively, they may have been grown
in the orchid house, which was built in 1844 and enlarged and
improved in 1851 (Wendland, 1852d). His Central American
expedition laid the foundation for a significant expansion of
the orchid collection and it became one of the major foci of
Herrenhausen (Schlumpberger, 2016). Under Wendland’s
management, the orchid collection grew significantly and later
on was described by Reichenbach as the richest in botanical
species that had ever been formed (Anon., 1903: 58).
Another decorative species that was first collected by
Wendland and soon introduced to horticulture was the climbing species Solanum wendlandii Hook. f. This species remains
well-known in horticulture in warm temperate and tropical
areas, and now goes under vernacular names such as Costa
Rican Nightshade and Paradise Vine among others. See the
treatment of Solanaceae for more details on this species.
To maintain the living collections from Central America at
Herrenhausen, Wendland established the Costa Rica House
(Fig. 6 → p. 35). The house was not a new structure, but
one that had been used for many years for growing pineapples. Rettich (2006) placed the house in an area known as
Treibquartier in the Berggarten, which was formerly a sprouting garden associated with the gardens used to supply the royal
court, but later held specimens that formed the basis of the
collection of exotic plants (Schwerin, 2018). To permit the
growth of tropical plants, the house was heated. It is assumed
that the Costa Rica House could be visited in the company of a gardener like other greenhouses in the Berggarten
(Wendland, 1852d), but that it primarily was a collection
house in which to grow the newly imported cuttings, rhizomes,
seedlings, etc. It is of interest to note that Wendland (1852d:
iv), in his guide to the gardens, presented the regulations for
a garden visit consisting of four points, one of which was:
“Entrance to the greenhouses without the company of a gardener is strongly forbidden”.
Carl W.E. Fink (1814 – 1890) was commissioned to produce
drawings of unusual or rare plants for Herrenhausen between
1856 and 1866, at the rate of 10 – 12 annually. He completed
an album of 131 drawings of Central American plants. These
were to be prepared as lithographs and to be published with
accompanying text. There were negotiations with the lithographic institute of Klindworth in Hanover, who produced a
set of proofs (KGBH, 2021b). However, the project remained
uncompleted and the fate and whereabouts of most drawings
and proofs are not known.
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At least one illustration survives of Central American plants
by Fink and shows a significant collection of palms, many of
which can be recognized as Central American species (Dowe
& Schlumpberger, 2022). Rather than a view of the interior
of the Costa Rica House, it appears to be an idealized landscape
as there is too much depth with the palms in the background.
The file of the Königliche Gartenbibliothek gives the title of
the drawing as Tropenlandschaft mit Palmen [Tropical landscape with palms], without any reference to a glass house. In
practical terms, the low height of the Costa Rica House would
have restricted the growth of tall palms, but it was certainly
suitable for smaller plants, such as aroids and orchids, for which
ceiling height was not a limiting factor. It has been reported
that the living orchid collection was kept in the Costa Rica
House ( Jenny, 1995). The house survived into the twentieth
century and presently there are similarly sized greenhouses at
the same place.
Methodology
As a first point toward resolution of the Wendland specimens,
we examined the protologues and assessed the type status for
the names associated with Wendland’s collections by access
to the most relevant and/or recent treatments. Nomenclatural
interpretations follow Turland et al. (2018). Current plant
names are according to Tropicos (2022). German and other foreign texts have, where appropriate, been translated to
English. Localities have been updated to modern spelling and
usage, apart from original citations (usually presented here in
quotation marks) where the older spellings and arrangements
are retained. Ecological details provided on the labels were
omitted. This work is arranged by plant group and then by
family, genera, species, etc. in alphabetical order.
Original material
One significant aspect to consider in relation to the typification
of names based on Wendland specimens is the destruction of
his specimens in the Berlin (B) and Vienna (W) herbaria during World War II. All specimens of Araceae in Schott’s herbarium at W, Gesneriaceae specimens in Hanstein’s herbarium and
most Arecaceae specimens studied by Dammer and Burret at B,
were destroyed. When the holotype has been lost or destroyed,
Turland et al. (2018: ICN Art. 9.11 and 9.12 [hereafter as
ICN]) rule that a lectotype may be designated from among
the remaining original material, if such exist. In this regard,
duplicates of the specimens distributed by Wendland were
potentially held by himself at Herrenhausen (now GOET).
Further discussion on the status of specimens is presented in
the notes for each family.
All original material that was identified among the
Herrenhausen specimens was moved to the separate type
herbarium. A number of specimens also were moved to the
general herbarium where single specimens from Wendland’s

expedition to Central America can be found in many families. This probably took place shortly after the collection was
donated to GOET and the specimens were mounted on new
sheets. Further discussion on this matter is also presented in
the notes for each family.
Cultivated specimens
Many plants collected by Wendland as living examples entered
into horticulture and became widely cultivated. In many cases,
Wendland did not collect herbarium specimens in the wild
at the time of initial collection (or if he did, they have not
survived) and new species were subsequently described from
cultivated plants or specimens taken from cultivated plants.
Many of those specimens are here accepted as original material.
The typification of plants described from cultivated species
presents a number of problems in Wendland’s case. For example, palms in the genus Geonoma were described from specimens held at K by Spruce (1871). The specimens were taken
from plants cultivated at Herrenhausen and must be accepted
as holotypes. However, there are also wild collected specimens,
which in strict terms are not type materials although they are
the original collections. These matters are discussed further in
the paragraphs preceding the treatment of Arecaceae.
Multi-part specimens in GOET and K
According to ICN Art. 8.3, “multiple preparations from a single
gathering that are not clearly labeled as being part of a single
specimen are duplicates, irrespective of whether the source was
one individual or more than one”. Several specimens at GOET
and K are multi-part specimens, i.e. a single specimen mounted
on multiple sheets. The specimens in GOET were incorporated
from the Herrenhausen herbarium as unmounted specimens
formerly stored in sheets of newspaper. Some of the specimens
were mounted on two or more sheets as there was consistently
too much material for a single sheet. To record that the specimen was spread across more than one sheet, there is either the
remark “2. Bogen” or “sheet 2” [etc.], or the remark “Abschrift”
(copy of the original label), so they are clearly labeled as being
part of the same specimen. The multi-part specimens at K have
the word “bis” (twice or doubled) or “sheet 2” on the label of the
second sheet, thus indicating that the specimen is held on two
sheets with a type cover saying “2 sheets”. In the treatments
presented here, they are denoted for example as 2- 3- 4-part
[etc.] specimen. In summary, the specimens mounted on several
herbarium sheets and cross-labeled accordingly (even barcoded
individually) are treated as multi-part specimens.
Concluding remarks
The surviving specimens gathered by Wendland in Central
America can be accounted for physically in a number of ways.
First, the known surviving collector numbers on specimen
labels range from the lowest 3 to the highest 1276. Potentially,
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the highest number indicates the total number of specimens
that he collected in Central America (assuming that he numbered every collection). However, the actual number of known
numbered specimens is about 790, which means that about 490
numbers have been lost for various reasons. Second, the actual
number of extant specimens collected by Wendland in various
herbaria is about 1,280.
These represent about 540 distinct gatherings. Wendland’s
travel outcomes are associated with the publication of 185 names.
Original material is found in 30 plant families in the following groups: Bryophytes (2 families), Lycophytes (1), Ferns (7),
and Angiosperms (20). Figure 3 shows the number of collections per family with those that served as original material. The
most represented families include Orchidaceae (70), Araceae (32),
Arecaceae (29), Gesneriaceae (16), and Melastomataceae (8). Of
the 185 names associated with Wendland’s material, 50 names
are represented by a holotype, and 67 lectotypes and 5 neotypes have been published by previous authors. Fifty-one (51)
new lectotypes and 5 neotypes have been designated below.
Typification remains unresolved for 7 names. More information
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on individual families precedes the taxonomic treatment for
each family.
All currently accepted taxa in the text are presented in
boldface, and synonyms are in italics. It is beyond the scope
of this work to include additional homotypic or heterotypic
synonyms, but otherwise a few are included if relevant to the
correct identity of the taxon. All specimens at GOET and
W were personally examined, whilst those at AMES, B, BM,
BR, C, CR, F, HAL, INT, K, L, LE, M, MO, NY, P, PC, SI
and US were viewed on either JSTOR Global Plants website
[https://plants.jstor.org], Harvard University Herbaria [huh.
harvard.edu/pages/oakes-ames-orchid-herbarium-ames], Kew
Herbarium Catalogue [http://apps.kew.org/herbcat/navigator.do], JACQ [https://jacq.org] or Smithsonian Institution
[https://collections.nmnh.si.edu/search/botany]. If specimens
were not personally seen or viewed online, they were verified by
curators, managers and other staff of the herbaria. Where relevant, notes are provided about the typification of each taxon,
particularly if the lectotype is designated for the first time,
or if earlier lectotypifications need clarification or correction.
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Nomenclature

Notes. – In the protologue, Müller stated that he received
the original material from Hampe identified as “Leptotrichum
dicranoides Hmp.”. We located two specimens originating
from the Hampe herbarium that matches such information.
BM000879882 is designated as the lectotype of the name
L. costaricense Müll. Hal. because it is the most complete material. Although Müller did not indicate Wendland as the collector, this is the name annotated on the labels. It is interesting
to note that Hampe was based at Göttingen at the time that
Wendland returned from Central America.

Bryophytes
Dicranaceae
The only known collection by Wendland of Dicranaceae in
Guatemala was described as a new species.
Dicranum friabile Hampe ex Müll. Hal. in Bot. Zeitung
(Berlin) 17: 220. 1859.
Original citation: “Patria. Costa-Rica, Las Nubes: Hampe
misit”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: [as Costa
Rica in error], Las Nubes, 10.I.1857, Wendland 179
(GOET [GOET011775]; isolecto-: BM [BM000879609,
BM000879610], NY [NY01093734 fragm.]).
= Campylopus nivalis (Brid.) Brid. in Bryol. Univ. 1: 477.
1826.
Notes. – Müller did not name the collector in the protologue
but it is assumed to be Wendland as Müller received material from Hampe who was based at Göttingen. We located
two specimens originating from the Hampe herbarium in BM
and one at GOET. The most complete material is at GOET
[GOET011775] and therefore it is designated here as the
lectotype.
The collection location cited by Hampe as Costa Rica is not
correct because Las Nubes is in Guatemala. This is supported
by the collection date of 10 January 1857, which is when it is
known that Wendland was in Guatemala (see Part II).
Ditrichaceae
The only known collection by Wendland of Ditrichaceae in
Costa Rica was described as a new species.
Leptotrichum costaricense Müll. Hal. in Bot. Zeitung (Berlin)
16: 161. 1858.
Original citation: “Patria. Costa Rica, Las Nubes. Hampe
misit”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: [as Costa
Rica in error], Las Nubes, 10.I.1857, Wendland s.n.
(BM [BM000879882]; isolecto-: BM [BM000879881,
BM000879883], PC [PC0657681], NY [NY01118868 fragm.]).
= Campylopodiella stenocarpa (Wilson) P. Müll. &
J.-P. Frahm in Nova Hedwigia 45: 290. 1987.

Lycophytes
Selaginellaceae
Three collections of Selaginellaceae were made by Wendland
in Costa Rica, one of which was described as a new species.
Selaginella wendlandii Hieron. in Engl. & Prantl, Nat.
Pflanzenfam. 1(4): 683. 1901.
Original citation: “in Guatemala und Costarica”.
Lectotypus (designated by Alston, 1955: 237): Costa Rica:
near San Miguel, 11.V.1857, Wendland 771 (W [W0148846]).
= Selaginella oaxacana Spring in Mem. Acad. Roy. Sci.
Belgique 24: 177. 1849.
Notes. – Hieronymus (1901: 683) did not provide any collections in the protologue, only species distribution. Alston
(1955: 237) indicated: “San Miguel, Wendland 771 (V, typecollection of S. wendlandii)”. Alston clearly meant W instead
of V and this is accepted here as a typographical error and an
implicit lectotypification.

Pteridophytes
Aspleniaceae
The only known collection of Aspleniaceae made by Wendland
in Central America was described as a new variety.
Asplenium sessilifolium var. guatemalense Hieron. in Bot.
Jahrb. Syst. 34: 461. 1904.
Original citation: “Guatemala; crescit frequenter ad
terram in silvis densis humidis in monte Vulcan de
Agua, alt. s.m. 2500 m (L. n. 1480: 31.m. Majo 1882):
prope Mataquescuintla in regione urbis Santa Rosa,
alt. s.m. 1700 – 1800 m (Heyde et Lux, m. Febr. 1893; ex
plantis quas editit John Donnell Smith n. 4671, nomine
»A. lunulatum var. pinnatifidum« specimina edita);
prope Zamorora in regione urbis Santa Rosa, alt. s.m.
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1800 – 1900 m (Heyde et Lux, m. Apr. 1893; ex plantis
quas editit J.D. Smith n. 4670; nomine » A. lunulatum var.
pinnatifidum specimina edita sunt). Costarica: in monte
Irazú (H.Wendland n. 710: 15. m. Apr. 1857)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Stolze, 1981: 90): Guatemala:
Agua Volcano, Sacatepéquez, 2500 m, 31.V.1882, Lehmann
1480 (B [B 20 0022904]). Syntypi: Guatemala: near
Mataquescuintla, Santa Rosa, II.1893, Heyde & Lux 4671
(B [B 20 00022906]; near Zamora, Santa Rosa, IV.1893,
Heyde & Lux 4670 (B [B 20 0022905]). Costa Rica: Irazú
Volcano, 15.IV.1857, Wendland 710 (B [B 20 0022908]).
= Asplenium sessilifolium Desv. in Mag. Neuesten
Entdeck. Gesammten Naturk. Ges. Naturf. Freunde
Berlin 5: 322. 1811.
Cyatheaceae
Wendland made only a single collection of Cyatheaceae in
Central America and it was described as a new species.
Alsophila wendlandii Mett. ex Kuhn in Linnaea 36: 158. 1869.
Original citation: “Costa Rica, San Miguel
(Wendland 761)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San Miguel,
s.d., Wendland 761 (B [B 20 0000417 fragm.]; isolecto-:
US [US1230525 fragm.]).
= Cyathea wendlandii (Mett. ex Kuhn) Domin in
Pteridophyta: 263. 1929.
Notes. – In his treatment, Barrington (1978) clearly indicated the holotypes and differentiated them from the isotypes.
For this species, the indication “Holotype: […] fragment ex
B, US!” suggests that he did not accept the specimen at B as
the holotype. This latter specimen is annotated in an unknown
hand (not Wendland) as: “Als. wendlandi Mett. 761. S. Miguel
Costaric. Wendland. Rchb. fil.”, and designated here as the
lectotype.
Dicksoniaceae
Two collections of Dicksoniaceae were made by Wendland
in Guatemala, both of which were described as new species
though now both attributable to a single other taxon.
Cibotium guatemalense Kuhn in Linnaea 36: 152. 1869.
Original citation: “Guatemala (Wendland)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: valley near Guatemala City, 16.I.1857, Wendland 245
(GOET [2-part specimen: GOET045080]). Holotypus: B†.
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= Cibotium regale Verschaff. & Lem. in Ill. Hort. 15:
tab. 548. 1868.
Notes. – As Kuhn was based in B, it is most likely that the
material studied by him was destroyed (here referred to as the
holotype). We found a duplicate at GOET [GOET045080]
that is designated here as the lectotype of this name.
Cibotium wendlandii Mett. ex Kuhn in Linnaea 36: 151. 1869.
Original citation: “Guatemala (Wendland. Skinner 22.)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: sine loco,
s.d., Wendland s.n. [274] (B [B 20 0094308]; isolecto-:
between St. Pedro and St. Lucia, 20.I.1857, Wendland 274
GOET [3-part specimen: GOET045079, GOET045081],
NY [NY04007711 fragm.]). Syntypus: Guatemala: sine
loco, s.d., Skinner 22 (US [US00066380 fragm.]).
= Cibotium regale Verschaff. & Lem. in Ill. Hort. 15:
tab. 548. 1868.
Notes. – The original material at B is labeled in Wendland’s
hand. Additionally, duplicates have been located at GOET
and NY. The specimen at GOET consists of three sheets that
were separated during mounting. GOET045079 is only a single
sheet, annotated as “Abschrift!”, whilst GOET045081 consists
of two sheets, one of which has the original field label and the
other annotated as “2.Bogen”.
Wendland (1857g: 363) wrote in his excursion report that
he had collected “pretty little trunks of two of the most magnificent tree ferns here, and I hope I will succeed in keeping
them alive so that I can enjoy them later on”. It is assumed that
he was referring to the Cibotium collection.
Marattiaceae
The only known collection of Marattiaceae collected by
Wendland in Costa Rica was described as a new species.
Danaea wendlandii Rchb. f. in Bot. Zeitung (Berlin) 30:
490. 1872.
Original citation: “Costa Rica Wendland!”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Pedregal, 25.V.1857, Wendland 744
(W [W0154116]) (Fig. 7 → p. 36).
Notes. – Lellinger (1989: 90) cited the type as “Piedragas
[Pedregal], Costa Rica, Wendland 744 (B not seen Alston
photo)”. However, the specimen at W is considered the holotype because it would have been the one seen by Reichenbach.
If there is a surviving specimen at B it would be an isotype, but
it has not been located.
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Plagiogyriaceae
The only recorded collection of Plagiogyriaceae made by
Wendland in Costa Rica was described as a new species.
Plagiogyria costaricensis Mett. ex Kuhn in Linnaea 36: 149.
1869.
Original citation: “Costa Rica, Vulcán de Barva
(Wendland 1066)”.
= Plagiogyria pectinata (Liebm.) Lellinger in Amer. Fern
J. 61: 115. 1971.
Notes. – Lellinger (1971: 116) reported that a drawing of the
holotype was at B, and that the holotype was possibly at C, “C?
not seen”. However, no such specimen has been located there.
There are no known specimens at GOET associated with this
name. In the absence of any extant specimens, a neotype may
be designated. Typification will be best undertaken as part of
a comprehensive revision of Plagiogyria (Kunze) Mett.
Polypodiaceae
Six collections of Polypodiaceae were made by Wendland in
Central America, two of which were described as new species.
Polypodium falcoideum Kuhn ex Hieron. in Bot. Jahrb. Syst.
34: 533. 1904.


Campyloneurum falcoideum (Kuhn ex Hieron.)
M. Mey. ex Lellinger in Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington
89: 708. 1977.

Original citation: “Costarica: ad arborum truncus silvarum
densarum humidarum supra fluvium Río Sucio, alt. s .m.
800 m (L. n. 1741; 17. m. Mart. 1882): prope Desengaño
(H. Wendland n. 876: 9. Majo 1857)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Moran & Labiak, 2018: 387):
Costa Rica: San José, Río Sucio, 800 m, 17.III.1882,
Lehmann 1741 (US [US00048645]; isolecto-: B [B
20 0087566], BM n.v., K [K000590831], P [P00624630]).
Syntypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857,
Wendland 876 (B [B 20 0087571, B 20 0087572]).
Polypodium costaricanum Hieron. in Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 34: 530.
1904.
Original citation: “Costarica; habitat ad arborum truncos
in silvis densis humidis montium Tablázos dictorum
ab oppido San José meridiem spectantium, alt. s.m.
2000 m (L. n. 1235; 24. m. Dec. 1881); in monte Irazú
(H. Wendland n. 644; 16. m. April. 1857)”.

Lectotypus (designated by Sota, 1966: 169): Costa Rica:
Irazú Volcano, 16.IV.1857, Wendland 644 (B [B 20 0075608]).
Syntypus: Costa Rica: San José, 2000 m, XII.1881,
Lehmann 1235 (B [B 20 0075605]).
= Polypodium myriolepis Christ in Bull. Herb. Boissier 4:
661. 1896.
Pteridaceae
Four collections of Pteridaceae were made by Wendland in
Central America, one of which was described as a new species.
Hemionitis pinnatifida Baker, Syn. Fil.: 399. 1868.
Original citation: “Hab. Central America, Wendland,
438.”
Holotypus: El Salvador: sine loco [San Miguel–Tabanco?],
s.d. [19.II.1857?], Wendland 438 (BM [BM000936637]).
Notes. – Lellinger (1989: 133) indicated: “Type: Central
America [presumably Costa Rica], Wendland 438 (presumably
K not seen)”. The specimen is desposited at BM, not K, and
was collected in El Salvador according to Wendland’s collection number.

Angiosperms
Acanthaceae
Of the nine collections of Acanthaceae made by Wendland in
Central America, one was described as a new species.
Aphelandra bullata H. Wendl. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 30. 1863.
Original citation: “Anfangs August 1857 wurde diese
ebenfalls schöne Pflanze in mittlerm Sarapiquíthale
zwischen San Miguel und La Muelle in einer Höhe von
etwa 3000 Fuss von mir in Blüthe gefunden”.
= Aphelandra aurantiaca Lindl. in Edwards’s Bot.
Reg. 31: tab. 10 [12]. 1845.
Notes. – This species was described from a cultivated plant
at Herrenhausen Gardens. It was collected as a living plant
in Costa Rica at Río Sarapiquí, between San Miguel and
Muelle. This name has been neglected in recent treatments
of Aphelandra R. Br. for Central America (see Daniel, 1990,
2005, 2010), however, it is a validly published name.
The original material has not been located; the typification
of this name should be best undertaken as part of a taxonomic
revision of Aphelandra.
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Araceae
Of the approximately 50 known collections of Araceae made
by Wendland in Central America, 32 names are treated here.
Of these, 24 are typified upon extant Wendland specimens,
and eight by other elements although the names are associated
with Wendland by unspecified collections or references related
to original material. All these were introduced by Schott
(1858, 1860, 1861, 1864, 1865), who at the time was director of the Imperial Gardens at Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna,
where the world’s largest living collection of aroids and herbarium were then maintained (Mayo et al., 1995). Wendland
and Schott developed a lasting friendship from an early collaboration. As his father Heinrich L. Wendland had done,
Hermann Wendland completed part of his gardener training
at Schönbrunn where he was instructed by Schott between
September 1846 and July 1847 (Peters, 2013). To acknowledge Schott’s “unselfish and most amicable” assistance with
some of his palm research, Wendland named Phytelephas schottii
H. Wendl. in his honour (Wendland, 1860: 119). Schott is
considered the most productive taxonomist to have worked
on tropical Araceae (Riedl, 1965), and he is responsible for
the establishment of about 37 currently accepted genera and
the description of about 590 species. Schott (1858: 177) noted
the contribution made by Wendland to the study of Araceae
when he wrote that “it was only through Oerstedt, Wendland
and Hoffmann that we became aware of a part of the aroid
flora of Central America, which was previously unexplored in
this regard”.
Schott’s herbarium was destroyed in World War II and held
Wendland’s Araceae specimens, many of which represented
original material. Bräuchler et al. (2021) reported that Araceae
were among the families either completely or partly destroyed
in a fire at Oberhöflien, a castle in Lower Austria, where they
were in storage in May 1945. Based on records of specimens
that were held in W prior to World War II, Riedl & RiedlDorn (1988) established a list of those that were destroyed,
including species based on collections made by Wendland and
cited by Schott in the respective descriptions. Many of the lost
specimens have duplicates or associated material at GOET,
although some that have been reported to be there have not
been located following extensive searches.
For the new species described by Schott based on Wendland
collections, it is accepted here that those specimens in W
were the ones that Schott examined. However, the status of
destroyed specimens is problematic as it is not known which
ones Schott examined, or if indeed he did examine them, or if
there were multiple specimens of the same collection. What
is certain is that they were destroyed and that there are no
surviving Wendland specimens of Araceae at W. In this case,
ICN Art. 9.11 rules that a lectotype may be designated among
the extant original material, if such exists.
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Schott’s type citations mostly give the location (in Central
America or cultivation) and the collector (Wendland), but neither field collection numbers nor the herbarium or herbaria
where the specimens were held. If a specimen with those same
data is extant, it would be expected that it was part of a single
gathering and therefore qualifies as original material. Such
specimens are considered isotypes and with the loss of the
holotypes are suited to serve as lectotypes whether they were
studied by Schott or not (in the case of GOET specimens, this
is not possible to determine).
Although Schott’s herbarium was lost, a series of illustrations and paintings, collectively known as Schott’s Icones, survived and are extant at W. They have been published as a microfiche edition (Schott et al., 1984).The Icones consist of a set of
3,400 line drawings of herbarium specimens and paintings of
living collections, and which were only partly published during
Schott’s lifetime (Croat, 1998).
Because of the loss of Schott’s herbarium, a number of
researchers have examined the possibility of accepting Schott’s
Icones as original material and therefore their eligibility as lectotypes, or if not original material, then as neotypes (Sakuragui
et al., 2005; Mayo & Sakuragui, 2011; Sakuragui et al., 2011;
Cardozo et al., 2014). Riedl & Riedl-Dorn (1988) suggested
that in the absence of actual specimens, Schott’s Icones should
serve as types. On the other hand, Grayum (1996) “generally excluded” them as original material as they are undated
and depict unvouchered material. For those species associated with Wendland’s Central America expedition, there are
a number of examples for which the Icones have been designated as types. For example, Croat (1997) designated icones
as neotypes for Philodendron acrocardium Schott (tab. 2498),
P. gracile Schott (tab. 2687 – 2688), P. schottianum H. Wendl.
ex Schott (tab. 2735 – 2736), P. wendlandii Schott (tab. 2079)
and Syngonium salvadorense Schott (tab. 3231), as well as for
Acontias wendlandii Schott (tab. 3470 – 3471) in recent times
(Croat et al., 2017). In this work we accept Schott’s Icones as
suitable neotypes unless it can be proven that the Icones were
created as part of the original description, and therefore they
might potentially serve as lectotypes. However, there are no
instances where Wendland’s collections have an accompanying illustration and therefore neotypification by that process
is not applicable.
Most of the annotations on Araceae specimens in GOET
have, in addition to Wendland’s original collection label, a
second label with only the name of the species that is written in an unknown hand. In the protologues associated with
the Wendland types, Schott used two abbreviations that are
relevant to understanding typification and his examination of
specimens: v.v., vidi vivam – seen in the living state; v.s., vidi
siccam – seen in the dried state. These annotations are relevant
when determining if species were described from wild collected
specimens or from cultivated plants.
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A further six new species were described from cultivated
plants. The species were collected by Wendland as living
specimens and grown at both, or either, Herrenhausen and
Schönbrunn. Although they do not involve original material
collected by Wendland in Central America, they are included
here for historical completeness.
Acontias wendlandii Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 178. 1858.


Xanthosoma wendlandii (Schott) Schott in Oersterr.
Bot. Z. 15: 33. 1865.

Original citation: “Wurde von Wendland bei S. Ramón
endeckt”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San Ramón,
26.VI.1857, Wendland 1130 (GOET [2-part specimen:
GOET000261, GOET000262]) (Fig. 8 → p. 37).
Notes. – Croat & Acebey (2015: 209) accepted a Wendland
specimen at GOET as the holotype, but most probably Schott
based his description on material kept at W. Therefore, the
specimen at GOET is designated here as the lectotype.
Anthurium dolosum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179. 1858.
Original citation: “In Guatemala bei St. Pedro und St.
Lucía. Wendland”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 81):
Guatemala: near San Pedro and Santa Lucía, 20.I.1857,
Wendland 273 (GOET [GOET000229]; isolecto-:
K [K000434061 fragm.).
= Anthurium scandens (Aubl.) Engl. in Mart., Fl. Bras.
3(2): 78. 1878 (Fig. 9A → p. 38).
Anthurium flexile Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180. 1858.
Original citation: “Wendland fand diese Art bei Pedregal
in Costa-rica”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979:
49): Costa Rica: Pedregal, 25.V.1857, Wendland 932
(GOET [GOET000230]).
Anthurium formosum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 181. 1858.
Original citation: “Costa-rica bei Naranjo. Wendland”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979:
50): Costa Rica: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], 27.III.1857,
Wendland 583 (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET000231,
GOET000232, GOET000233]).

Anthurium lancifolium Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180.
1858.
Original citation: “Auf dem Vulkan von Turialba in Costarica von Wendland entdeckt”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 55):
Costa Rica: Turrialba Volcano, 24.III.1857, Wendland 518
(GOET [GOET000235]).
Anthurium obtusilobum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 181.
1858.
Original citation: “Wendland fand dasselbe bei St. Miguel
in Costa-rica”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 63):
Costa Rica: San Miguel, 12.V.1857, Wendland 777
(GOET [GOET000237]).
Anthurium pallens Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180. 1858.
Original citation: “Costa-rica bei Desengaño von
Wendland gefunden”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 65):
Costa Rica: near Paso de El Desengaño, s.d. [9.V.1857?],
Wendland 840 (GOET n.v.).
Notes. – The specimen designated by Croat & Baker (1979:
65) has not been located either at GOET or as a loan specimen at MO.
Anthurium panduriforme Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 536.
1860 [nom. nov.].


Anthurium panduratum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 182.
1858 [nom. illeg., non Mart. ex Schott 1855].

Original citation: “Costa-rica. Wendland. – v.s. exemplaria
spontan. in Herb. Wendl.”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 66):
Costa Rica: San Miguel, 12.V.1857, Wendland 776
(GOET [GOET000238]; isolecto-: K [K000434052
fragm.]).
Notes. – K000434052 consists of a few fragments of flowers from the type plus a drawing by N.E. Brown dated
25.V.1881, annotated as an “Impression of the type specimen!
in Wendland’s herbarium”.
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Anthurium porrectum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180. 1858.

Anthurium wendlandii Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 181. 1858.

Original citation: “Von Oersted bei Cartago, von
Wendland bei Desenganno in Costa-rica gesammelt”.

Original citation: “Bei St. Miguel fand Wendland in
Costa-rica diesen parasitischen Schmuck der Bäume”.

Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 61):
Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 841
(GOET [GOET000236]; isolecto-: K [K00043456 fragm.]).
Syntypus: Costa Rica: sine loco, s.d., Oersted s.n. (W†).

Lectotypus (designated by Croat, 1983: 277): Costa Rica:
San Miguel, 21.V.1857, Wendland 957 (GOET [4-part specimen: GOET000243, GOET000244, GOET000245,
GOET000246]).

= Anthurium microspadix Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8:
180. 1858.

= Anthurium clavigerum Poepp., Nov. Gen. Sp. Pl. 3: 84.
1845 (Fig. 9B → p. 38).

Notes. – Croat & Baker (1979: 61) were the first to unite
Anthurium porrectum Schott and A. microspadix Schott at the
same rank, and therefore, treated the former having priority
over the latter (ICN Art. 11.5). Earlier, Engler (1879: 112) published the combination A. porrectum var. microspadix (Schott)
Engl. but did not unite them at the same rank.
K000434056 consists of a packet containing a few fragments
of flowers from the type; it also bears a drawing by N.E. Brown
dated 25.V.1881 and annotated as an “Impression of the type
specimen! in Wendland’s herbarium”.

Notes. – Specimens K000434072, K000434073, K000434074
and K000434075 were taken from a cultivated plant at Kew
Gardens, 19 August 1887, reportedly sent to Kew by Wendland.
These specimens are not original material.

Anthurium spectabile Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 181. 1858.
Original citation: “Von Wendland auf dem Vulkan
Turialba in Costa-rica entdeckt”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979: 88):
Costa Rica: Turrialba Volcano, 25.III.1857, Wendland 506
(GOET [2-part specimen: GOET000239, GOET000240]).
Anthurium subcordatum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 181.
1858.
Original citation: “Guatimala, auf dem Gebirge “Lasnubes” von Wendland aufgefunden”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat, 1983: 330):
Guatemala: Las Nubes, 2440 m, 11.I.1857, Wendland 330
(GOET [GOET000241]).
Anthurium subsignatum Schott in Bonplandia (Hannover)
9: 368. 1861.
Original citation: “Von Hermann Wendland einge
führt erhielten wir ein Anthurium, das sich nunmehr als
ausgezeichnete Art erweiset. Wir nennen es: Anthurium
subsignatum S. Amer. Central. (Wendland)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Baker, 1979:
91): Costa Rica: Pedregal, 25.V.1857, Wendland 919
(GOET [GOET000242]).

Dieffenbachia wendlandii Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.
Original citation: “In einem Bache bei St. Anna in
Salvador von Wendland aufgefunden”.
Lectotypus (designated here): El Salvador: Santa Ana,
9.II.1857, Wendland 410 (GOET n.v.).
Notes. – At the time of writing, the GOET specimen was
on loan to MO, and not able to be located. The specimen was
considered as “holotype” by Croat (2004: 758).
Three photographs of this collection deposited at MO are
cited in the Tropicos database [http://legacy.tropicos.org/
specimen/357105].
Homalomena wendlandii Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 308.
1860.


Adelonema wendlandii (Schott) S.Y. Wong & Croat in
Syst. Bot. 41: 43. 2016.

Original citation: “Amer.centr. Wendland. – v.v. cultam.”.
Neotypus (designated here): [Central America]: cultivated at Herrenhausen or Schönbrunn, IV.1861, Wendland s.n.
(GOET [4-part specimen: GOET045058]).
Notes. – Described from a cultivated plant most likely at
Herrenhausen or Schönbrunn but originally collected as a living plant by Wendland in Central America. There is no known
original material. The holotype at B accepted by Wong et al.
(2016: 43) is not a Wendland collection and post-dates publication. In the absence of original material, a specimen at GOET
taken from a cultivated plant, undoubtedly to have originally
been collected by Wendland, is proposed to serve as neotype.
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Philodendron acrocardium Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.

Philodendron gracile Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid: 244. 1860.

Original citation: “Guatimala. Wendland”.

Original citation: “America centralis. Wendland. -v.v. cult.
a Wendlandio communicat”.

Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: Las Nubes,
12.I.1857, Wendland 322 (GOET [GOET000255]).

Neotypus (designated by Croat, 1997: 539): [icon] Schott’s
Icones: tab. 2687 – 2688 (W).

= Philodendron hederaceum ( Jacq.) Schott in Wiener Z.
Kunst 1829(3): 780. 1829.

= Philodendron tenue K. Koch & Augustin in Index. Sem.
(Berlin), App. 7. 1854.

Notes. – Croat (1997: 461) suggested that the type specimen
was at W and possibly destroyed, and he accordingly designated
the illustration Schott’s Icones tab. 2498 as a neotype. However,
material collected by Wendland at GOET is extant, which
is here designated as the lectotype of the name superseding
Croat’s proposal (ICN Art. 9.19).
Philodendron anisotomum Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858 (Fig. 9D → p. 38).
Original citation: “Guatimala. Wendland”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat, 1997: 397): Guatemala:
Las Nubes, 12.I.1857, Wendland 321 (GOET [2-part specimen: GOET000250, GOET000251]).
Philodendron aurantiifolium Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8:
178. 1858.
Original citation: “Philodendra bringen die angezeigten
Sammlungen fünf neue. Von allen hier erwähnten
Sammlern wurde die hier zuerst genante Art in Costarica getroffen”.
Lectotypus (designated by Grayum, 1996: 190): Costa
Rica: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], 3.VII.1857, Wendland 1136
(GOET [GOET000252]; isolecto-: K n.v., MO-2904716).
Notes. – The GOET specimen Wendland 1136 was cited
as the holotype by Grayum (1996: 190). However, Schott
(1858) did not cite a collector in the protologue, but only later
stated “Costa Rica. Wendland, etc.” when dealing with the
same species in a subsequent treatment (Schott, 1860: 230).
Furthermore, the phrase “Spatha hellockerfarbig [spathe lightyellow-ocher-colored]”, which does appear in the protologue,
is handwritten on the label of Wendland 1136. This is adequate
evidence to accept the Wendland specimen as original material and Grayum’s proposal is corrected here to lectotype (ICN
Art. 9.10).

Philodendron impolitum Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 291. 1860.
Original citation: “Amer. centr. Wendland. – v.v. cult.”.
= Philodendron radiatum Schott in Oesterr. Bot.
Wochenbl. 3: 378. 1853.
Notes. – Described from a cultivated plant either at
Herrenhausen or Schönbrunn, grown from a collection by
Wendland from Central America. As there are no known specimens at GOET or other herbaria, resolution of typification
will be best undertaken as part of a comprehensive revision.
Philodendron ligulatum Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 224.
1860.
Original citation: “Amer. centralis. Wendland. – v.v. cult.”.
Neotypus (designated by Croat, 1997: 479): Costa
Rica: Limón: Refugio Nacional de Vida Silvetre Barra
del Colorado, between Río Chirripocito and Río Sardina
(Sardinal), 10°38’N 83°45’W, 12 m, 22.IV.1990, Grayum 9823
(MO n.v.; isoneo-: INT n.v.; CR [CR149638]).
Philodendron schottianum H. Wendl. ex Schott in Oesterr.
Bot. Z. 15: 72. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria?”.
Neotypus (designated by Croat, 1997: 523): [icon] Schott’s
Icones: tab. 2735 – 2736 (W).
Notes. – There is no evidence that Wendland collected this
species either in Central America or from a cultivated source.
A search at GOET did not locate any specimens associated
with this name. Schott’s inclusion of Wendland as author cannot be explained although it is undoubtedly a name proposed
by Wendland.
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Philodendron wendlandii Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 221.
1860 (Fig. 9E → p. 38).

Spathiphyllum wendlandii Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.

Original citation: “America centralis. Wendland. v.v.
cultam.”.

Original citation: “Spathiphylla wurden drei neue
Arten, alle von Wendland in Costa-rica gesammelt. Bei
Cariblanco und St. Miguel. [Wendland]”.

Neotypus (designated by Croat, 1997: 558): [icon] Schott’s
Icones: tab. 2079 (W).
Rhodospatha wendlandii Schott in J. Bot. 2: 52. 1864.
Original citation: “America centralis (Wendland!)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Acebey, 2015: 158):
Central America: sine loco, s.d., Wendland s.n. (GOET).
Spathiphyllum atrovirens Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.
Original citation: “Spathiphylla wurden drei neue Arten,
alle von Wendland in Costa-rica gesammelt. Pedregal
[Wendland]”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Pedregal,
10.VIII.1857, Wendland 1264 (GOET).
Notes. – Bunting (1960: 43) indicated that Wendland 1264,
possibly at either B or W, was destroyed and designated Pittier
9053 at US [US-936751] as a neotype. This action is superseded
by the extant material at GOET, which is designated here as
the lectotype.
Spathiphyllum fulvovirens Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.
Original citation: “Spathiphylla wurden drei neue Arten,
alle von Wendland in Costa-rica gesammelt. Bei Pedregal
[Wendland]”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: near Pedregal,
25.V.1857, Wendland 939 (GOET [GOET000257]).
Notes. – Bunting (1960: 27) indicated that Wendland 939
was destroyed and designated von Wedel 2198 as a neotype
at GH with isoneotypes at F and MO. Bunting’s proposal is
superseded by the extant original material at GOET designated here as the lectotype.

Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cuesta de
Congo, between Cariblanco and San Miguel, 10.V.1857,
Wendland 772 (GOET [GOET000258]) (Fig. 10 → p. 39).
Notes. – Bunting (1960: 42) indicated that Wendland 772
was lost. However, a duplicate of this collection is extant at
GOET and it is therefore designated here as the lectotype.
Syngonium peliocladum Schott, Prodr. Syst. Aroid.: 202. 1860.


Syngonium podophyllum var. peliocladum (Schott) Croat
in Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 68: 636. 1982.

Original citation: “Costa-rica. Wendland. – v.v.”.
Neotypus: (designated by Croat, 1981: 636): [icon] Schott’s
Icones: tab. 3215 – 3216 (W).
Syngonium salvadorense Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179.
1858.
Original citation: “Im Staate San Salvador bei St. Anna
von Wendland entdeckt”.
Lectotypus (designated here): El Salvador: Santa Ana,
9.II.1857, Wendland 408 (GOET [GOET000259]).
Notes. – Croat (1981: 637) indicated that a Wendland specimen was possibly at P, but it has not been located, and he cited
an illustration, Schott’s Icones: tab. 3231 [NYBG negative 4331]
as the type. That proposal is superseded by the lectotype designated here based on the original material extant at GOET.
Syngonium schottianum H. Wendl. ex Schott, Prodr. Syst.
Aroid.: 199. 1860.
Original citation: “Costa-rica. Wendland. – v.v.”.
Notes. – Croat (1981: 602) stated: “Type: Costa Rica,
Wendland (destroyed, type photo seen FM – 12301)”. A search
at GOET did not locate any specimens. The typification of
this name should be best undertaken as part of a taxonomic
revision of Syngonium Schott.
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Syngonium wendlandii Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 178. 1858
(Fig. 9F → p. 38).
Original citation: “Wendland fand dieselbe bei St. Anna
in Costa-rica”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Santa Ana,
9.IV.1857, Wendland 619 (GOET [GOET000260]) (Fig. 11
→ p. 40).
Notes. – Croat (1981: 645) indicated that the Wendland
collection had been at B but was destroyed, and that there was
a Schott drawing that he had seen [no 3243]. Wendland 619 at
GOET has remained overlooked and, as it is original material,
is designated here as the lectotype.
Tornelia dissecta Schott in Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 179. 1858.


Monstera dissecta (Schott) Croat & Grayum in Ann.
Missouri Bot. Gard. 74: 659. 1987 (Fig. 9C → p. 38).

Original citation: “Von Wendland auf dem Vulkan
Turialba entdeckt”.
Lectotypus (designated by Croat & Grayum, 1987:
659): Costa Rica: Turrialba Volcano, 24.III.1856 [1857],
Wendland 500 (GOET).
Notes. – The GOET specimen was cited as the holotype by
Croat & Grayum (1987: 659). This is treated here as an error
to be corrected to lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
The recent revision of Monstera Adans. by Cedeño-Fonseca
et al. (2022: 70) also accepted the GOET specimen as the
holotype. In addition, they discussed a supposedly lost specimen at W that may have been just a single leaf taken from the
GOET specimen and would represent an isotype. There is no
clear evidence to support that; hence, the GOET specimen is
here considered as the lectotype.
Arecaceae
Of the c. 75 known collections of Arecaceae made by Wendland
in Central America, 30 were described as new species. The taxonomic treatments in which they were included are those by
André (1871), Spruce (1871), Schaedtler (1875b–d), Hemsley
(1885), Dammer (1904, 1905) and Burret (1930, 1934).
Among the primary aims of Wendland’s excursion to Central
America was to acquire living palms or seeds for Herrenhausen
Gardens, and dried specimens for the Herrenhausen herbarium. The living palm collection at Herrenhausen at that time
was rapidly developing (Wendland, 1852d). Of the palms
collected by Wendland in Central America it was reported by
Anon. (1857a: 640) that:

Among his acquisitions of both living and dried plants,
the palms deserve a mention, which Wendland particularly
focused on studying. He has collected over 80 species of which
almost a quarter seems to be new. The splendid palm house at
Herrenhausen, the property of the King of Hanover, which, as
is well known, has no equal in Germany in terms of the number
of living palm trees and the beauty of the specimens, received
a considerable increase from him.
The living palm collection grew rapidly through the 1860s
and 1870s and by 1875 was reported to include 435 species
(Schaedtler, 1875a – f ), making it the largest collection of
cultivated palms in the world. The development of the collection was demonstration of Wendland’s unwavering focus
on the family and his consummate skill as a propagator and
cultivator of tropical plants grown under heated conditions in
an otherwise unfavourable temperate climate (Dowe, 2019).
In Wendland’s Central American expedition reports (see
Part II), palms are the most frequently referred to plants.
He described their appearance, how he collected them and
some of the local uses. They were the first plants mentioned in
his reports, when he wrote for 16 December 1856: “while sailing
up the Río Dulce I noticed about 12 different species of palms
through binoculars, but the distance prevented me from identifying them” (Wendland, 1857e: 179). He mainly described
palms in general terms in his reports, writing, for example, that
“among the plants gathered at Turrialba there is also an Iriartea.
Such a plant looks glorious in God’s free nature; the roots
emerge from eight feet up the trunk. The chamaedoreas also
grow roots downwards from above” (Wendland, 1857g: 363).
In regards to the gathering of herbarium specimens,
Wendland commented on the problems associated with
the making of good palm specimens, noting the difficulties
compared to collecting other plant forms. He wrote on one
occasion that the “vasculum, which was already over packed
anyway, is rarely large enough to hold instructive palm samples” (Wendland, 1857h: 513). However, the overall quality
of Wendland’s palm specimens is reasonable, considering the
difficulties experienced in collecting, drying and transporting
them over long distances and especially in the wet seasonal
conditions encountered in Central America during his time
there.
Richard Spruce: Palmae Amazonicae
One of the most productive taxonomic outcomes from
Wendland’s palm collections from Central America was completed by Richard Spruce (1817 – 1893), an English botanist who
had traveled extensively in South America, arriving in Brazil
in 1849 and returning to Britain some 15 years later in 1864.
One of his major works was Palmae Amazonicae (Spruce, 1871),
written during the seven years after his return. In this, Spruce
provided a detailed taxonomic and ethnographic account of the
palms of the Amazon basin and adjacent areas (Henderson,
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1995). Spruce (1871: 104) noted that the “fine Geonomas discovered by Wendland in Central America are not always represented in the Kew Herbarium by specimens perfect enough to
enable one to classify them with certainty”. Palmae Amazonicae
included 13 new species of Geonoma based on names given by
Wendland on the specimens of those examined by Spruce. The
label annotations invariably give the collection date as 1862,
which appears to be when the specimens were made from
palms growing at Herrenhausen Gardens. Although it was not
explicitly indicated as such on any of the labels, it is a reasonable assumption to make because of the neatness and quality
of the specimens and the knowledge that about 30 species of
Geonoma were then reported to be grown at Herrenhausen.
Schaedtler (1875d), in his account of the palms cultivated
at Herrenhausen, noted that the Geonomas were of a dainty,
dwarf growth and were particularly suitable for culture in the
glass houses, but they required both high humidity and high
temperature in order to flourish. Additional information about
Wendland’s wild collected specimens is also provided on the
labels. As Spruce based his descriptions on the specimens of
cultivated palms, these are accepted as holotypes. Although the
wild collected specimens (of which most are extant) often have
additional information on the labels, they are not candidates
for use as types because they were not used when preparing
the account of the new taxa. For these instances, the specimens
are listed here under the heading of “Additional specimens”.
Georg Schaedtler: Herrenhausen palm collection catalogue
In a descriptive catalogue of palms then under cultivation at
Herrenhausen, horticulturist Schaedtler (1875b – d) included
new names most likely under the direction of Wendland as a
means of inventorization or ‘announcing’ undescribed species
that Wendland proposed to publish. Included were species
that Wendland had collected in Central America. Schaedtler’s
descriptions provided valid publication for many of them,
however, no specimens were cited and typification has been
problematic. We here accept that specimens in GOET represent holotypes (when unicates) for new names proposed by
Schaedtler, as it is most probable that the specimens are implicitly associated with the names as they have been annotated by
Wendland.
William Botting Hemsley: Biologia Centrali-Americana
A comprehensive documentation of the flora of Central
America was presented in the monumental Biologia CentraliAmericana, coordinated by Kew Gardens and published progressively between 1879 and 1888. The palms were treated in
volume 3 (Hemsley, 1885). William B. Hemsley (1840 – 1918),
who was then Principal Assistant at K, noted in the introduction of the aforementioned contribution that “the work was
substantially restricted to the Kew Herbarium and Library”
(Hemsley, 1888: iv). It was therefore from that collection that
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the palms were mostly described. Similar to the new species
described by Spruce (see above), those described by Hemsley
were based on specimens that Wendland had made from cultivated plants at Herrenhausen. Hemsley’s palm treatment dealt
with 25 genera and 107 species. Six new names based on specimens collected by Wendland were presented, however none
was validly described and therefore are nomina nuda. These
names are included here as a record of Wendland’s Central
American collections. Hemsley also included many other
names in his account, especially in Geonoma, that had been
previously introduced by Wendland in Les Palmiers (Kerchove
de Denterghem, 1878). However, Hemsley listed them explicitly as nomina nuda and therefore typification is not applicable.
Udo Dammer and Max Burret: Posthumous descriptions
Dammer (1904, 1905) collaborated with Wendland on some
palm taxonomy, and after Wendland’s death in 1903 published
an account of Chamaedorea that was based on manuscripts
given to him by Wendland (Dowe, 2019; Dowe & Hodel,
2021). All the species attributed to Dammer included here are
in that genus and the specimens are mainly held at GOET.
Other species were posthumously described by Burret
(1930, 1934) based on specimens at B that had been annotated
by Wendland as well as the unpublished manuscripts that were
held at B, having previously been kept in Dammer’s personal
estate. The specimens held at B were destroyed during World
War II so details about them must be deduced from Burret’s
treatments. These mostly are accepted as the holotypes although
by their loss a lectotype as a substitute for it may be designated
(ICN Art. 9.11). The genera involved include Bactris Jacq. ex
Scop., Calyptrogyne H. Wendl. and Geonoma. Of the latter
genus, Burret (1930: 123) noted that many had previously
been described by Spruce (see above) but that other specimens
held at B were annotated with Wendland’s manuscript names
and were accompanied by short descriptions and represented
new species. Burret noted that the specimens lacked information on provenance and appeared to be duplicates. On the
evidence, they were most likely duplicates of those at GOET.
Specimen annotation
Most of Wendland’s Central American palm specimens held at
GOET have a distinctive label in comparison to other families.
There are very few surviving original field labels for the palms
although many original labels have survived for most other
families. It is assumed that the palm labels were rewritten after
Wendland had returned from Central America as they are on a
specially printed label and consistently neat in style, unlike his
field labels that are mostly brief and untidy. The annotations
are all in Wendland’s hand.
The labels for the specimens held in K are different. It is
apparent that the specimens were taken from cultivated plants
at Herrenhausen as they are mostly dated as 1862. These labels
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are mostly annotated in Wendland’s hand but where there are
additional specimens of the same species there is a second label
in an another unknown hand. When there are two sheets, these
represent a single specimen (2-part specimen), and that the
second sheet was to accommodate the extra material that would
otherwise crowd a single sheet. An examination by present
Kew staff of these labels to determine the author was inconclusive but nevertheless excludes William Hooker or George
Bentham. Some labels display writing in both Wendland’s
hand and the other unknown hand when “H. Wendland 1862”
or similar is added.
The palm specimens are numbered independently of all
other families that he collected in Central America. The lowest
known label number is 3 and the highest known label number
is 102. The actual number of specimens known to have a written number on the label is about 47, and there are about 28
specimens that lack a number. The numbered specimens are
more or less in chronological order as verified by the collection
dates and the known location sequence (in the absence of a
date) as determined from Wendland’s published reports (see
Part II). The shortfall between the actual number of surviving specimens, being either numbered or unnumbered (i.e. 75
(47+28) [total number of known specimens]), and the potential
total number of specimens (i.e. 102 [highest known number on
a label]) is most likely the result of the loss or the discarding
of deteriorated specimens.
Photos of many of Wendland’s Central American palm
specimens are held in the herbarium of the Field Museum
of Natural History, Chicago (F). These were facilitated by
J. Francis Macbride prior to 1940 as part of a project to photograph type specimens of tropical American plants in European
herbaria (Dahlgren, 1959: 1).
Bactris caudata H. Wendl. ex Burret in Repert. Spec. Nov.
Regni Veg. 34: 230. 1934.
Original citation: “Costarica: Sarapiquí, San Miguel
(H. Wendland)”.
Lectotypus (designated by de Nevers et al., 1996:
175): Costa Rica: San Miguel, Río Sarapiquí, V.1857,
Wendland 53 (GOET [5-part specimen: GOET025051]).
Notes. – The isolectotype at K indicated by de Nevers et
al. (1996: 175) is excluded from the type material because it
comes from a cultivated plant at Herrenhausen sent to Kew by
Wendland in 1862. It is most likely that the destroyed specimen
at B was a duplicate of the GOET specimen as Burret referred
to the name “Bactris caudata H. Wendl. nomen in scheda.”,
thus suggesting that the specimen seen by him was associated
with GOET. In addition, Burret included locality information
that was on the GOET specimen but not on the K specimens.

Additional specimens. – [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen Gardens [originating from Río Sarapiquí, San Miguel, 1857], 1862, Wendland s.n.
(K [K000526392]); cultivated at Herrenhausen Gardens, 1862, Wendland s.n.
(K [K000526393]).

Bactris longiseta H. Wendl. ex Burret in Repert. Spec. Nov.
Regni Veg. 34: 213. 1934.
Original citation: “Costarica: Río Sarapiquí, Pedregal und
San Miguel (H. Wendland)”.
Lectotypus (designated by de Nevers et al., 1996: 197):
Costa Rica: Pedregal, Río Sarapiquí, V.1857, Wendland 81
(GOET [5-part specimen: GOET025075]). Syntypus:
Costa Rica: San Miguel, Río Sarapiquí, V.1857, Wendland 60
(GOET [4-part specimen: GOET025074]).
Bactris obovata H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler in Hamburger
Garten- Blumenzeitung 31: 67. 1875 (Fig. 12A → p. 41).
Original citation: “Die verkehrteirundfruchtige Stachelpalme. Costa Rica. Ueber einen Meter hohes Exemplar
mit dünnem, bambusartigen, oberhalb bestachelten
Schaft und langen, breitblätterigen, an der Spitze gabelig
getheilten Blattwedeln”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San Miguel,
Río Sarapiquí, V.1857, Wendland 54 (GOET [5-part specimen: GOET025058]).
Notes. – Henderson (2000: 168) indicated Bactris obovata
H. Wendl. as a synonym of B. hondurensis Standl. Henderson,
unaware of Schaedtler’s earlier publication, was referring to
Wendland’s publication in Kerchove de Denterghem (1878:
234) where this name is not validly published. Schaedtler did
not cite any specimens and GOET025058 is designated here
as the lectotype. With acceptance of valid publication of
B. obovata H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler, B. hondurensis becomes a
later heterotypic synonym.
Schaedtler (1875b: 67) reported that this species was cultivated at Herrenhausen and he provided a brief description of
a cultivated individual, the common name of which translates
as the round-fruited prickly palm.
Bactris subglobosa Lindl. ex Schaedtler in Hamburger
Garten- Blumenzeitung 31: 68. 1875.
Original citation: “Die halbkugelige Stachelpalme.
Ein Meter hohes Exemplar. Schaft und Rückseite der
Blattstiele mit über 3 Centim. langen Stacheln und
regelmätzig stehenden, bis zur Wedelspitze kammförming
gestellten Fiedern”.
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Holotypus: [El Salvador]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from San Salvador, 1857], 1862,
Wendland s.n. (K [K000526391]) (Fig. 13 → p. 42).
= Bactris major Jacq., Select. Stirp. Amer. Hist., ed. 2: 135.
1780.
Notes. – De Nevers et al. (1996: 209) treated Bactris subglobosa
Lindl. ex Schaedtler as an invalidly published name. Henderson
(2000: 167) treated it as a doubtful, excluded name. However, the
brief but distinguishing description provided by Schaedtler
(1875: 68) validated the name. Schaedtler attributed B. subglobosa
to Lindley but is likely a typographical error to be corrected to
Wendland as B. subglobosa H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler.
Bactris wendlandiana Burret in Repert. Spec. Nov. Regni
Veg. 34: 198. 1934.
Original citation: “Costa Rica: Sarapiquí (H. Wendland)”.
Lectotypus (designated by de Nevers et al., 1996: 192):
Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí, 1857, Wendland s.n. (K n.v.).
= Bactris obovata H. Wendl. & Schaedtler in Hamburger
Garten- Blumenzeitung 31: 67. 1875.
Notes. – De Nevers et al. (1996: 192) accepted that the
holotype at B was lost and designated a specimen at K as the
lectotype. A search of GOET has not located any specimens
related to this name. Similarly, specimens could not be located
at K (W.J. Baker, pers. comm., 21.IV.2021).
Calyptrogyne brachystachys H. Wendl. ex Burret in Bot. Jahrb.
Syst. 63: 132. 1930.
Original citation: “[Burret quoting Wendland’s
manuscript] Im nördlichen Costarica im Sarapiquí-Tale
fand ich diese Art in Gemeinschaft mit G. ferruginea und
G. versiformis”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cariblanco, Río
Sarapiquí, V.1857, Wendland 45 (GOET [3-part specimen:
GOET025614]).
= Calyptrogyne ghiesbreghtiana (Linden & H. Wendl.)
H. Wendl. in Bot Zeitung (Berlin) 17: 72 (1859).
Notes. – The specimen seen by Burret at B was most likely
destroyed during World War II. The duplicate at GOET is
designated here as the lectotype. This specimen has two labels
annotated in Wendland’s hand, one of them matching the protologue information.
Henderson (2005: 79), on the assumption that no original material was extant, designated a neotype for this name.
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However, this is superseded as original material is extant at
GOET.
Calyptrogyne sarapiquensis H. Wendl. & Burret in Bot. Jahrb.
Syst. 63: 129, 134. 1930 [nom. illeg.].
– Calyptrogyne sarapiquensis Schaedtler in Hamburger
Garten- Blumenzeitung 31: 110. 1875 [nom. illeg.
superfl.].
Original citation: “Diese Art ist sehr häufig im unteren
Sarapiquí-Tale zwischen La Virgen und Pedregall im
nördlichen Costarica, wo sie in großen Mengen als
Unterholz auftritt”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Pedregal, Río
Sarapiquí, V.1857, Wendland 85 (GOET [6-part specimen:
GOET009067]).
= Calyptrogyne ghiesbreghtiana subsp. glauca (Oerst.)
A.J. Hend. in Syst. Bot. 30: 81. 2005.
Notes. – Henderson (2005: 81) accepted the specimen
GOET009067 as the holotype. However, the holotype was
most likely at B and destroyed during World War II, and therefore the GOET specimen is designated here as the lectotype.
Calyptrogyne sarapiquensis Schaedtler (Schaedtler 1875:
110) is an illegitimate name under ICN Art. 52.1 because it
definitely includes the type of C. spicigera (K. Koch) H. Wendl.
On the other side, C. sarapiquensis H. Wendl. ex Burret is a
nom. illeg. under Art. 53.1. This name is included in this treatment for historical completeness and because it remains in use
in horticultural circles.
Chamaedorea amabilis H. Wendl. ex Dammer in Gard.
Chron., ser. 3, 36: 245. 1904.
Original citation: “I am doubtful whether this species
is still in cultivation, as the plants once grown at
Herrenhausen are no longer alive. But as this species is
found in Costa Rica, it could easily be introduced into
gardens again”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000462933]; iso-: L [L0042054]).
Notes. – Hodel (1992: 57) indicated the specimen at K as the
holotype with an isotype at L, which is accepted here.
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Chamaedorea exorrhiza H. Wendl. ex Dammer in Gard.
Chron., ser. 3, 38: 44. 1905.
Original citation: “The species with 10 to 22 segments on
each side of the leaf-rachis, whose segments are broader
than 5 cm. (2 inches), are C. wendlandiana with 5-nerved
segments, C. tepejilote with 7-nerved segments, and
C. exorrhiza with 9-nerved segments”.
Lectotypus (designated by Dowe & Hodel, 2021: 96):
Costa Rica: San Miguel near Río Sarapiquí, 16.V.1857,
Wendland 71 (GOET [6-part specimen: GOET025396]).
= Chamaedorea tepejilote Liebm. in Mart., Hist. Nat.
Palm. 3: 308. 1849.
Chamaedorea homomalla H. Wendl. ex Dammer in Gard.
Chron., ser. 3, 38: 43. 1905.
Original citation: “…and C. homomalla have 5 to 7
segments on each side of the rachis”.

is a giant, viz., Iriartea gigantea, Wendland, in northern
Costa Rica, in the valley of the Río Sarapiquí”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000462928].
Notes. – A search at GOET has not located any specimens or
photos related to this name but there is a photo at F [F20805]
that purports to be a Wendland collection [annotated as H. 41].
Geonoma congesta H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot.
11: 112. 1871 (Fig. 12B → p. 41).
Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centralis Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K n.v.).

Lectotypus (designated by Dowe & Hodel, 2021: 97):
Costa Rica: Turrialba, 24.III.1857, Wendland 27 & 32
(GOET [2-part specimen: GOET025302]; isolecto-:
GOET [2-part specimen: GOET025301]).

Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: between Pedregal and San Miguel
at Río Sarapiquí, 22.V.1857, Wendland s.n. (GOET [4-part specimen:
GOET025567]).

= Chamaedorea warscewiczii H. Wendl. in Bonplandia
10: 37. 1862.

Geonoma cuneata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot.
11: 104. 1871.

Notes. – GOET025302 has two labels annotated in
Wendland’s hand: (1) “Morenia warscewiczii N. 27 & 32.
Turialba. 24.3.57” and (2) “32 27. Ch. homomalla”. The isolectotype GOET025301 has a single label with “27 Ch. homomalla”.
Chamaedorea inaequilateralis H. Wendl. ex Dammer in Gard.
Chron., ser. 3, 38: 43. 1905.
Original citation: “… those [pinnae] of C. inaequilateralis
are 1 3/5 to 1 ½ inches”.
Lectotypus (designated by Dowe & Hodel, 2021: 97):
Costa Rica: above Turrialba, 25.III.1857, Wendland 24
(GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025266]).
= Chamaedorea costaricana Oerst. in Vidensk. Meddel.
Dansk Naturhist. Foren. Kjøbenhavn 1859: 19. 1859.
Chamaedorea pumila H. Wendl. ex Dammer in Gard.
Chron., ser. 3, 36: 246. 1904.
Original citation: “Wendland detected this dwarf species
at the foot of another new palm, which on the contrary

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centr. Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526474]).
Notes. – K000526474 is annotated in Wendland’s hand as:
“Geonoma cuneata Hrm. Wendl. Wendl. leg. 1857. Costa Rica.
Flum. Sarapiquí”. The information “Dedit Wendland 1862”
was added in an unknown hand.
Additional specimens. – Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí, between Cariblanco and San Miguel, 10.V.1857, Wendland 46 (GOET [3-part specimen:
GOET025568]); Turrialba, 27.III.1857, Wendland 31 (GOET [2-part specimen: GOET025569]).

Geonoma decurrens H. Wendl. ex Burret in Bot. Jahrb. Syst.
63: 162. 1930.
Original citation: “[quoting Wendland’s manuscript]
Ich fand diese Art im nördlichen Costarica oberhalb La
Muella am Sarapiquí-Fluss im August 1857”.
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Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: near Muelle, Río
Sarapiquí, 9.VIII.1857, Wendland s.n. (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025615]).

Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [2-part specimen: K000526466, K000526467]).

= Geonoma cuneata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 104. 1869.

= Geonoma deversa (Poit.) Kunth, Enum. Pl. 3: 231. 1841.

Notes. – The specimen used by Burret was most likely
at B and destroyed during World War II. The specimen at
GOET [GOET25615] bears the same collection data and is
designated here as the lectotype.
Geonoma edulis H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot. 11:
106. 1871.


Geonoma undata subsp. edulis (H. Wendl. ex Spruce)
A.J. Hend. in Phytotaxa 17: 158. 2011.

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centr. Costa Rica”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526463]).
Notes. – Spruce (1871: 106) did not cite a collector in the
protologue. It is reasonable to assume that the collector was
Wendland, as cited later by Hemsley (1885: 408) for a specimen at K. The only known specimen at K is annotated in
Wendland’s hand and considered here as the holotype of the
name Geonoma edulis H. Wendl. ex Spruce.
Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: above Turrialba, III.1857, Wendland 26
(GOET [4-part specimen: GOET025572]).

Geonoma ferruginea H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 110. 1871.
Original citation: “Hab. cum priore (Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (2-part specimen: K [K000526469, K000526470]).
Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí, 19.V.1857, Wendland
s.n. (GOET [4-part specimen: GOET025573]).

Geonoma flaccida H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot.
11: 108. 1871.
Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centralis Costa Rica et
Guatemala”.

Notes. – Spruce (1871: 108) did not cite a collector in the
protologue, but it is reasonable to assume that the collector
was Wendland, as a specimen at K was cited later by Hemsley
(1885: 408) with Wendland as the collector.
Geonoma gracilis H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot.
11: 105. 1871.
Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centr. Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526473]).
= Geonoma cuneata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 104. 1869.
Notes. – Geonoma gracilis Linden ex Schaedtler (Schaedtler
1875d: 165) is a later heterotypic homonym that corresponds to
a distinct taxonomic entity.
Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: near Pedregal, Río Sarapiquí,
9.VIII.1857, Wendland s.n. (GOET [GOET025574]).

Geonoma hoffmanniana H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 106. 1871.


Geonoma orbignyana subsp. hoffmanniana (H. Wendl.
ex Spruce) A.J. Hend. in Phytotaxa 17: 113. 2011
(Fig. 12C → p. 41).

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centr. Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [2-part specimen: K000526464, K000526465]).
Additional specimens. – Costa Rica: Barva Volcano, III.1857, Wendland 37
& 102 (GOET [4-part specimen: GOET025575]); near Desengaño, c. 450 m,
V.1857, Wendland 40 (GOET [4-part specimen: GOET025619]).

Geonoma longevaginata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn.
Soc., Bot. 11: 109. 1871.
Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centralis Costa Rica. – An
certe ad huc sectionem pertinent?”.
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Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (2-part specimen: K [K000526461, K000526462]).
Notes. – Spruce (1871: 109) did not cite a collector in the
protologue. It is reasonable to assume that the collector was
Wendland, as a specimen at K was cited later by Hemsley
(1885: 408) as collected by Wendland.

K with Wendland as the collector. The only known specimen
at K is annotated in Wendland’s hand.
Geonoma microstachys H. Wendl. ex Burret in Bot. Jahrb.
Syst. 63: 228. 1930.
Original citation: “Wächst um San Miguel im SarapiquíTale des nördlichen Costa Rica”.

Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí near Pedregal,
V – VIII.1857, Wendland 86 & 95 (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025585]).

Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí,
San Miguel, 17.V.1857, Wendland 75 (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025618]).

Geonoma membranacea H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 106. 1871.

= Geonoma ferruginea H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn.
Soc., Bot. 11: 110. 1871.



Geonoma pinnatifrons subsp. membranacea (H. Wendl.
ex Spruce) A.J. Hend. in Phytotaxa 17: 120. 2011.

Original citation: “Hab. Guatemala (Wendl.)”.
Holotypus: [Guatemala]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Guatemala, s.d. (1857)],
1862, Wendland s.n. (K [2-part specimen: K000526459,
K000526460]).

Notes. – Henderson (2011: 174) cited an unseen specimen at
K as the holotype, but this was most likely at B and destroyed
during World War II. The extant specimen GOET025618 is
designated here as the lectotype.
Geonoma obovata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc., Bot.
11: 104. 1871.

Notes. – A description of Geonoma membranacea H. Wendl. ex
Spruce in Wendland’s hand is held at GOET [GOET026037].
This indicates that the collection date was 20 January 1857, from
near St. Lucía in Guatemala (Fig. 14 → p. 43). However this
does not match with the known specimens, and therefore the
specimens and the description are unconnected.
The label on GOET025590 includes two numbers although
it is only a single specimen.

Original citation: “Hab. Americae Centralis Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.

Additional specimen. – Guatemala: between St. Pedro and Hacienda de
Sapota [Zapote], in the west at the foot of the mountain, I.1857, Wendland 7
& 8 (GOET [8-part specimen: GOET025590]).

Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: Pedregal, Río Sarapiquí, 9.VIII.1857,
Wendland 92 (GOET [2-part specimen: GOET025592]).

Geonoma microspadix H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 110. 1871.


Geonoma ferruginea subsp. microspadix (H. Wendl. ex
Spruce) A.J. Hend. in Phytotaxa 17: 74. 2011.

Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating in Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526472]).
= Geonoma cuneata H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 104. 1869.

Geonoma procumbens H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot., 11: 105. 1871.


Geonoma cuneata subsp. procumbens (H. Wendl. ex
Spruce) A.J. Hend. in Phytotaxa 17: 60. 2011.

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centralis Costa Rica”.

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centr. Costa Rica
(Wendl.)”.

Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526468]).

Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (2 part-specimen: K [K000526457, K000526458]).

Notes. – Spruce (1871: 110) did not cite a collector in the
protologue. It is reasonable to assume that the collector was
Wendland as Hemsley (1885: 409) later cited a specimen at

Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: San Miguel, Río Sarapiquí, 13.V.1857,
Wendland 58 (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025596]).
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Geonoma versiformis H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn. Soc.,
Bot. 11: 109. 1871.
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Welfia georgii H. Wendl. ex André, Ill. Hort. 18: 94. 1871.

Original citation: “Hab. Amer. Centralis Costa Rica
(Wendl. in hb. Kew)”.

Original citation: “Je ne connais actuellement que deux
especes: Welfia georgii et W. regia. Le premier vient de
Costa-Rica; le second de la Nouvelle-Grenade”.

Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (K [K000526471]).

Holotypus: Costa Rica: Río Sarapiquí, San Miguel –
Pedregal, 27.V.1857, Wendland 74 (GOET [6-part specimen:
GOET025880]).

= Geonoma ferruginea H. Wendl. ex Spruce in J. Linn.
Soc., Bot. 11: 110. 1871.

= Welfia regia H. Wendl. ex André, Ill. Hort. 18: 93. 1871.
Lectotypus: (designated by Henderson & Villalba,
2013: 39): [icon] (André in Ill. Hort. 18; tab. 62. 1871)
(Fig. 15A → p. 44).

Additional specimens. – Costa Rica: Turrialba, III.1857, Wendland 22
(GOET [5-part specimen: GOET025607]); near Cariblanco, V.1857,
Wendland 48 (GOET [3-part specimen: GOET025608]).

Iriartea gigantea H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler in Hamburger
Garten- Blumenzeitung 31: 168. 1875.
Original citation: “Iriartea gigantea. Riesenhafte
Stelzenpalme”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: San Miguel, Río Sarapiquí,
20.V.1857, Wendland 78 (GOET [8-part specimen:
GOET025661]).
= Iriartea deltoidea Ruiz & Pav., Syst. Veg. Fl. Peruv.
Chil.: 298. 1798.
Pholidostachys pulchra H. Wendl. ex Hemsl. in Biol. Cent.Amer., Bot. 3: 410. 1885 (Fig. 12D → p. 41).
Original citation: “Costa Rica, on the Río Sarapiquí
(Wendland)”.
Holotypus: [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen
Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland
s.n. (2-part specimen: K [K000526418, K000526419]).
Notes. – Turner (2016: 289) designated K000526418 as the
lectotype. We consider the two sheets at K as a single specimen
and accept it as the holotype (see comments under Arecaceae
above).
Pholidostachys pulchra H. Wendl. ex Hemsl. was validly
published by Hemsley by reference to the diagnosis of the
monotypic genus Pholidostachys H. Wendl. ex Benth. & Hook.
f. published by Hooker (1883: 915), who cited the nom. nud.
in sched. “Geonoma pulchrum, Wendl. ms.” in the protologue
information (ICN Art. 38.5; N. Turland, pers. comm.).
Additional specimen. – Costa Rica: Pedregal, La Virgen & San Miguel,
Río Sarapiquí, V – VIII.1857, Wendland 65 (GOET [3-part specimen:
GOET025606]).

Notes. – Henderson & Villalba (2013: 39) designated the
illustration in André (1871: tab. 62) as the lectotype of Welfia
regia H. Wendl. ex André presuming that the holotype had
been destroyed. The same authors indicated the holotype of
W. georgii H. Wendl. ex André at HBG, although not seen.
Such a specimen is not kept at that herbarium (M. Schultz,
pers. comm.).
The acceptance of GOET025880 as the holotype of the
name Welfia georgii H. Wendl. ex André is supported by
Wendland’s direct involvement with the description and the
annotations by him on that specimen. The validating description of W. georgii by André was included as a direct quote of a
letter sent by Wendland to him.
The first published use of the name Welfia georgii was in
Witte (1862: 2): “Herr Hofgarten – Inspector Wendland:
Ueber die Palmen Amerikas, insbesondere über die von ihm
neu entdeckte Welfia Georgii” [Mr. Hofgarten – Inspector
Wendland: About the palm trees of America, especially about
the newly discovered Welfia Georgii]. This was an announcement of a lecture given by Wendland at the Natural History
Society of Hanover during 1861, but this use of the name
has no nomenclatural standing. With regard to W. regia, the
Gardeners’ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, 1869: 1236
[November 27] stated: “A new species, named Welfia regia, is
extremely pretty in its young state. It has smooth slender leafstalks and bilobed leaves, which, when young, are of a pleasing
bronzy chocolate colour” (Moore & Masters, 1869; 1236).
This cannot be accepted as validly published, among other
reasons, because it is not attributed to an author. The validating descriptions of both names were made in André (1871:
93 – 94), who attributed them to Wendland. Illustrations of
flowers of W. regia held in GOET are attributed to Wendland
(GOET0025880) (Fig. 15B → p. 44).
Additional specimen. – [Costa Rica]: cultivated at Herrenhausen Gardens
[originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 1862, Wendland s.n. (K [K000574520]).
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Fig. 4. – Lithograph of Anthurium scherzerianum Schott.
[Lemaire & Verschaffelt, 1866: tab. 484] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 13
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Fig. 5. – Anthurium scherzerianum Schott at GOET.
[Wendland 821, GOET045591] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 14
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Fig. 6 – Aerial photo of Herrenhausen Gardens showing the Berggarten, 1935. The Costa Rica House is the middle building
of the three low buildings in the centre foreground (roof is half grey, half white). The Palm House, to the left, was still standing at this time,
but was destroyed during World War II.
[Reproduced with permission from Historisches Museum Hannover] → p. 14
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Fig. 7. – Holotype of Danaea wendlandii Rchb. f. at W.
[Wendland 744, W0154116; © Natural History Museum Vienna] → p. 18
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Fig. 8. – Sheet 1 of lectotype of Acontias wendlandii Schott [ Xanthosoma wendlandii (Schott) Schott] at GOET.
[Wendland 1130, GOET000261] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 21
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Fig. 9. – Araceae. A. Anthurium scandens (Aubl.) Engl., cultivated, Herrenhausen Gardens; B. Anthurium clavigerum Poepp, cultivated,
Fairchild Tropical Garden, Florida; C. Monstera dissecta (Schott) Croat & Grayum, Costa Rica, Guanacaste, Cerro Cacao,
D. Philodendron anisotomum Schott, cultivated, Costa Rica; E. Philodendron wendlandii Schott, cultivated, Herrenhausen Gardens;
F. Syngonium wendlandii Schott, cultivated, private collection, Cairns, Australia.
[C: Grayum & García 12690] [Photos: A, E. B.O. Schlumpberger; B. S. Zona; C. M. Grayum; D. B. Hammel; F. J.L. Dowe]
→ pp. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
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Fig. 10. – Lectotype of Spathiphyllum wendlandii Schott at GOET.
[Wendland 772, GOET000258] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 24
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Fig. 11. – Lectotype of Syngonium wendlandii Schott at GOET.
[Wendland 619, GOET000260] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 25
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Fig. 12. – Arecaceae. A. Bactris obovata H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler, Costa Rica, Limón; B. Geonoma congesta H. Wendl. ex Spruce, Costa Rica, Limón;
C. Geonoma orbignyana subsp. hoffmanniana (H. Wendl. ex Spruce) A.J. Hend., Costa Rica, San José; D. Pholidostachys pulchra H.Wendl. ex
Hemsl., Costa Rica, Heredia.
[Photos: D.R. Hodel] → pp. 27, 29, 30, 32
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Fig. 13. – Holotype of Bactris subglobosa Lindl. ex Schaedtler at K.
[Wendland s.n., K000526391; © Board of Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew] → p. 28
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Fig. 14. – Handwritten description by Hermann Wendland of Geonoma membranacea H. Wendl. & Spruce.
[GOET026037] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 31
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Fig. 15. – A. Lectotype of Welfia regia H. Wendl. ex André; B. Illustrations of the flowers of Welfia regia H. Wendl., attributed to Wendland.
[A: André, 1871: tab. 62] [B: GOET0025880; © Universität Göttingen] → p. 32
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Fig. 16. – Holotype of Aechmea mariae-reginae H. Wendl. at GOET.
[Wendland 968, GOET045062] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 49
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Fig. 17. – Neotype of Tillandsia gladioliflora H. Wendl. [ Werauhia gladioliflora (H. Wendl.) J.R. Grant]
[Antoine, 1884: tab. 15] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 49
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Fig. 18. – Lectotype of Vriesea viminalis E. Morren.
[Morren, 1878: tab. 14–15] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 49
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Fig. 19. – Lectotype of Siphocampylus regelii Vatke at B.
[Wendland 679, B 10 0244148] [© Botanic Garden and Botanical Museum Berlin-Dahlem] → p. 50
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Asteraceae
Wendland made 43 collections of Asteraceae in Central
America, of which one was described as a new species.
Calyptocarpus wendlandii Sch. Bip. in Bot. Zeitung (Berlin)
24: 165. 1866.
Original citation: “Costa Rica, S. José, 17. Juli 1857:
Wendland! n. 1078”.
Lectotypus (designated by Blake, 1940: 257): Costa Rica:
San José, 17.VII.1857, Wendland 1078 (P [P00709872]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET037219], US [US1802854 fragm.]).
Bromeliaceae
Although Bromeliaceae are among the most widespread plant
families in Central America, Wendland only made six known
collections from which three new species were described.
Aechmea mariae-reginae H. Wendl. is the only species for which
there is a wild collected specimen; the others were described
from cultivated plants.
Aechmea mariae-reginae H. Wendl. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 32. 1863.
Original citation: “Die Pflanze fand ich im Sarapiquíthale
in Costa Rica auf Bäumen in der Nähe von San Miguel,
sie wird in San José, wo ich sie zur Decoration der Altäre
am Frohnleichnachmstage verwendet fand, Flor de Santa
Maria genannt”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: sine loco [Costa Rica, Río
Sarapiquí near San Miguel], 1.VI [1857], Wendland 968
(GOET [GOET045062]) (Fig. 16 → p. 45).
Notes. – The specimen here accepted as the holotype has only
a scant annotation in Wendland’s hand on the collection label,
“1.6”. We interpret this to be 1 June 1857, the date on which
Wendland was in the vicinity of San Miguel, the locality in
which this bromeliad is known to occur. In notes associated
with the protologue, Wendland wrote that the species was
used to decorate the altars on the day of the Corpus Christi
(late May to mid-June), and in Costa Rica was known as the
flower of Santa María. It cannot be determined unequivocally
if Wendland’s collection was from a wild plant or a cultivated
plant in Costa Rica. In either case, the specimen represents
original material and is suitable to be accepted as the holotype.
This species entered horticulture soon after Wendland
returned from Central America (Regel, 1864) and was later
illustrated in Curtis’s Botanical Magazine (Baker, 1879). It is
now a popular ornamental plant in many parts of the world.

Tillandsia gladioliflora H. Wendl. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 31. 1863.


Werauhia gladioliflora (H. Wendl.) J.R. Grant in Trop.
Subtrop. Pflanzenwelt 91: 31. 1995.

Original citation: “Junge Pflanzen keimten an
Farnstämmen, die ich aus dem nördlichen Costa-Rica
mitgebracht hatte”.
Neotypus (designated here): [icon] (Antoine in PhytoIconogr. Bromel.: 23, tab. 15. 1884) (Fig. 17 → p. 46).
Holotypus: HBG†.
Notes. – Grant (1995: 31) accepted a specimen at HBG as
the holotype, but that has not been located (M. Schultz, pers.
comm.) and appears to be an error. In the absence of any known
original material, one of the earliest most diagnostically complete illustrations in Antoine 1884: 23, tab. 15, is designated
here as a neotype.
Vriesea viminalis E. Morren in Belgique Hort. 28: 257. 1878.
Original citation: “Les grains don’t elle est issue ont été
récoltées par M. H. Wendland lui-même sur le volcan
Iresu, près de Cartago dans l’état de Costa-Rica”.
Lectotypus (designated here): [icon] (Morren in Belgique
Hort. 28: tab. 14 – 15. 1878) (Fig. 18 → p. 47).
= Werauhia viridiflora (Regel) J.R. Grant in Trop.
Subtrop. Pflanzenwelt 91: 38. 1995.
Notes. – Without reference to any original material in the
protologue and reference only to cultivated plants, this name
is lectotypified on the illustration with analysis provided in the
protologue (Morren, 1878: tab. 14 – 15). According to Morren,
Wendland collected seeds at Irazú Volcano, Costa Rica.
Hemsley (1884: 323) cited a specimen [Costa Rica, Volcan
de Irazu (Wendland)”], presumably at K, but this has not been
found.
Campanulaceae
Wendland made about 19 collections of Campanulaceae in
Central America, of which two were described as new species. Of relevance to Wendland’s Central American collections was Vatke’s study of the specimens of Campanulaceae at
B (Hoffmann, 1889), where some of Wendland’s specimens
were held.
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Burmeistera macrocalyx E. Wimm. in Repert. Spec. Nov.
Regni Veg. 30: 19. 1932.
Original citation: “Costarica: Desengaño,
(H. Wendland 839, sp. orig. in Hb. Berl.); sine loco
accuratius indicato (A.C. Brade 2359, Warscewicz 14 (Hb.
Berl.)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica:
Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 839
(GOET [GOET037180]). Syntypi: Brade 2359 (B†);
Warscewicz 14 (B†).
= Burmeistera vulgaris E. Wimm. in Repert. Spec. Nov.
Regni Veg. 30: 27. 1932.
Notes. – Wimmer (1932: 27) cited three collections in the
protologue. It is most likely that all the specimens at B were
destroyed during World War II. The specimen GOET037180
is therefore designated here as the lectotype.
Siphocampylus regelii Vatke in Linnaea 38: 732. 1874.
Original citation: “In Costarica ad Irazu apr.
(H. Wendland! n. 679) et nov. (C. Hoffmann! n. 109)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Irazú Volcano,
15.IV.1857, Wendland 679 (B [B 10 0244148]) (Fig. 19 →
p. 48). Syntypus: Costa Rica: Irazú Volcano, Hoffmann
109 (B n.v.).
= Centropogon ferrugineus (L. f.) Gleason in Bull. Torrey
Bot. Club 52: 11. 1925.
Notes. – Vatke (1874: 732) cited two specimens in the protologue, Wendland 679 and Hoffmann 109. The former, extant at
B [B 10 0244148], is designated here as the lectotype. Hoffmann
109 has not been located.
Costaceae
There is only one known Wendland collection of Costaceae
from Central America, and it was described as a new species.
Costus malortieanus H. Wendl. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 30. 1863.
Original citation: “Im Walde in der Nähe des
Sarapiquíflusses und nahe bei la Muelle im nördlichen
Costa-Rica fand ich diese prächtige Pflanze noch am
Tage vor meiner Rückkehr nach Europa Mitte August
1857”.
Neotypus (designated here): [icon] (Hooker in Bot. Mag.
97: tab. 5894. 1871) (Fig. 20 → p. 65).
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Notes. – This species was described from a cultivated specimen at Kew and no wild collections are known. Hooker
(1871: tab. 5894) wrote that “This was regarded by its discoverer, Wendland, as the finest of the many remarkable plants
he obtained during his travels in Northern Costa Rica, in
1857; it was introduced by him into the Royal Gardens of
Herrenhausen, in Hanover, whence a plant was sent to Kew,
where it flowered in September, 1862”. No original material
has been located and therefore a neotype is designated here
on Hooker’s illustration.
The name Costus malortieanus was in use in horticultural publications before it was formally described in 1863.
Motivated by those circumstances, Wendland described it to
formalise the name. It was displayed at horticultural expositions
in 1862 under that name in Berlin (Koch, 1862; Regel, 1862)
and Hamburg (Otto, 1862).
Fabaceae
Wendland made 34 collections of Fabaceae in Central America,
of which one was described as a new species.
Calliandra wendlandii Benth. in Trans. Linn. Soc. London
30: 556. 1875.
Original citation: “Hab. Tropical America: Guatemala,
Wendland”.
Holotypus: Guatemala: sine loco, 4.I.1857, Wendland 113
(GOET [GOET004925]).
= Calliandra houstoniana var. anomala (Kunth) Barneby
in Mem. New York Bot. Gard. 74: 179. 1998.
Notes. – Although this species was described by Bentham at
K, no specimens related to this name have been located there.
It is probable that the specimen was on loan from Wendland.
It is known that Bentham routinely returned specimens once
he had finished with them (Dowe, 2018), although there are
no annotations on the specimen to indicate this.
Gentianaceae
Wendland made two collections of Gentianaceae in Central
America, both of which were described as new species.
Cicendia stricta Griseb. in J. Proc. Linn. Soc., Bot. 6: 143.
1862 [nom. rej. prop.].
Original citation: “Hab. In Guatemala, pr. Las Nubes
(Wendl.) mense Januar; forma minus elongata in volcano
Irasu, Costricae, alt. 9000 ped. (Wendl., m. April.)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Çiçek, 2014: 105): Guatemala:
Las Nubes, 11.I.1857, Wendland 120 (GOET [GOET003994]).
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Syntypus: Costa Rica: Irazú Volcano, 15.IV.1857,
Wendland 673 (GOET [GOET003995, GOET003996]).
= Gyrandra brachycalyx (Standl. & L.O. Williams)
G. Mans. in Taxon 53: 722. 2004.
Notes. – A formal proposal for rejection of the name Cicendia
stricta Griseb. was recently published by Pringle (2019).
Although C. stricta has priority, it had remained long-unused,
and the latter name G. brachycalyx (Standl. & L.O. Williams)
G. Mans., in common use since 1952, is preferred to avoid
nomenclatural conflicts in regard to generic realignments.
Symbolanthus rubroviolaceus Gilg in Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 22: 345.
1896.
Original citation: “Costa-Rica, prope “la Paz” inter
Desengaño et Cari Blanco (Wendland n. 974. im Mai und
August blühend)”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: near La Paz
between Paso de El Desengaño and Cariblanco, 31.V.[1857],
7.VIII.1857, Wendland 974 (GOET [GOET004037]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET004036]).
= Symbolanthus pulcherrimus Gilg in Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 22:
344. 1896.
Notes. – There are two specimens at GOET bearing the
same collection number “974” and one bears no date but the
other two dates “31/5 [1857]” and “7/8. 57”. These are treated as
duplicates and GOET004037 designated as the lectotype for
being more complete.
Gesneriaceae
Of the approximately 46 collections of Gesneriaceae made
by Wendland in Central America, 16 were described as new
species by Hanstein (1865) in his monograph of the family.
Johannes von Hanstein (1822 – 1880) was the first curator of
Berlin Herbarium, 1860 – 65, when it was located in Schöneberg
(Hiepko, 1987). It is during that time that Hanstein prepared
his work on specimens that were held by the “Königlichen
Herbariums und der Gärten zu Berlin”. A number of treatments (Morton, 1938; Leeuwenberg, 1958; Skog, 1978;
Skog & Kvist, 2000) suggest that all Wendland’s Gesneriaceae
specimens at B were destroyed when the Berlin Herbarium
was bombed during World War II. The specimens at B were
undoubtedly seen by Hanstein and are here accepted as holotypes. The respective species names are therefore subject to lectotypification (see Introduction), mainly involving specimens at
GOET and which were cited by Hanstein in the protologues.

Labels on GOET specimens have Wendland’s original field
label to which has been added, also in Wendland’s hand, the
species name. Invariably the names have been attributed to
“Hanst.”. This suggests that the species names were written on
the labels prior to, or at least around, the time that they were
described in Hanstein’s monograph as he implicitly cited the
specimens in Wendland’s herbarium using the same number.
It has to be assumed that Wendland had prior knowledge of
the names to be published by Hanstein. It is also assumed that
the names were chosen by Hanstein and not by Wendland, and
therefore Hanstein is the sole author of all the new names. It
is pertinent to note that Hanstein regularly included specimen collection numbers in the protologue, thus providing
unequivocal identification of relevant specimens. This greatly
facilitates the application of type specimens for his names.
Hanstein’s references to “Plant. Wendl.” and “Herb. Wendl.”
refer to various material held by, or obtained from, Wendland at
Herrenhausen. Note that examples of Hanstein’s handwriting
have not been located.
Alloplectus ichthyoderma Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 372. 1865.


Glossoloma ichthyoderma (Hanst.) J.L. Clark in
Selbyana 25: 203. 2005.

Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 833.
A. ichthyoderma Hanst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 833”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: between Paso
de El Desengaño and Cariblanco, 10.V.1857, Wendland 833
(GOET [GOET003866]). Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Clark (2005: 203) accepted Wendland 833 as the
holotype. This cannot be treated as an error to be corrected to
lectotype following ICN Art. 9.10 because of Art. 9.23. The
GOET specimen is designated here as the lectotype.
Besleria columneoides Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 322. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland.
B. columnoides m. in Plant. Wendl. n. 762”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1938: 1151):
Costa Rica: San Miguel, 14.V.1857, Wendland 762
(GOET [GOET003867]). Holotypus: B†.
Besleria princeps Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 317. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland.
B. princeps Hnst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 1273”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1939: 465): Costa Rica:
between Paso de El Desengaño and Cariblanco, 5.VIII.1857,
Wendland 1273 (GOET [GOET003869]). Holotypus: B†.
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Besleria wendlandiana Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 318. 1865.


Gasteranthus wendlandianus (Hanst.) Wiehler in
Selbyana 1: 156. 1875 (Fig. 21A → p. 66).

Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 568.
922; Warszewicz n. 24. G. wendlandiana Hanst. in plant.
Wendland”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1939: 461):
Costa Rica: Cariblanco, 30.V.1857, Wendland 922
(GOET [GOET003896]. Syntypi: Costa Rica: Turrialba,
23.III.1857, Wendland 568 (GOET [GOET003895]);
Warscewicz 24 (B†).
Notes. – Skog & Kvist (2000: 102) reported that the specimen at B was destroyed and designated the GOET specimen as the lectotype. Precedence for lectotypification however
remains with Morton (1939: 461).
Columnea consanguinea Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 383. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica, Turrialva: Wendl. n.
509. C. consanguinea Hanst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 509”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1971: 177):
Costa Rica: Turrialba, 24.III.1857, Wendland 509
(GOET [GOET003873]). Holotypus: B†.
Columnea lepidocaulis Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 411. 1865
(Fig. 21B → p. 66).
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Valentini;
Wendland n. 917. C. lepidocaula Hanst. in herb. Schldl. et
Pl. Wendl. n. 917”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1938: 1165): Costa
Rica: sine loco, s.d., Valentini s.n. (HAL [HAL0116066]).
Syntypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857,
Wendland 917 (GOET [GOET003875]).
Notes. – Hanstein (1865: 411) cited two specimens in the
protologue, Valentini s.n. and Wendland 917. Interestingly,
both of these specimens had been annotated by Wendland:
GOET003875 as “917. Columnea lepidocaula Hnst. Epiph.
Desengaño. 9.5.57. C.R” and HAL0116066 as “Columnea
lepidocaula Hanst. Cost rica leg. Valentini”.
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Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cariblanco,
10.V.1857, Wendland 910 (GOET [GOET003876]) (Fig. 22
→ p. 67). Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Both Skog (1978: 869) and Wiehler (1978: 78)
stated that the type collection was lost. This refers to the specimen at B that was destroyed in World War II and they were
apparently unaware of the specimen at GOET[GOET003876],
which is designated here as the lectotype.
Columnea oxyphylla Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 405. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 778.
C. oxyphylla Hanst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 778”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1938: 1167):
Costa Rica: San Miguel, 12.V.1857, Wendland 778
(GOET [GOET003877]). Holotypus: B†.
Columnea purpurata Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 386. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 548:
Warszewicz n. 242 (6?) Valentini. C. purpurata Hanst. in
Plant. Wendl. n. 548”.
Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1938: 1168):
Costa Rica: Turrialba, 24.III.1857, Wendland 548
(GOET [GOET003878]). Syntypi: Costa Rica: sine loco,
s.d., Valentini s.n. (HAL [HAL0116067]); Warscewicz 242
(B†).
Notes. – Hanstein (1865: 386) cited three specimens in the
protologue, Wendland 548, Warscewicz 242 and Valentini s.n.
Morton (1938: 1168) indicated the Wendland specimen as the
type, thereby providing an indirect lectotypification.
Columnea wendlandiana Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 402. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 1270.
C. wendlandiana Hanst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 1270”.
Lectotypus (designated by Skog, 1978: 869): Costa
Rica: Cariblanco, 6.VIII.1857, Wendland 1270
(GOET [GOET003882]). Holotypus: B†.
Drymonia conchocalyx Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 360. 1865.

Columnea microcalyx Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 408. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica, Wendland n. 910.
C. microcalyx Hanst. in Plant. Wendl. n. 910”.

Original citation: “Patr.: Costa Rica, inter Desengaño
et Cari Blanco (fl. Majo): Wendland n. 954, 966.
D. conchocalyx Hanst. in Pl. Wendl. n. 954, 966”.
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Lectotypus (designated by Morton, 1938: 1172):
Costa Rica: between Paso de El Desengaño and
Cariblanco, 10.V.1857/31.V.1857, Wendland 954/966
(GOET [GOET003910, GOET003911]). Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – The specimen at GOET consists of only a single
collection, which is mounted with two accompanying labels
that have different collection numbers and dates. Each label has
been given a separate barcode. There is no way to differentiate
which label belongs to the collection.
Drymonia mucronulosa Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 353. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria? (In horto Herrenhausen
exculta.) Guatemala?). D. mucronulosa Hnst. in herb
Wendl. (Specimen a Sei in Guatemala lectum, cujus flores
et folium vidi singular, huc referendum videtur)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Gibson, 1974: 275):
[Guatemala]: cultivated at Herrenhausen Gardens
[originating from Guatemala, 1857], 1859, Wendland s.n.
(GOET [GOET003887]). Holotypus: B†.
= Drymonia macrophylla (Oerst.) H.E. Moore in Baileya
3: 112. 1955.
Notes. – Hanstein (1865: 354) described this taxon from a
cultivated plant at Herrenhausen Gardens and cited a specimen in Wendland’s herbarium originating from Guatemala.
This specimen bears a Wendland label indicating the year 1859,
which provides the fact that this collection was cultivated.
Gibson (1974: 275) cited: “Type specimen in Herb. Wendland
said to have been collected in Guatemala by “Sell””. This is
accepted here as an implicit lectotypification. “Sell” probably
is a typographical error for “Wendl.”.
Drymonia turrialvae Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 359. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica, in Vulcano Turrialva
(fl. Mart.): Wendland no. 517. ?952. D. turrialvae Hanst. in
Plant. Wendland n. 517”.
Lectotypus (designated by Leeuwenberg, 1958: 398):
Costa Rica: Turrialba Volcano, 24.III.1857, Wendland 517
(GOET [GOET003890]). Holotypus: B†. Syntypus: Costa
Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 30.V.1857, Wendland 952
(GOET [GOET003891]).

Episcia lanceolata Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 346. 1865.


Drymonia lanceolata (Hanst.) C.V. Morton in Publ.
Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 18: 1173. 1938 (Fig. 21C
→ p. 66).

Original citation: “Patria: Costa rica, Cari-Blanco
(fl. Majo): Wendland n. 902, E. lanceolata Hanst. in Plant.
Wendl. n. 902”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cariblanco,
10.V.1857, Wendland 902 (GOET [GOET003886]).
Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Skog (1978: 905) wrote: “Type: Cariblanco, Costa
Rica, Wendland 902 (not seen)” but this cannot be considered
as an effective lectotypification because no herbarium was cited.
The extant specimen GOET003886 is designated here as the
lectotype.
Episcia lilacina Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 342. 1865.
Original citation: “Patria: Costa rica, ad flum. Serepigui
prope St. Miguel; in silva aboriginariis umbrosis (flor.
Majo); Wendland n. 782”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San
Miguel, Río Sarapiquí, 13.V.1857, Wendland 782
(GOET [GOET003892]). Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Skog (1978: 920) proposed typification as: “Type:
Río Serepigue, near San Miguel, Costa Rica, Wendland 782
(B, not seen)” but the specimen at B was destroyed. The extant
specimen GOET003892 is designated here as the lectotype.
Hypocyrta nummularia Hanst. in Linnaea 34: 381. 1865.


Pachycaulos nummularia (Hanst.) J.L. Clark & J.F. Sm.
in Syst. Bot. 38: 461. 2013 (Fig. 21D → p. 66).

Original citation: “Patria: Costa Rica: Wendland n. 1272.
H. nummularia Hanst. in Herb. Wendl.”.
Lectotypus (designated by Wiehler, 1978: 63): Costa
Rica: Paso de El Desengaño and Alajuela, 4.VIII.1857,
Wendland 1272 (GOET [GOET003927]). Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Wiehler (1978: 63) indicated that the holotype
was at GOET, but as the holotype was at B, and destroyed, the
GOET specimen is to be considered as the lectotype.
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Gunneraceae
Wendland made two collections of Gunneraceae in Central
America, one of which was described as a new species.
Gunnera wendlandii Reinke ex Schindl. In Engl., Pflanzenr.
23: 127. 1905.
Original citation: “Costarica: Bei Desengaño (Wendland
n. 829, im Mai blühend). – Herb. Berlin”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 829 (GOET [GOET037345])
(Fig. 23 → p. 68). Holotypus: B†.
= Gunnera insignis (Oerst.) A. DC. in Prodr. 16(2.2): 597.
1868.
Notes. – Wendand 829 at B was destroyed during World War
II. The specimen at GOET [GOET037345] is designated here
as the lectotype.
Lamiaceae
Wendland made 15 collections of Lamiaceae in Central
America, one of which was described as a new species.
Scutellaria costaricana H. Wendl. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 29. 1863.
Original citation: “Im Mai 1857 fand ich diese prächtige
neue Pflanze an der Norbseite des Gebirges, welches
die Hochebene von Costa-Rica vom Flussgebiete des
San-Juan-Stromes trennt, im oberen Thale des wilden
Sarapiquí, wo sie in einer Höhe von 6000 – 8000 Fuss
gruppenweise an lichten Stellen des Weges wächst”.
Neotypus (designated here): [icon] (Hooker in Bot. Mag.
90; tab. 5439. 1864) (Fig. 24 → p. 69).
Notes. – In the absence of any known original material,
Hooker’s illustration with analysis is designated here as a
neotype. Hooker (1864: tab. 5439) accompanied the illustration with this comment: “It is a native of Costa Rica, and was
introduced into Europe, we believe, by Mr. Wendland, to whom
we are indebted for our living plants, which flowered in a warm
stove in June, 1863”.
The name Scutellaria costaricana H. Wendl. was known in
horticulture before it was formally published. Plants under
this name were reported to have been displayed at the Berlin
Flower Exhibition, Feb. 22 – 23, 1862 (Regel, 1862).
Loganiaceae
Wendland made five collection of Loganiaceae in Central
America, of which one was described as a new species.
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Spigelia splendens H. Wendl. ex Hook. in Bot. Mag. 87:
tab. 5268. 1861.
Original citation: “Of this beautiful plant we can find no
published description, and we are unaware from what
country it was procured”.
Lectotypus (designated here): [icon] (Hooker in Bot. Mag.
87: tab. 5268. 1861) (Fig. 25 → p. 70).
Notes. – There are two specimens at K that have been
informally annotated as type material: (1) Hort Kew, ex
Central America, May 1863, Anon. s.n. (K [K000573397]); (2)
Guatemala, 1841, Friedrichsthal s.n. (K [K000573396]). Neither
of these specimens can be directly associated with the protologue whereas the illustration published by Hooker (1861:
tab. 5268) as part of the protologue is considered as original
material and therefore, designated here as the lectotype. It is
apparent that Wendland collected this plant as a living specimen but whether he made a herbarium collection is not known.
The name Spigelia splendens H. Wendl. ex Hook. had been
applied by Wendland to a plant that he displayed in 1860 at the
Royal Society of Agriculture and Botany of Ghent Plant Show.
Anon. (1860: 49) provided this account: “Envoyée, hors concours, une gracieuse petite plante, aux fleurs pourpes, le Spigelia
splendens, par M. Wendland, jardinier du roi de Hanovre, a
obtenu de même une médaille d’argent (Grand module)”. It is
most likely that plants were thence distributed under that name.
Malpighiaceae
Wendland made seven collections of Malpighiaceae in Central
America, of which one was described as a new variety.
Mascagnia vacciniifolia var. hispidula Nied. in Arbeiten Bot.
Inst. Konigl. Lyceums Hosianum Braunsberg 3: 11. 1908.
Original citation: “Costa Rica (Wendland [C. Hoffmann]
788 [12.V.1857]: San Miguel [Heteropteryx purpurea e
Griseb.])”.
Lectotypus (designated by Anderson, 2007: 90): Costa
Rica: San Miguel, 12.V.1857, Wendland 788 (NY [NY2331690
fragm.]); isolecto-: GOET [GOET007646]). Holotypus:
B†.
= Mascagnia vacciniifolia Nied. in Arbeiten Bot. Inst.
Konigl. Lyceums Hosianum Braunsberg 3: 11. 1908.
Notes. – Niedenzu (1908: 11) also included “[C.Hoffmann]”
as collector of the type material. GOET007646 has the original
collection label annotated in Wendland’s hand, but does not
have Hoffmann’s name on it. The specimen in NY is labeled,
in an unknown hand, as “Costa Rica Hoffmann 788. ex herb.
Berol.”. The number “788” is in sequence for Wendland’s
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collections from that date and location and is accepted as the
correct attribution. It is known that Wendland and Hoffmann
met in Costa Rica and Hoffmann organized the dispatch of
Wendland’s collections to Germany (Hoffmann, 1858; Dowe,
2019). It is possible that the name Hoffmann became connected to the specimen through this association.
Anderson appears to have been unaware of the specimen
at GOET when typifying the name (Anderson, 2007: 90).
Despite the NY specimen being only a fragment, it stands as
the lectotype, despite the complete and well preserved specimen at GOET.
Melastomataceae
Of the 20 collections of Melastomataceae made by Wendland
in Central America, 8 were described as new species by
Cogniaux (1891a, b). Célestin Alfred Cogniaux (1841 – 1916)
was a Belgian botanist associated with the National Botanic
Garden of Belgium and a specialist in Melastomataceae as well
as Orchidaceae and Cucurbitaceae (Cribb, 2010: 187).
Most of Wendland’s specimens cited by Cogniaux are
extant at both BR and GOET. Cogniaux’s monograph of
Melastomataceae covered all known taxa and described many
new species. He noted in the introduction that he had at his
disposal specimens on loan as well as specimens held in his
herbarium. Although Wendland was not mentioned by name,
Cogniaux (1891a: 2) included Göttingen in the list of herbaria
that were involved in providing specimens. After his death
in 1916, Cogniaux’s herbarium was acquired by the National
Botanic Garden of Belgium (BR).
Cogniaux’s citing of “herb Götting.” and “herb. Griseb.”
refers to the herbaria respectively at Göttingen University
and the herbarium of August Heinrich Rudolph Grisebach
(1814 – 1879), who was a professor at Göttingen University and
who is best known for his work on Gentianaceae and several
floras of Central and South America. Both herbaria are now
part of GOET.
Most of the Wendland specimens came to Göttingen with
the herbarium of the Herrenhausen Gardens in Hanover, which
was donated to GOET in 1969. Interestingly, all but one (the
holotype of Miconia paleacea Cogn.) of the Melastomataceae
type specimens at GOET do not belong to the donation but
they were given to GOET much earlier and probably directly
from Wendland to Grisebach.
The majority of the type specimens of Melastomataceae at
GOET have Wendland’s original field label, to which has been
added the species name in Cogniaux’s hand. The duplicate
specimens at BR do not have any original Wendland labels, but
a label headed “Herbier Alfred Cogniaux” on which has been
transcribed Wendland’s field notes as per his original labels.
The BR duplicates are generally sparse or fragmentary, and

most are in a state of deterioration compared to the original
specimens preserved at GOET.
Centradenia bernoullii Cario ex Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 118.
1891.


Centradenia floribunda subsp. bernoullii (Cario ex
Cogn.) Almeda in J. Arnold Arbor. 58: 100. 1977.

Original citation: “In San-Salvador (Bernoulli n. 2 in herb.
Gotting. et Kew., Wendland n. 418 in herb. Gotting.)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Almeda, 2009:
187): El Salvador: San Salvador, XII.1860,
Bernoulli 2 (BR [BR0000005222773]; isolecto-:
BR [BR0000005192748], GOET [GOET007899],
K [K000530682]). Syntypus: El Salvador: San Salvador,
10.II.1857, Wendland 418 (BR [BR0000005193073],
GOET [GOET007897, GOET007898]).
Conostegia bernoulliana Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 698. 1891.
Original citation: “In Guatemala (Bernoulli et Cario
n. 2884 in herb. Gotting.); in Costa-Rica ad Naranjo
(Wendland in herb. Griseb.)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Kriebel, 2016: 95):
Guatemala: Sarnayara, IV.1877, Bernoulli & Cario 2884
(GOET [GOET007922]; isolecto-: K [K000535799]).
Syntypus: Costa Rica: near Naranjo [ Juan Viñas],
23.III.1857, Wendland 545 (GOET [GOET007923,
GOET007924]).
= Conostegia icosandra (Sw. ex Wikstr.) Urb. in Repert.
Spec. Nov. Regni Veg. 17: 404. 1921.
Conostegia lanceolata Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 708. 1891.
Original citation: “In Costa-Rica ad S. José (Wendland
n. 639 et 1092 in herb. Griseb. nunc Gotting., Schwalbe,
Pittier), Aquacate (Œrsted in herb. Haun.) et Salitral de
Desamparados (H. Pittier)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Kriebel, 2016: 311):
Costa Rica: Salitral de Desamparados, 1.V.1889,
Tonduz 1144 (BR [BR0000005187898]; isolecto-:
BR [BR0000005188871], LE n.v., M [M0165422]).
Syntypi: Costa Rica: San José, 26.IV.1857, Wendland 639
(BR [BR000000518888], GOET [2-part specimen:
GOET007928, GOET007929]); San José, 17.VII.1857,
Wendland 1092 (BR [BR0000005187928 fragm.],
GOET [GOET007931]); Mt. Aguacate, XI.1846, Oersted
2836 (C [C10014560], [C10014561]); San José, 20.IV.1890,
Tonduz 2352 (US [US00120710]).
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= Conostegia xalapensis (Bonpl.) D. Don ex DC. in Prodr.
3: 175. 1828.
Notes. – This taxon, as in others, was described as “sp. nov.”
a second time by Cogniaux (1891b: 253) in which he cited
two collections, i.e. Pittier 114[4] and Pittier 2352. It appears
he was providing a notice about the status of the name rather
than necessarily proposing it as a new species a second time.
Publication in Cogniaux (1891a: 708) has precedence as it
was published first.
Conostegia puberula Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 703. 1891.
Original citation: “In Nicaragua ad Chontales (Seemann
n. 30 in herb. Hort. Petropol.): in Costa-Rica ad S. Miguel
(Wendland in herb. Gotting.)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Kriebel, 2016: 158): Nicaragua:
Chontales, 1867, Seemann 30 (BM [BM001008042]; isolecto-: BR n.v., K [K00535796], LE n.v., W n.v.). Syntypus:
Costa Rica: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], s.d., Wendland s.n.
(GOET n.v.).
= Conostegia rufescens Naudin in Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot., sér.
3, 16(2): 108 1850.
Leandra fulva Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 658. 1891.
Original citation: “In Costa-Rica altit. 3000 m.
(Wendland in hb. Griseb.)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Irazú Volcano, c. 2750 m, 14.IV.1857,
Wendland 668 (GOET [2-part specimen: GOET007952,
GOET007953]; iso-: BR [BR0000005190249]).
= Miconia melanodesma (Naudin) Michelang. &
R. Goldenb. in Brittonia 71: 104. 2018.
Leandra grandifolia Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 690. 1891.
Original citation: “In Costa-Rica ad San-Miguel
(Wendland in hb. Griseb.)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: San Miguel, 12.V.1857,
Wendland 784 (GOET [2-part specimen: GOET007954,
GOET007955]; iso-: BR [BR0000005190140]).
= Miconia secungrandifolia G. Ocampo & Almeda in
Brittonia 71: 113. 2018.
Notes. – Almeda (2009: 234) already indicated the specimen
at GOET as the holotype.
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Miconia costaricensis Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 887. 1891.
Original citation: “In Costa-Rica ad Desengaño et CariBlanco (Wendland in hb. Griseb.)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño and
Cariblanco, 31.V.1857, Wendland 936 (GOET [GOET045057];
iso-: BR [BR0000005190805]) (Fig. 26 → p. 71).
Notes. – Goldenberg et al. (2013: 38) already indicated the
specimen at GOET as the holotype and that at BR as an
isotype.
Miconia paleacea Cogn., Monogr. Phan. 7: 757. 1891.
Original citation: “In Costa-Rica prope Desengaño et
Cari-Blanco (Wendland in hb. Griseb.)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: near Paso de El Desengaño and
Cariblanco, 11.V.1857, Wendland 816 (GOET [GOET008011];
iso-: BR [BR0000005213719]).
Notes. – The specimen at GOET was already indicated by
Goldenberg et al. (2013: 86) as the holotype and that at BR
as an isotype.
Meliaceae
Wendland made three collections of Meliaceae in Central
America, of which one was described as a new species.
Guarea hoffmanniana C. DC., Monogr. Phan. 1: 70. 1878.
Original citation: “In Costa Rica (Hoffmann n. 755 in
herb. Berol.)”.
Lectotypus (designated by Grayum, 2006: 1007): Costa
Rica: Pedregal, 25.V.1857, Wendland 755 [as “Hoffmann 755”]
(GOET [2-part specimen: GOET007839, GOET007840]).
Holotypus: B†.
Notes. – Candolle (1878: 570) cited “Hoffmann 755” in the
protologue. However, the lectotype in GOET has Wendland’s
original collection label, numbered “755” and does not include
the name Hoffmann as collector. As known from photos deposited at F and MO of the destroyed holotype at B, the specimen had an original label annotated in Wendland’s hand, “755.
Pedregal”. As already mentioned under Mascagnia vacciniifolia
var. hispidula Nied., Wendland and Hoffmann met in Costa
Rica and Hoffmann organized the dispatch of Wendland’s
collections to Germany (Hoffmann, 1858; Dowe, 2019).
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Orchidaceae
Orchidaceae were the most collected family by Wendland in
Central America. Of the approximately 140 collections, 68 were
described as new taxa by Reichenbach. Most of these names
were published in Beiträge zu einer Orchideenkunde CentralAmerika’s in 1866, an account of the orchids collected by botanists who had been active in the Americas. In the part dedicated to Wendland [Orchideae Wendlandianae], Reichenbach
(1866: 61) wrote:
“[Wendland’s collections are] extremely important
because the smallest forms were sought out with the
greatest love. That a whole number of them are entirely
new to science remains all the more noteworthy as no one
except Professor Oersted has ever tracked them down in
the field. The older collections of Ruiz and Pavón, Hinds,
Cuming, Hartweg, and those of the Indians who worked
for Mr. Skinner seem to contain almost nothing of this
kind.”
At the time, Reichenbach was professor of botany and director of the botanical garden in Hamburg. Reichenbach and
Wendland were close friends (Peters, 2013; Schwerin, 2013),
and it was noted in Wendland’s obituary that they were indeed
‘bosom friends’ (Anon., 1903). On Reichenbach’s death in
1889, his herbarium was bequeathed to the Natural History
Museum in Vienna on the condition that it was not to be
accessed by botanists for 25 years, until 1914. Because of the
restrictions imposed by World War I, it was not until 1921
that botanists were able to examine specimens (Ossenbach,
2009; Bräuchler et. al., 2021). In comparison to the unfortunate destruction of Schott’s Araceae herbarium during
World War II, Reichenbach’s orchid herbarium survived and
has largely remained intact. It is, however, not kept separated
but integrated in the general collection and must be cited as
W. The Acronym W-R found in literature was never officially
registered. Reichenbach’s orchid herbarium specimens are
stamped with “Reichenbach: Herb. Orchid. Nr. [1 to 55433]”
whereas those from his general herbarium bear another stamp
“HERB. MUS. PALAT. VINDOB. Collectio Reichenbach
fil. Acqu. 1889 No. [1 to 394000?]”, where 1889 is the year of
formal incorporation into the collections (a standard at W
since 1879) (Bräuchler et al., 2021: 309, fig. 2A, B). Since the
year often was not considered as part of the specimen number
in literature or databases “W-R [1 to 55433]” could not refer
with certainty to one of Reichenbach’s collections. Because of
the complex history of numbering, the absence of an official
acronym for Reichenbach’s orchid herbarium, and to avoid
further confusion, since 2020 QR-code numbers have been
assigned to all objects at W to give them a unique and persistent identifier [see Bräuchler et al. (2021) for more details].
Those QR-code numbers are cited below in square brackets as

in the case of barcodes. All corresponding datasets are accessible on the JACQ website by adding “https://jacq.org” before
the Q-R code number.
Compared to other families, Orchidaceae are a much simpler taxonomic proposition, as the specimens examined by
Reichenbach survived the ravages of World War II and are
mostly still extant at W. The duplicates at GOET have a determinavit in Reichenbach’s hand with the imprint “H.G.Rchb.
f.” (Fig. 27A, B → p. 72). Because Reichenbach studied
Wendland’s material at Herrenhausen (Reiner-Drehwald
et al., 2022), the GOET duplicates have to be considered as
syntypes. When lectotypifing, one should give preference to
the specimens at W, if well preserved, because these originated
from Reichenbach’s personal herbarium. When no original
material has been located at GOET, the specimen at W, originating from Reichenbach’s herbarium, is considered as the
holotype.
Of further relevance, the American orchidologist Oakes
Ames (1804 – 1873) gathered at Harvard a series of drawings, tracings, photos and fragments of Wendland’s Central
American orchid collections. Those involving Wendland collections were mostly labeled as “Record of Type” and “Records
from Herb. Reichenbach” (Fig. 28 → p. 73). Some have
additional labels indicating that tracings were done by
R. Schlechter and are also “from Herb. Reichenbach”. There
is no indication where the original specimens were located,
whether at Wendland’s herbarium at Herrenhausen or at
Reichenbach’s herbarium in Hamburg (pre-1889) or Vienna
(post-1889). Ames’s herbarium is fully integrated in the general
herbarium of Harvard with its own acronym (AMES). Most
of them consist of drawings and/or photographs of original
material mounted on a sheet. Some of those specimens contain
fragments of original material and only those will be cited
below. They mostly consist of a single flower or parts of flowers
and are barely informative.
Arpophyllum medium Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
89. 1866.


Arpophyllum giganteum subsp. medium (Rchb. f.)
Dressler in Novon 10: 193. 2000.

Original citation: “Las Nubes in Guatemala. 9.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Dressler, 2000: 193):
Guatemala: Las Nubes, 9.I.1857, Wendland 190
(W [W0112566]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008364]).
Notes. – Dressler (2000: 193) cited Wendland 190 at W as
the holotype. This is treated here as an error to be corrected to
lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
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Bletia wendlandii Rchb. f. in Ann. Bot. Syst. 6: 431. 1862.


Myrmecophila wendlandii (Rchb. f.) G.C. Kenn. in
Orchid Digest 43: 211. 1979 (Fig. 27C → p. 72).

Original citation: “Guatemala. Wendland”.
Holotypus: Guatemala: sine loco [La Puente-San José],
26.XII.1856, Wendland 338 (W [W0112512]).
Notes. – The type at W was originally annotated as Laelia
anceps Lindl. by Reichenbach, but stored under the manuscript name “Laelia wendlandii” in his herbarium. Bletia
wendlandii Rchb. f. was cited as “Bletia (Laelia) Wendlandi”
in Reichenbach (1866: 87).
A second sheet including a pencil/ink drawing of flower
details of the type by Reichenbach [W0154114] and a Skinner
collection with corresponding drawing [W0154115] is extant
at W.
Catasetum dilectum Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 73.
1866.


Dressleria dilecta (Rchb. f.) Dodson in Selbyana 1: 132.
1975 (Fig. 29A → p. 74).

Original citation: “Cari Blanco in Costa Rica. 10.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cariblanco,
10.V.1857, Wendland 833 (W [W0154121]). Syntypus: ibid.
loco, Wendland 833a (GOET [GOET008370]).
Notes. – Wendland’s collections at GOET and W bear the
protologue locality and date but have different collection numbers. We designate Wendland 833 at W as the lectotype.
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Epidendrum barbae Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 83.
1866.
Original citation: “Vulcan de Barba in Costa Rica.
10,000’. 11.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater et al. in Ulloa Ulloa
et al., in press): Costa Rica: Barva Volcano, c. 3000 m,
11.VII.1857, Wendland 1046 (W [W0112560]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008405, GOET008406]).
Notes. – Santiago & Hágsater (2007: sub tab. 911) cited
Wendland 1046 at W as the holotype. Hágsater in Ulloa
Ulloa et al. (in press) properly lectotypify this name.
Epidendrum exasperatum Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 87. 1866.
Original citation: “Naranjo-Cartago. 4.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater et al. in Ulloa
Ulloa et al., in press): Costa Rica: Naranjo-Cartago,
4.VII.1857, Wendland 1121 (W [W0112558]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008412, GOET008413], W [W0112559]).
Notes. – Two specimens of Wendland 1121 are deposited at
W. Santiago & Hágsater (2006a: sub tab. 831) cited the collection “W-R 50049” [now W0112558] as holotype and “W-R
50047” [now W0112559] as isotype. Hágsater in Ulloa Ulloa
et al. (in press) properly lectotypify this name.
Epidendrum firmum Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
87. 1866.
Original citation: “Naranjo-Cartago. 4.7.1857”.

Cranichis reticulata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 62.
1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 5.VIII.1857, Wendland 1252 (W [W0154113];
isolecto-: GOET [GOET008380]).
Dichaea brachypoda Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 78.
1866.
Original citation: “San Miguel in Costa Rica. 14.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: San Miguel, 14.V.1857,
Wendland 809 (W [W0078121]).

Lectotypus (designated by Atwood, 1989: sub tab. 1317):
Costa Rica: Naranjo-Cartago, 4.VII.1857, Wendland 1135
(W [W0112557]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008408,
GOET008409]).
Epidendrum flavovirens Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
85. 1866 [nom. illeg., non Regel 1856].
Original citation: “Las Nubes in Guatemala. 11.1.1857”.
Holotypus: Guatemala: Las Nubes, 11.I.1857,
Wendland 321 (W [W0112556]).
= Epidendrum clowesii Bateman ex Lindl. in Edward’s
Bot. Reg. 30: misc. 16. 1844.
Notes. – Although this name is a later homonym, it is included here for historical completeness.
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Epidendrum microdendron Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 84. 1866.

Epidendrum pallens Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 82.
1866.

Original citation: “Vulcan de Barba in Costa Rica.
11.7.1857”.

Original citation: “Vulkan de Barba in Costa Rica. 9000’.
11.7.1857”.

Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater et al. in Ulloa Ulloa
et al., in press): Costa Rica: Barva Volcano, c. 2750 m,
11.VII.1857, Wendland 1048 (W [W0112555]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008421]).

Holotypus: Costa Rica: Barva Volcano, c. 2750 m,
11.VII.1857, Wendland 1052 (W [W0112552]).

Epidendrum myodes Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
86. 1866.
Original citation: “Naranjo in Costa Rica. 3.7.1857.
Turialba in Costa Rica. 23.3. 1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Atwood, 1989: sub tab. 1321):
Costa Rica: Naranjo, 3.VII.1857, Wendland 1111
(W [W0154119]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008430,
GOET008431]). Syntypus: Turialba, 23.III.1857,
Wendland 504 (W [W0154120]).
Notes. – Atwood (1989: sub tab. 1321) cited Wendland 1111
as the holotype. This is treated here as an error to be corrected
to lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
Epidendrum nitens Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 82.
1866.
Original citation: “Las Nubes. 17.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater et al. in Ulloa
Ulloa et al., in press): Guatemala: Las Nubes,
17.I.1857, Wendland 324 (W [W0112554]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008424]).
Epidendrum nubium Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 81.
1866.
Original citation: “Las Nubes in Guatemala. 10.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: Las Nubes,
10.I.1857, Wendland 332 (W [W0112553]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008402, GOET008403]).
= Epidendrum arbusculum Lindl., Pl. Hartw.: 93. 1842.
Notes. – Santiago & Hágsater (2006b: sub tab. 808) cited
Wendland 332 at W as the holotype. This cannot be treated as
an error to be corrected (ICN Art. 9.10, 9.23). The specimen
Wendland 332 at W is designated here as the lectotype.

Epidendrum pergameneum Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 86. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater et al. in Ulloa Ulloa
et al., in press): Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño,
5.VIII.1857, Wendland 1251 (W [W0112551]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008426, GOET008427]).
Epidendrum platystigma Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 83. 1866.
Original citation: “Cari Blanco – San Miguel in Costa
Rica. 6.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Atwood, 1989: sub
tab. 1324): Costa Rica: Cariblanco-San Miguel,
6.VIII.1857, Wendland 1250 (W [W0112550]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008428, GOET008429]).
Epidendrum pratense Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
84. 1866.
Original citation: “Feuchte Wiesen am See von Dueñas in
Guatemala. 18.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Hágsater, 1990: sub
tab. 40): Guatemala: Dueñas, 18.I.1857, Wendland 271
(W [W0112548]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008417]).
= Epidendrum radicans Pav. ex Lindl., Gen. Sp. Orchid.
Pl.: 104. 1831.
Notes. – The W specimen was cited as the holotype by
Hágsater (1990: sub tab. 40). This is treated here as an error
to be corrected to lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
Epidendrum ramonense Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
81. 1866.
Original citation: “San Ramón in Costa Rica. 25.6.1857”.
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Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San Ramón,
25.VI.1857, Wendland 1009 (W [W0024651]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008400]) (Fig. 30 → p. 75).
= Encyclia ceratistes (Lindl.) Schltr. in Repert. Spec. Nov.
Regni Veg. Beih. 6: 74. 1919 (Fig. 27D → p. 72).
Notes. – The lectotype at W contains a pencil drawing of
flower details by Reichenbach and a colour drawing done at
a later stage.
A line drawing of the type by Dariusz L. Szlachetko is extant
at W [W0154112].
Epidendrum turialvae Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron. 52: 1678.
1871.
Original citation: “Epidendrum n. sp. ? Rchb. fil. Beitr.
Cent. Am. p. 85. When I wrote the above-cited pamphlet,
I did not dare to propose this as a new species, since
the flowers and the interior part of the plant were not
consistent. And yet they had been given me by that
most honest observer, Hermann Wendland. I am not at
all surprised to find that he was completely justified for
having put the fragments together, since the plant has
now reappeared in the Saundersian collection (N. 2124).
Mr. W. Saunders also introduced it from Costa Rica”.
Lectotypus (designated by Santiago & Hágsater,
2008: sub tab. 1193): Costa Rica: Turrialba, 24.III.1857,
Wendland 539 (W [W0027213]). Syntypi: Costa Rica:
S. José, s.d., Carmiol s.n. (W [W0027214]); sine loco, s.d.,
Carmiol s.n. [Saunders collection 2124] (W [W0027215]).
Notes. – Wilson Saunders received orchids collected by
Carmiol in Costa Rica [see Warrior (1905: 46) for an example]. One syntype collected by Carmiol at W [W0027215] was
incorporated in the Saundersian collection under the number
“2124” and cited as such in the protologue. The other syntype at
W [W0027214] may have been communicated to Reichenbach
directly by Carmiol or, more likely, simply represent an unnumbered duplicate of the same collection.
Govenia quadriplicata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
75. 1866.
Original citation: “Irazú in Costa Rica. 14.4.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Irazú, 14.IV.1857, Wendland 816a
(W [W0112546]).
Notes. – Wendandl’s type collection is mounted on a
sheet along with a later collection by Hellmuth Polakowsky
[W0112547].
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Habenaria lactiflora var. buccalis Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 61. 1866.
Original citation: “Aladhuela-Desengaño. 4.8.57”.
Notes. – Batista et al. (2011: 40) stated: “TYPE: COSTA
RICA OR GUATEMALA: Aladhuela-Desengaño, 4 August
1857, Wendland ? (Holotype: presumably W [not seen])”. A
search at W did not locate any specimens. The typification of
this name should be best undertaken by specialists of Habenaria
Willd.
Hexadesmia brachyphylla Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 89. 1866.
Original citation: “Turialba in Costa Rica. 23.3.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Turialba, 23.III.1857, Wendland 512
(W [W0112528]).
= Scaphyglottis fusiformis (Griseb.) R.E. Schult. in Bot.
Mus. Leafl. 17: 205. 1956.
Lepanthes blepharistes Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
92. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 5.VIII.1857, Wendland 1253 (W [W0077406];
isolecto-: GOET [GOET008552]).
Notes. – According to a determination slip by C.M. Smith
dated December 2012 on W0077406, it was not clear to him
whether the collection number is “1252” or “1253”. Reichenbach
used “1253” on a line drawing attached to W0077406 and 1252
is the collection number of the type of Cranichis reticulata Rchb.
f. with the same locality and date. Wendland himself corrected
“1252” to “1253” on W0077406. Therefore, Wendland 1253 at W
is designated here as the lectotype with a duplicate at GOET.
Lepanthes elata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 90.
1866 (Fig. 29B → p. 74).
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857,
Wendland 844 (W [W0077407]).
Lepanthes horrida Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 91.
1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
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Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 896 (W [W0077409]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008554, GOET008555]).
Lepanthes tipulifera Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 91.
1866.

Notes. – A single sheet at W [W0154110, W0112543] contains two line drawings, one labeled with “Maxillaria atrata
var. brachyantha” in Reichenbach´s hand, with their respectives fragment packets. It is not clear whether the material of
both capsules has been mixed. No original material has been
located at GOET. Typification of this name should be done
by specialists.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857,
Wendland 908 (W [W0077411]).
Lepanthes wendlandii Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
91. 1866.
Original citation: “Vulkan de Barba in Costa Rica.
11.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Barva Volcano,
11.VII.1857, Wendland 1050 (W [W0077413]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008558, GOET008559]).
Liparis wendlandii Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 98.
1866.


Crossoliparis wendlandii (Rchb. f.) Marg. in Acta Soc.
Bot. Poloniae 78: 299. 2009.

Original citation: “San José in Costa Rica an Bäumen.
17.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: San José,
17.VII.1857, Wendland 1103 (W [W0112544]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008589, GOET008590]).
Masdevallia cupularis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
93. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño,
5.VIII.1857, Wendland 1254 (W [W0019511 specimen at
top right corner]).
Maxillaria atrata var. brachyantha Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 78. 1866.
Original citation: “Unter Desengaño in Costa Rica. 6000’.
8.5.1857”.
= Maxillaria obscura Linden & Rchb.f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 31. 1866.

Maxillaria inaudita Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 76.
1866.
Original citation: “Cartago bei Naranjo in Costa Rica.
4.7.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Cartago-Naranjo [ Juan Viñas],
4.VII.1857, Wendland 1140 (W [W0112539]).
Notes. – Line drawings of the type specimen by Szlachetko
[W0112567] and Reichenbach [W0112540] are extant at W.
Maxillaria vaginalis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
77. 1866.
Original citation: “Desangaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 5.VIII.1857,
Wendland 1247 (W [W0112538]).
Meiracyllium wendlandii Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 73. 1866.
Original citation: “Río Sucio in Guatemala [correctly El
Salvador]. 10.2.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): El Salvador: Río Sucio,
10.II.1857, Wendland 421 (W [W0154109]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008608]).
= Meiracyllium trinasutum Rchb. f., Xenia Orchid. 1:12.
1854 (Fig. 27E → p. 72).
Microstylis crispifolia Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
100. 1866.


Malaxis crispifolia (Rchb. f.) Kuntze, Revis. Gen. Pl. 2:
673. 1891.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 9.V.1857,
Wendland 820 (W [W0112537]).
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Microstylis hastilabia Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
101. 1866.
Original citation: “Vulcan de Barba in Costa Rica. 8000’.
11.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Barva Volcano,
c. 2450 m, 11.VII.1857, Wendland 1057 (W [W0131194];
isolecto-: GOET [GOET008581, GOET008582],
SI [SI001666 fragm.]).
= Malaxis excavata (Lind.) Kuntze, Revis. Gen. Pl. 2: 673.
1891.
Notes. – A line drawing of the type by Szlachetko is extant
at W [W0131193].
Microstylis lagotis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 101.
1866.


Malaxis lagotis (Rchb. f.) Kuntze, Revis. Gen. Pl. 2: 673.
1891.

Original citation: “Vulcan de Barba in Costa Rica, 9000’,
11.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Dressler in Ulloa Ulloa
et al., in press): Costa Rica: Barva Volcano, c. 2750 m,
11.VII.1857, Wendland 1053 (W [W0154118]; iso-:
GOET [GOET008585, GOET008586]).
Microstylis parthonii var. denticulata Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 100. 1866.
Original citation: “Ueber Azari in Costa Rica. 16.6.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: above Aserri, 16.VI.1857,
Wendland 1010 (W [W0112535]).
= Malaxis wercklei (Schltr.) Ames in Proc. Biol. Soc.
Washington 35: 85. 1922.
Microstylis simillima Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
101. 1866.


Malaxis simillima (Rchb. f.) Kuntze, Revis. Gen. Pl. 2:
673. 1891.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 31.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 31.V.1857,
Wendland 975 (W [W0112534]).
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Mormodes wendlandii Rchb. f., Ann. Bot. Syst. 6: 581. 1863.
Original citation: “Ex America centrali misit amiciss,
Wendland fil.”
Neotypus (designated here): [Costa Rica]: cultivated at
Herrenhausen Gardens [originating from Costa Rica, 1857],
s.d., Wendland s.n. (GOET [GOET045066]) (Fig. 31 →
p. 76). Holotypus: ?W†.
= Mormodes colossa Rchb. f. in Bot. Zeitung (Berlin) 10:
636. 1852 (Fig. 27F → p. 72).
Notes. – Reichenbach (1863: 581) noted in the protologue that he had received this orchid from Wendland. Later
Reichenbach (1866: 74) added: “Naranjo in Costa Rica
(Specimina sicca spontanea non prostant. Habeo pedunculum,
qui floruit in horto Herrenhusano)”. This means that dried
specimens collected in the wild were not available and that he
only had an inflorescence cultivated at Herrenhausen Gardens
coming from Naranjo in Costa Rica. It is unknown whether the
mentioned inflorescence, illustrated in Reichenbach (1866:
tab. 7), was pressed or not. The annotations on GOET045066
are in Wendland’s hand but do not match with Wendland’s
usual field labels, thus suggesting that it likely comes from a
cultivated plant. In the absence of known original material,
the specimen at GOET [GOET045066] is designated here
as the neotype.
Odontoglossum schlieperianum Rchb. f. in Gard. Chron. 46:
1082. 1865.


Rossioglossum schlieperianum (Rchb. f.) Garay &
G.C. Kenn. in Orchid Digest 40: 143. 1976.

Original citation: “More recently we have obtained flowers
grown by Mr. Linden [ Jean J. Linden (1817 – 1898)],
and subsequently by Mr. Moritz Reichenheim of Berlin
[Moritz Reichenheim (1815 – 1872)], by Consul Schiller
of Hamburgh [Gustav W. Schiller (1803 – 1870)], and by
Adolph Schlieper, Esq., of Elberfeld [Adolf Schlieper
(1825 – 1887)], a zealous collector of Orchids, to whom
it is inscribed. […] Odontoglossum Schlieperianum is
probably confined to Costa Rica, from which place came
the plants of the above-mentioned sale. It has also been
observed and collected by Mr. Wendland the younger,
whose very interesting Orchids will soon be published”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: above Cartago,
4.VII.1857, Wendland 1138 (W [W0154122]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET013868]) (Fig. 32 → p. 77). Syntypus
[probable]: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], 3.VII.1857, Wendland 1138
(GOET [GOET013869]).
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Notes. – Mora de Retana in Atwood & Mora de Retana
(1999: 159) cited a specimen at W as the possible holotype:
“?Wendland (W, not seen)”.
We do not accept this nomenclatural act here because the
single sheet extant at W contains three collections: W0154122,
W0154123 and W0154124. Only W0154122 is with certainty a
Wendland collection with the locality “über Cartago, 4.7.1857”
in his hand. This collection is designated here as the lectotype
with a duplicate at GOET. A second specimen at GOET,
which has the same collection number, corresponds to a different collection since date and locality are different to those of
the lectotype. It is here considered as a probable syntype. None
of the remaining material cited in the protologue was found.
Oncidium tricuspidatum Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
72. 1866.


Leochilus tricuspidatus (Rchb. f.) Kraenzl., Pflanzenr.
IV. 50: 297. 1922.

Original citation: “Cartago in Costa Rica. 30.3.1957”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Cartago, 30.III.1857, Wendland 606
(W [W0112533]).
Notes. – On the same sheet as the holotype, a fragment packet [W0112532] includes another collection which is not part of
original material of the name Oncidium tricuspidatum Rchb. f.
Ornithidium anceps Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 75.
1866.
Original citation: “Cartago in Costa Rica. 4.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Atwood in Atwood &
Mora de Retana, 1999: 71): Costa Rica: Cartago,
4.VII.1857, Wendland 1139 (W [W0154108]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008623, GOET008624]).
= Maxillaria pseudoneglecta J.T. Atwood in Lindleyana 8:
30. 1993.
Ornithidium fulgens Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 76.
1866.


Maxillaria fulgens (Rchb. f.) L.O. Williams in Ann.
Missouri Bot. Gard. 28: 425. 1941.

Original citation: “Naranjo in Cost Rica. 3.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Atwood, 1989: sub tab. 1338):
Costa Rica: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], 3.VII.1857, Wendland 1110
(W [W0154106]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008625]).

Notes. – A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko
is extant at W [W0154107].
Physurus calophyllus Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 64.
1866.


Microchilus calophyllus (Rchb. f.) Ormerod in
Lindleyana 17: 216. 2002.

Original citation: “Costa de Congo, zwischen Cari Blanco
und San Brigen in Costa Rica. 6.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Cuesta
de Congo, between Cariblanco and San Miguel,
6.VIII.1857, Wendland 1257 (W [W0020375]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008440]).
Notes. – The collection Triana 1547 (W [W0154104])
mounted on the same sheet as the lectotype at W is not part
of the original material of the name Physurus calophyllus Rchb. f.
A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko is extant
at W [W0154105].
Physurus loxoglottis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 63.
1866.


Kreodanthus loxoglottis (Rchb. f.) Garay in Bradea 2:
199. 1977.

Original citation: “Barranca bei Guatemala. 16.1.1857”.
Holotypus: Guatemala: barranca near Guatemala City,
16.I.1857, Wendland 340 (W [W0112530]).
Physurus tridax Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 64.
1866.


Microchilus tridax (Rchb. f.) Ormerod in Lindleyana
17: 223. 2002.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica, 5.8.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 5.VIII.1857,
Wendland 1255 (W [W0154102]).
Notes. – Ormerod (2002: 223) indicated: “Type: Costa Rica.
Desengaño, 5. Aug. 1857, Wendland s.n. (holotype: W; isotype:
GOET”. No specimens have been located at GOET and the
specimen at W is considered as the holotype.
A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko is extant
at W [W0154103].
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Physurus vesicifer Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 63.
1866.


Microchilus vesicifer (Rchb. f.) Ormerod in Lindleyana
17: 223. 2002.

Original citation: “Vulkan von Barba in Costa Rica. 9000’.
11.7.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Kolanowska, 2014: 24): Costa
Rica: Barva Volcano, c. 2750 m, 11.VII.1857, Wendland 1055
(W [W0154100]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008442,
GOET008443]).
Notes. – A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko
is extant at W [W0154101].
Pleurothallis fuegi Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 97.
1866.


Specklinia fuegi (Rchb. f.) Solano & Soto Arenas in
Icon. Orchid. 5 – 6: x – xi. 2003.

Original citation: “Vulcan de Fuego in Guatemala.
20.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: Fuego Volcano,
20.I.1857, Wendland 294 (W [W0154099]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008637, GOET008638]).
Pleurothallis naraniensis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
96. 1866.
Original citation: “Naranjo in Costa Rica. 29.3.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Luer, 1998: 47): Costa
Rica: Naranjo [ Juan Viñas], 29.III.1857, Wendland 593
(W [W0154097]; isolecto-: AMES [AMES00074492
fragm.], GOET [GOET008645, GOET008646]).
= Stelis pulchella Kunth, Nov. Gen. Sp. 1: 364. 1816.
Notes. – A line drawing of the type specimen by Carlyle
A. Luer is extant at W [W0154098].
Pleurothallis phyllocardia Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 97. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 31.5.1858
[correctly 1857]”.
Lectotypus (designated by Kolanowska, 2014: 168): Costa
Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 31.V.1857, Wendland 973
(W [W0154096]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008648,
GOET008649]).
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Notes. – Kolanowska (2014: 168) cited Wendland’s collection at W as unnumbered. This does not affect the acceptance of
this nomenclatural act as a single specimen is desposited at W.
Ponera bilineata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 88.
1866.


Scaphyglottis bilineata (Rchb. f.) Schltr. in Beih. Bot.
Centralbl., Abt. 2, 36: 456. 1918.

Original citation: “San Miguel in Costa Rica. 14.5.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: San Miguel, 14.V.1857,
Wendland 810 (W [W0112529]).
Ponthieva guatemalensis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
63. 1866.
Original citation: “In einer Barranca bei Guatemala.
16.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: barranca near
Guatemala City, 16.I.1857, Wendland 243 (W [W0154117];
isolecto-: GOET [GOET008663, GOET008664]) (Fig. 33
→ p. 78).
= Ponthieva racemosa (Walter) C. Mohr in Contr. U.S.
Natl. Herb. 6: 460. 1901.
Sobralia lepida Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 68. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 1.6.57”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 1.VI.1857,
Wendland 972 (W [W0025011]).
= Sobralia amabilis (Rchb. f.) L.O. Williams in Ann.
Missouri Bot. Gard. 33: 30. 1946.
Sobralia leucoxantha Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
68. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño, Cari Blanco in Costa Rica.
6.8.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño – Cariblanco, 6.VIII.1857, Wendland 1246
(W [W0154092]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008689]).
Notes. – A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko
is extant at W [W0154093].
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Fig. 20. – Neotype of Costus malortieanus H. Wendl.
[Hooker, 1871: tab. 5894] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 50
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Fig. 21. – Gesneriaceae. A. Gasteranthus wendlandianus (Hanst.) Wiehler, Costa Rica, Limón, Pococí, Guapiles; B. Columnea lepidocaulis Hanst.,
Costa Rica, Heredia, San Isidro; C. Drymonia lanceolata (Hanst.) C.V. Morton, Costa Rica, San José, Braulio Carrillo highway; D. Pachycaulos
nummularia (Hanst.) J.L. Clark & J.F. Sm., Costa Rica, San José, Dota, Santa María.
[A: Hammel 22730; B: Hammel & Pérez 27812; D: Hammel 23719] [Photos: B. Hammel] → pp. 52, 53
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Fig. 22. – Lectotype of Columnea microcalyx Hanst. at GOET.
[Wendland 910, GOET003876] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 52
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Fig. 23. – Lectotype of Gunnera wendlandii Reinke ex Schindl. [ Gunnera insignis (Oerst.) A. DC.] at GOET.
[Wendland 829, GOET037345] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 54
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Fig. 24. – Neotype of Scutellaria costaricana H. Wendl.
[Hooker, 1864: tab. 5439] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 54
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Fig. 25. – Lectotype of Spigelia splendens H. Wendl. ex Hook.
[Hooker, 1861; tab. 5268] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 54
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Fig. 26. – Isotype of Miconia costaricensis Cogn. at BR.
[Wendland 936, BR0000005190805; © Botanic Garden Meise] → p. 56
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Fig. 27. – Orchidaceae. Specimen labels of Lepanthes wendlandii Rchb. f. at GOET. A. Reichenbach’s handwriting; B. Wendland’s handwriting;
C. Myrmecophila wendlandii (Rchb. f.) G.C. Kenn., cultivated, collection of the Statdgärtnerei Zürich, Switzerland; D. Encyclia ceratistes (Lindl.)
Schltr., cultivated, Herrenhausen Gardens; E. Meiracyllium trinasutum Rchb. f., cultivated, Herrenhausen Gardens; F. Mormodes colossa Rchb. f.,
Costa Rica, Grano de Oro, Moravia de Chirripó, 700 m.
[A, B: Wendland 1050, GOET008559; © Universität Göttingen] [Photos: C, D: R. Jenny; E: B.O. Schlumpberger; F: G. Gerlach]
→ pp. 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 82
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Fig. 28. – An example of the specimens at AMES (here Stelis microstigma Rchb. f. [= Stelis parvula Lindl.]), with a drawing of the type, a fragment
of original material and a photo of a collection by Brade not belonging to original material.
[Wendland 892, AMES00104840] [© The Harvard University Herbaria] → pp. 57, 82
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Fig. 29. – Orchidaceae. A. Dressleria dilecta (Rchb. f.) Dodson, cultivated, collection of the photographer; B. Lepanthes elata Rchb. f., cultivated,
Munich Botanical Garden; C. Pelexia laxa (Poepp. & Endl.) Lindl., cultivated, collection of the photographer; D. Cochleanthes aromatica (Rchb. f.)
R.E. Schult. & Garay, cultivated, Herrenhausen Gardens.
[Photos: R. Jenny] → pp. 58, 60, 81, 82
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Fig. 30. – Lectotype of Epidendrum ramonense Rchb. f. at W.
[Wendland 1009, W0024651; © Natural History Museum Vienna] → p. 60
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Fig. 31. – Neotype of Mormodes wendlandii Rchb. f. [= Mormodes colossa Rchb. f.] at GOET.
[Wendland s.n., GOET045066] [© Universität Göttingen] → p. 62
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Fig. 32. – Lectotype of Odontoglossum schlieperianum Rchb. f. [ Rossioglossum schlieperianum (Rchb. f.) Garay & G.C. Kenn.] at W.
[Wendland 1138, W0154122] [© Natural History Museum Vienna] → p. 62
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Fig. 33. – Lectotype of Ponthieva guatemalensis Rchb. f. [= Ponthieva racemosa (Walter) C. Mohr] at W.
[Wendland 243, W0154117; © Natural History Museum Vienna] → p. 64
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Fig. 34. – Lithograph of Solanum wendlandii Hook. f.
[Hooker, 1887: tab. 6914] [Bibliothèque, Conservatoire et Jardin botaniques de Genève] → p. 83
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Fig. 35. – Holotype of Oreinotinus wendlandii Oerst. [= Viburnum stellatotomentosum (Oerst.) Hemsl.] at C.
[Wendland 657, C10009081; © Museum Botanicum Hauniense, University of Copenhagen] → p. 83
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Spiranthes assurgens Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 66.
1866.


Sarcoglottis assurgens (Rchb. f.) Schltr. in Beih. Bot.
Centralbl., Abt. 2, 37: 414. 1920.

Original citation: “Oratoria in Guatemala. 5.2.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: Oratorio,
5.II.1857, Wendland 375 (W [W0154090]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008681]).
Notes. – A line drawing of the type specimen by Szlachetko
is extant at W [W0154091].
Spiranthes gutturosa Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 67.
1866.


Pelexia gutturosa (Rchb. f.) Garay in Bot. Mus.
Leafl. 28: 344. 1982.

Original citation: “St. Vincent Salvador. 13.2.1857”.
Holotypus: El Salvador: San Vicente, 13.II.1857,
Wendland 427 (W [W0112526]).
Notes. – Two line drawings of the type specimen by
Szlachetko are extant at W [W0112524, W0112525].
Spiranthes longipetiolata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
67. 1866.
Original citation: “Turialba in Costa Rica. 27.3.1857”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Turialba, 27.III.1857, Wendland 574
(W [W0112523]).
= Pelexia laxa (Poepp. & Endl.) Lindl., Gen. Sp. Orchid.
Pl.: 482. 1840 (Fig. 29C → p. 74).
Spiranthes prasophyllum Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
65. 1866.


Cyclopogon prasophyllum (Rchb. f.) Schltr. in Beih. Bot.
Centralbl., Abt. 2, 37: 393. 1920.

Original citation: “An Stämmen zwischen der Hacienda
de Pantaleón und Sapote in Guatemala. 20.1.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by McLeish et al., 1995: 24):
Guatemala: between Hacienda de Pantaleón and
Sapote, 20.I.1857, Wendland 297 (W [W0154089];
isolecto-: AMES [AMES00083991 fragm. n.v.],
GOET [GOET008387]).

Notes. – McLeish et al. (1995: 24) cited a Wendland s.n. collection at W as holotype. This is treated here as an error to be
corrected to lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
Two line drawings of the type specimen by Szlachetko are
extant at W [W0154094, W0154095].
Spiranthes thelymitra Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.:
66. 1866.


Schiedeella trilineata var. thelymitra (Rchb. f.) Szlach.
in Fragm. Florist. Geobot. 36: 16. 1991.

Original citation: “Bei Oratoria und Yalpatagua in
Guatemala. 7.2.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Guatemala: near Oratorio
and Jalpatagua, 7.II.1857, Wendland 379 (W [W0154088]
isolecto-: AMES [AMES00084019 fragm.],
GOET [GOET008685]).
Notes. – Ames & Correll (1952: 135) and Szlachetko
(1991: 16) cited the collection date incorrectly as 2 July 1857
instead of 7 February 1857.
Stelis lancilabris Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 94.
1866.


Platystele lancilabris (Rchb. f.) Schltr. in Repert. Spec.
Nov. Regni Veg. Beih. 19: 102. 1923.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 904 (W [W0154087]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008634]).
Stelis leucopogon Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 95.
1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 10.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated by Gómez, 1993: 55): Costa
Rica: Paso de El Desengaño, 10.V.1857, Wendland 895
(W [W0112516]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008694]).
Syntypus: ibid. loco, 10.V.1857, Wendland 888
(GOET [GOET008693], W [W0112525]).
= Stelis superbiens Lindl., Fol. Orchid. 8 (Stelis): 8. 1859.
Notes. – Two collections made by Wendland matching the
protologue locality and date are deposited at W but with two
collection numbers. Gómez (1993: 55) designated Wendland 895
as the holotype. This is treated here as an error to be corrected
to lectotype (ICN Art. 9.10).
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Stelis microstigma Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 94.
1866.
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Stelis thecoglossa Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 93.
1866.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.

Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 5.8.1857”.

Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 892 (W [W0154086];
isolecto-: AMES [AMES00104840 fragm. and drawing],
GOET [GOET008695]).

Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 5.VIII.1857, Wendland 1259 (W [W0154083];
isolecto-: AMES [AMES00105008 fragm. and drawing,
AMES00084452 fragm. and drawing, AMES00084453
fragm.]; GOET [GOET008700, GOET008701]).

= Stelis parvula Lindl., Fol. Orchid. 8 (Stelis): 7. 1859.
Notes. – The specimen AMES00104840 contains a fragment
and a drawing. On the same sheet there is a photo of a collection
by Brade not belonging to original material (Fig. 28 → p. 73).
Stelis microtis Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 95. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 883 (W [W0154085]; isolecto-:
AMES [AMES00104842 fragm., AMES00104841 fragm.
and drawing, AMES00287025 fragm., AMES00084300
fragm.], GOET [GOET008696, GOET008697]).
= Stelis parvula Lindl., Fol. Orchid. 8 (Stelis): 7. 1859.
Notes. – Four sheets in AMES bear fragments of original
material. AMES00104841 contains also a drawing.
Stelis obscurata Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 95. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 10.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 10.V.1857, Wendland 907 (W [W0154084]; isolecto-: GOET [GOET008698]).
= Stelis parvula Lindl., Fol. Orchid. 8 (Stelis): 7. 1859.
Stelis pardipes Rchb. f., Beitr. Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 96. 1866.
Original citation: “Desengaño in Costa Rica. 9.5.1857”.
Lectotypus (designated here): Costa Rica: Paso de El
Desengaño, 9.V.1857, Wendland 899 (W [W0112514];
isolecto-: AMES [AMES00104895 fragm. and
drawing, AMES00084349 fragm. and drawing],
GOET [GOET008702]).

= Stelis purpurascens A. Rich. & Galeotti in Ann. Sci.
Nat., Bot., sér. 3, 3: 18. 1845.
Notes. – The lectotype is among the few of Wendland’s collections at W that have labels with “H.G.Rchb. fil.” stamped
on it like at GOET (Fig. 27A → p. 72).
Trichopilia turialbae Rchb. f. in Hamburger GartenBlumenzeitung 19: 11. 1863.
Original citation: “Eine Art aus der Verwandtschaft der
Trichopilia albida von meinem Freunde, Herrn Hofgärtner
Wendland auf dem Turialba Vulcan entdeckt und im
Berggarten zu Herrenhausen zur Blüthe gebracht”.
Lectotypus (designated by Mora de Retana in Atwood
& Mora de Retana, 1999: 172): Costa Rica: Turrialba,
27.III.1857, Wendland 553 (W [W0112513]; isolecto-:
GOET [GOET008708].
Notes. – The W specimen was cited as type by Mora de
Retana in Atwood & Mora de Retana (1999: 172). This
is treated here as an error to be corrected to lectotype (ICN
Art. 9.10).
Zygopetalum wendlandii Rchb. f., Beitr.
Orchid.-K. C. Amer.: 74. 1866.
Original citation: “Flores vivos ex horto Herrenhausen.
… In montis Irazu pede (Specimina spontanea non
suppetunt)”.
= Cochleanthes aromatica (Rchb. f.) R.E. Schult. & Garay
in Bot. Mus. Leafl. 18: 323. 1959 (Fig. 29D → p. 74).
Notes. – The protologue indicates that Reichenbach did only
study flowers from living plants of Herrenhausen. The specimen
W [W0112507] bears a Wendland handwritten label that reads:
“Flowers from Hübsch Costa Rica, Kindly give me name of
this, Zygopet? aromaticum ?”, and this probably corresponds to
original material. Because this specimen is a mixed gathering
(it contains at least two different collections), the typification
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of the name Zygopetalum wendlandii Rchb. f. should be undertaken by specialists.
Illustrations of this species, as Zygopetalum wendlandii
Rchb. f., include those in Sander (1890), in which was noted
that “Z. wendlandi is a native of Costa Rica, and was discovered by Mr. H. Wendland during a journey of botanical
research undertaken by order of King George of Hanover”
and that it was “drawn from a plant in the Royal Gardens at
Herrenhausen, Hanover”. It was again illustrated in Linden et
al. (1895: tab. 471), with the note that “It was discovered by Mr.
Wendland at Costa Rica in 1859 [correctly 1857], but remained
rare for a long time, and it is quite recently that it was imported
again, and became more common in the gardens”.
Rubiaceae
Of the 29 collections of Rubiaceae made by Wendland in
Central America, one was described as a new species.
Psychotria wendlandiana Oerst. ex Standl. in J. Wash. Acad.
Sci. 18: 9. 1928.
Original citation: “Type in the herbarium of the Botanical
Museum, Copenhagen, collected at San Miguel, Costa
Rica, May 13, 1857, by H.Wendland (no. 781)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: San Miguel, 13.V.1857,
Wendland 781 (C [C10018337]; iso-: F [F656098 fragm.],
GOET [GOET037537], US [00129577]).
= Psychotria jimenezii Standl. in J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 15:
288. 1925.
Solanaceae
Wendland made 12 collections of Solanaceae, of which one was
described as a new species.
Solanum wendlandii Hook. f. in Bot. Mag. 113: tab. 6914.
1887 (Fig. 34 → p. 79).
Original citation: “Living plants of this beautiful Solanum
were sent to the Royal Gardens in 1882 by Dr. Wendland,
Director of the Royal Gardens at Herrenhausen, Hanover,
with the information that it is a native of the cold regions
of Costa Rica, where it climbs trees”.
Lectotypus: (designated by Clark et al., 2015: 1127):
[Costa Rica]: cultivated at Royal Botanic Gardens Kew
[originating from Costa Rica, 1857], 28.VII.1886, Anon. s.n.
(K [K000195647]; isolecto-: K [K000195646]).
Notes. – Clark et al. (2015: 1127) designated K000195647 as
a neotype. However, an illustration has been published in the
protologue which should be considered as original material and

hindering such a nomenclatural act. Hooker filius described
a cultivated plant represented today by two herbarium specimens at K. These specimens represent original material and
therefore Clark et al.’s designation is corrected here to lectotype. Hooker (1887) wrote that this species “flowered in the
month of August” and the two collections are dated “July 28,
1886”. This slight difference in dates does not contradict the
protologue information.
Viburnaceae
Wendland made only one collection of Viburnaceae in Central
American, and which was described as a new species.
Oreinotinus wendlandii Oerst. in Vidensk. Meddel. Dansk
Naturhist. Foren. Kjøbenhavn 1860: 283. 1861.
Original citation: “Crescit in Costa-Rica (Wendland)”.
Holotypus: Costa Rica: Irazú Volcano, 16.IV.1857,
Wendland 657 (C [C10009081]; iso-: US [US1841813
fragm.]) (Fig. 35 → p. 80).
= Viburnum stellatotomentosum (Oerst.) Hemsl. in Biol.
Cent.-Amer., Bot. 2: 3. 1881.
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Part Ⅱ
Hermann Wendland’s reports on his botanical excursion
to Central America as published in the Hamburger
Garten- und Blumenzeitung, 1857
Introduction
This section is intended to complement the accompanying taxonomic
treatments and cross-reference between them allows for an understanding of the circumstances concerning plant collections and the
locations involved. The published correspondence translated here is
more or less the entirety of the only known first-person records of
Wendland’s travels in Central America. Although thorough searches
have been undertaken in the archives and libraries at Herrenhausen,
Göttingen, and Hanover, no other significant records or any official
reports have been located. Some documents such as his passport are
extant (KGBH, 2021a), but these add little in the way of explanation
of his travel itinerary or botanical activities. A number of letters were
published in Hannoversche Zeitung (Wendland, 1857a–d), but these
are the same as those subsequently published in five articles in the
Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung (Wendland, 1857e–i). It is from
the latter journal that the translation presented here is made.
The published correspondence covers Wendland’s travel activities
from December 1856 through to June 1857. In the broadest sense, the
letters represent the recollections of an adventurous traveling son to
his father, but in a stricter sense offer insights into colonial exploration,
Germanic attitudes, and the trials and tribulations of an enthusiastic
and well organized botanical collector. Wendland’s observations in
his correspondence were varied and included subjects as diverse as
politics, religion, food, health, social conditions and the comparison
of life in Central America with that in Germany (at that time known
as the German Confederation).
Apart from the published excursion reports that only date from
December 1856 through to early June 1857, Wendland’s complete itinerary, up to mid-August 1857, can be established from the field labels that
accompany his herbarium specimens, mainly now kept at GOET. These
labels provide the collection dates and locations for hundreds of specimens. Compiling the information from the labels allows for an almost
day by day record of travels. We provide a list1 of those locations cited
in his reports and on specimen labels.
Wendland’s travel experiences and activities were reported in many
of the contemporary botanical and horticultural publications. Some
were short extracts or summaries of his published correspondence
in the Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung (Anon., 1856, 1857a–c,
1858b; Koch, 1857), whilst others provided additional information.
For example, it was reported that Wendland spent some time in the
company of the Scottish plant collector George Ure Skinner upon his
arrival in Guatemala (Anon., 1857b), a fact that was not otherwise mentioned by Wendland in his own correspondence.
Similarly, Wendland’s connections with plant collector and explorer
Karl Hoffmann in Costa Rica were only briefly mentioned by Wendland
in his own correspondence but were elaborated on by a report published by Hoffmann (1858: 302), in which he wrote that

1 Place names mentioned by Wendland
in his excursion reports and on specimen labels,
arranged by country. Currently used names
or alternative modern spelling are included
in square brackets.
Guatemala: Acatenango, Agua Volcano, Altor Mts
[Atitlán Mountains], Antigua Guatemala, Dueñas
[San Miguel de Dueñas], Esquiella [Escuintla],
Fuego Volcano, Guatemala [Guatemala City],
Hacienda de Sapota [Zapote], Hacienda de Naranjo,
Hacienda de Pantaleón, Izabal, Yalpatagua [Jalpatagua],
Lago Dulce [Lago de Izabal], Las Nubes, La Puenta
[El Puente], Oratorio, Quininagua [unknown place],
Quiriguá, Río Dulce, Río Paz, San José, San Pablo,
San Pedro, Santa Lucía, Tolimán Volcano, Zacapa.
El Salvador: Ahuachapán, Conchagua Volcano,
La Unión, Port Conchagua [La Unión], Río Sucio,
San Miguel, San Salvador, San Vicente, Santa Ana,
Jocoro [Socorro], Tabanco [abandoned mine].
Costa Rica: Alajuela, Azari [Aserrí], Atenas, Barva,
Barva Volcano, Cariblanco, Cartago, Cuesta del Congo,
Desengaño [Paso de El Desengaño], Esparza, La Garita,
Heredia, Irazú Volcano, La Virgen, La Muelle [Muelle],
Naranjo [Juan Viñas], Pedregal, Puntarenas,
Rancho de La Paz, Río de los Ángeles [Río Ángel],
Río de La Paz, Río Reventazón, Río Sarapiquí, San José,
San Miguel, San Ramón, Santa Ana,Turrialba,
Turrialba Volcano, La Uruca.
Nicaragua: San Juan del Norte.
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Mr. H. Wendland from Herrenhausen near Hanover climbed the
Barba [Barva Volcano] … collected some species of plants which I had
overlooked or which were not flowering at the time … [he] also found
a very interesting Balanophora here, also parasitizing on oak roots.
Hoffmann’s name is included in the annotations on some herbarium
specimens, although whether this was to indicate that he was a cocollector or was only the despatcher of the specimens, is not known.
For two examples, see Siphocampylus regelii Vatke [B 10 0244148], and
Mascagnia vacciniifolia var. hispidula Nied. [NY2331690].
Wendland did not work alone in the field and was accompanied
by many paid and unpaid assistants. Although some can technically
be classified as co-collectors, their names have not been recorded on
field labels, and Wendland is therefore the sole name on all his Central
American collections. Those known to have traveled and possibly cocollected with Wendland included Skinner (Anon., 1857b), as well as
Germans he met in Costa Rica: Gerhard Jäger, Friedrich Winter and
Juan Braun, and Hoffmann as discussed above (Hilje, 2013).
There are also many villagers and townspersons with whom he traveled; the owners of huts, mule drivers, local guides and local business
persons who he noted in his correspondence as being involved with
plant and animal collecting. In Costa Rica, Wendland also met the
zoologist Alexander von Frantzius but they did not spend time in the
field as von Frantzius was in ill health at that time (Hilje, 2013).
In correspondence from Skinner to William Hooker (Guatemala,
3 February 1857), Skinner wrote that Wendland “was charming & I took
so much delight in chaperoning him through all this my own especial
kind of country for every inch I almost now know”. Skinner also wrote
that Wendland despatched 400 specimens from Guatemala before his
departure as well as packets of seeds (Skinner, 1857). There are about
200 extant specimens collected by Wendland from Guatemala.
The English translation of the original German texts has been prepared so that it is as close as possible in spirit as well as it is descriptively and linguistically. The spelling of place names and locations has
been corrected to current usage. In the translated text, additional comments and annotations by the authors are in square brackets. Although
Wendland reported that he had made sketches during the expedition,
none have been located. However, for illustrations of places mentioned
by Wendland in Costa Rica from around the same time that he was
there, see Meagher (1860a–c).
Article 1
Travel notes by court gardener H. Wendland

2 King Georg V of Hannover (1819–1878).
3 The 27th December is when Wendland
arrived at Guatemala City, after having
arrived in the country on the 16th.

The court gardener Hermann Wendland, as reported in these pages,
was sent by His Majesty the King of Hanover2 to Central America to
collect plants and seeds for the Royal Berggarten in Herrenhausen. He
started his journey on November 17th of last year from Southampton.
He arrived at St. Thomas after an uneventful journey on December 2nd,
at Jamaica on the 6th, and at Belize on the 12th. After several days in the
latter place, he continued his tour on December 14th on a small schooner to Guatemala, where he arrived safely on the 27th [correctly 16th] of
the same month.3
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The acquaintances and professional colleagues of Mr. Wendland
might be interested in learning more detail about his preliminary
observations on the route from Belize to Guatemala, which he reported
in a letter to his family in Hanover, from which the following extract is
taken: “On the 14th December [1856]” writes the traveler, “at 6 o’clock
we went on board, five men strong. The cabin was so narrow that we
could hardly lie in a horizontal position at night. In addition to this,
there was the great uncleanliness of the ship, which swarmed with
cockroaches of no small size. These inconveniences were totally outweighed by the wonderful view of the coast that we were sailing along.
The next evening we dropped anchor in Río Dulce [Fig. 36]. Although
we had good weather up to this point and felt the tropical sun and
warmth sufficiently, we would now make acquaintance with tropical
rainy weather.
On the 16th [December] the sky opened all its hatches and the rain
fell as thick as an arm. While sailing up Río Dulce I noticed about twelve
different species of palms through binoculars, but the distance prevented me from identifying them. Here I got my first idea of a jungle.
Describing such a thing becomes almost impossible for me: you see a
lot, you see nothing. What life reigns in such vegetation, everything
strives upwards. If a giant tree ventures above the other giants it is
held, like a mast, by ropes and creepers so that it cannot fall over.
Almost all trees provide support for other plants, such as aroids and
creeping ferns that resemble snakes, mixed with orchids and tillandsias.4 On the river itself there is predominantly Rhizophora mangle [a
mangrove species]. The cecropias, dillenias, etc. are wonderful. Late
in the evening of the 16th we came to the great lake near Izabal, but we
were unable to leave our schooner that night. We stayed in Izabal for
the next three days to make arrangements for the land trip. Here I saw
for the first time the splendid Carolinian trees [Pachira aquatica Aubl.]
adorned with large white flowers with long bundles of red stamens.
On the 20th [December 1856] we mounted our mules; the path that led
uphill and downhill was not very even. At first this ride seemed dangerous to me, but gradually I got used to it, and later realized that the first
day had been the easiest. There are no roads here yet; a path of unequal
width leads through the jungle, the path is of course made dry due to
the exposure, and the sun is all the more intense. Our first night’s camp
was set up with a German carpenter who had almost forgotten his
mother tongue. At dinner we were surrounded by all sorts of spectators
who seemed to envy us not a little. These consisted of dogs, pigs, chickens, monkeys and a number of naked children, all of whom are only
seldom given food, since they are dependent on providing for themselves. We slept in a place consisting of four poles and it was curiously
called the corridor; three sides are open, only the fourth is covered with
palm leaves as is the roof. I had hardly climbed with some difficulty
into my hammock when a family of pigs appeared below me and had
come to look for the remains of our meal. This also included my boots,
which they snatched off the table on which they lay. All I could do to
save them from the voracity of the animals was to climb out of my
hammock, chase the pigs away, and get my boots to safety.
Towards morning I was awakened from sleep by a terrible storm,
and calm was out of the question because of the force of the hurricane;
it rumbled and crashed so hard as I have never experienced before;
such a storm can only be heard here. The trees were thrown down en

Fig. 36. – “The entrance to Río Dulce”. Guatemala,
traveled by Wendland 16–20 December, 1856.
[Brigham, 1887: unnum.] [Reproduced with permission
of the Universidad de Costa Rica]

4 Another letter published in Botanische Zeitung 15:
278–279 (1857) recalls the same experience at this
location but with slight changes and additional wording.
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masse. After the storm was over, we rode on for two days through an
area of cacti, which proved to be very tiring to the end. Cereus hexagonus,5 30 feet and one to two feet thick, mixed with equally strong
pereskias, several orchids but mainly tillandsias. Tillandsia erubescens
is the most common one.6 I think I can claim that a two-horse carriage
load of Tillandsia can be taken from a single Pereskia.
On the 27th [December] we arrived in Guatemala [City] after we had
met with a myriad of green parrots, which were flying in pairs or in
flocks. This city, with its friendly appearance, could not be located more
beautifully; it is surrounded on three sides by volcanoes, one of which
is constantly steaming. In Guatemala I will mainly search the west
coast, for the rest is already over explored.7 I will stay here until the
end of February to send the plants that have meanwhile been collected
to Belize and then go through San Salvador [El Salvador] to Costa Rica.
On January 4th I will start my first big excursion. (To be continued.)
[H. G.]
Article 2
Travel notes by court gardener H. Wendland
(Continuation.)

5 Cereus hexagonus (L.) Mill. is native to northern
South America (Taylor & Zappi, 2019); Wendland’s
record may be an adventitious population or possibly
another species that is unable to be identified as he did
not make a collection of the plant.
6 Tillandsia erubescens H. Wendl. [= Tillandsia ionantha
Planch.]. There are no known specimens of this species,
although there is at least one surviving undetermined
specimen that may correspond to it (GOET037178).
7 He probably refers to the botanical explorations of the
“Real Expedición Botánica a Nueva España”, sent out by
Carlos III in 1787, and commanded by Martín Sessé and
José Mariano Mociño. In addition, the Austrian
Emmanuel von Friedrichsthal and the Polish Józef von
Warszewicz had made extensive plant collections in
Guatemala in 1839–1840 and 1845–1846 respectively
(Hilje, 2013).
8 At that time, Charles Lennox Wyke (1815–1897) was
the British consul for the five Central American
countries (Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua
and Costa Rica) and later on acted as a plenipotentiary
minister to Mexico.
9 Later on, Wendland mentions that his name
was Peter Kreitz.

We are able to provide below an excerpt from the reports received from
the court gardener Mr. Wendland from Herrenhausen about his botanical excursions in Central America and which we will let him tell himself:
Guatemala, January 22nd, 1857. I am, thank God, very well and only
suffer from some impatience about the delay in the arrival of the longawaited letters from Hanover. I conclude that they must be nearby
from the fact that Mr. Wyke,8 the English consul here, sent me a brochure from Sir W. [William Jackson] Hooker in Kew, which the latter
sent him for me in the last post. But the former has his own courier up
from Izabal, so I will have to wait until tomorrow. While my clock shows
half past six in the evening, it is always between two and three in the
morning on the 23rd in Hanover; when I get up I know it is lunchtime
there. It gives me a great amount of pleasure to occasionally compare
the time here with the time there. Tonight I am going to the local opera
with an acquaintance. I am very curious about it.
January 23rd. That was a merciful performance yesterday; it is impossible to ever listen to something like this. I am not even able to describe
it, it was too horrific. The expected letters are here, the content of which
has reassured me completely. I leave Guatemala on the 26th, the wagon
and steamboat are already booked. I have made many trips here this
month and seen and collected a lot, so I can be satisfied with myself.
The reason I am leaving here so soon is that this area does not have
as many beautiful and new plants as I expect there are in Costa Rica.
There are, of course, many beautiful plants here, but they are very rare.
I have the prospect of going to Puntarenas on a steamboat that I do
not want to leave unused.
In my earlier letter I wrote about a coastal expedition, which I mentioned I wanted to undertake at the beginning of the month, but it fell
apart again. One Sunday I went on an excursion to a ravine not far
from Guatemala [City], accompanied by a German blacksmith who
does a good business here, is a passionate hunter and is also a very
good man.9 I want to describe what that means to you right away.
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Guatemala [City; Fig. 37] lies on a plateau 5,000 feet above the sea,
enclosed on all sides by high mountains within a distance of 2–5 hours.
This plateau appears fairly flat when viewed from the mountains and
also from the city; but if one looks at them more closely, one finds in
the apparently flat region a multitude of valleys that are initially narrow
and deep, and then wider, and which are overgrown with trees, namely
oaks, on the sides and above the edges. In the distance one sees only
these trees and does not suspect the abrupt depths or ravines next to
them.
My first excursion was directed to such a barranca. I returned home
tired but laden with plants. A few days later I made a second four-day
excursion to Las Nubes (the clouds) [8–12 January 1857], a mountain
range 8,000 feet above the sea, six hours south-east from here. It gets
its name from the fact that it is almost constantly shrouded in clouds,
which it seldom sheds. There is the ultimate alpine climate there; the
cold, from which we suffered, especially at night and in the morning,
fell to + 5.5° R [6.9° C].10 I have collected a lot and found pretty things,
but little of particular interest because the Indians take everything to
their masters. Bromeliads predominate; the trees are literally overburdened with them and collapse under their weight, since the bromeliads
are mostly still filled with water. I am sending seeds of them as well as
ferns home in abundance. From this tour I made two excursions, which
were also very successful.11
On January 17th, accompanied by my friendly travel companion and
host, I made a six day trip to Old Guatemala, Antigua Guatemala as it
is called, which was destroyed by an earthquake in 1776 [Fig. 38].12 The
city lies almost between two volcanoes, Agua Volcano and Fuego
Volcano, two of the most beautiful mountains in the world [Fig. 39]. The
excursion was made around the latter. The second night [18 January]
was spent in Dueñas [San Miguel de Dueñas], a village directly between
the two volcanoes, in the house of an Englishman, Mr. Wyld,13 who
owns large cactus plantations there to raise cochineal.14 He and his son
decided to join our tour, and so we started on the third morning. Our
caravan consisted of eight people, including porters and servants, and
six horses and donkeys. We returned on the 6th day.
On this tour I found several beautiful plants, among them some
which had remained unnoticed by the others, but were a wonderful
find for me, who recognized their worth. The Indian who carried them
for me had lost several pretty plants, which is not uncommon here. It
was a splendid tour; the view, especially from the Hacienda de
Pantaleón,15 which lies between Fuego Volcano and the sea, was one
that may not be found again. Right in front of us was the always steaming Fuego Volcano ([Footnote] According to English newspaper
reports, this volcano is supposed to have had a terrible eruption on
March 3rd of this year.).
To the left and north at about 50 leagues from here is the Tolimán
Volcano in the beautiful Altor Mountains [a name no longer used], a
little to the right the Agua Volcano and even further the three-headed
Pacaya Volcano. The first three volcanoes are model works of creation, pyramids of indescribable beauty and all three between 13 and
14,000 feet high. Here I first saw streams of ash that Fuego Volcano
spewed out last year, which caused considerable destruction.
On the sixth day we rode through Old Guatemala, where my travel
companion pointed out many interesting things to me. The moment

Fig. 37. – “Guatemala City”, visited by Wendland in
December 1856 to January 1857.
[Brigham, 1887: unnum.] [Reproduced with permission
of the Universidad de Costa Rica]

Fig. 38. – “Antigua – Volcan de Agua in background”.
Guatemala, visited by Wendland, January 1857.
[Westervelt, 1878: unnumb.] [Reproduced with
permission of the Universidad de Costa Rica]

10 Wendland used the Réaumur scale for temperature.
It was then used in some parts of Europe but was largely
abandoned to Celsius scale about the mid-nineteenth
century.
11 On January 11th, Wendland collected in Las Nubes,
among other plants, the type of Cicendia stricta Griseb.
(Gentianaceae) and Maxillaria atrata Rchb. f.
(Orchidaceae).
12 A telluric series known as the “Santa Marta”
Earthquakes struck and destroyed the city of Santiago
de Los Caballeros (now Antigua) on 29 July, 1773.
13 While in Guatemala, the English naturalist Frederick
DuCane Goodman noted: “[August 1861] then
proceeded to Dueñas, where we remained for some
weeks in most delightful quarters at the house of
Mr. William Wyld, a friend of [Osbert] Salvin’s”
(Godman, 1915: 4). We assume this is the same Wyld
with whom Wendland stayed. His brother, Thomas Wyld
(1813–1867), was also in Guatemala at the time.
14 This sessile homopteran insect, Dactylopius coccus
(Dactylopiidae), was raised on the prickly pear cactus
(Opuntia spp.) by the Aztecs and the Mayas, as a source
of a red pigment called carmine.
15 Hacienda de Pantaleón, where the type specimen
of Spiranthes prasophyllum Rchb. f. (Orchidaceae)
was collected.
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Fig. 39. – “Plains of Alotenango and Esquintla, between
the volcanoes de Agua and de Fuego”.
[Baily, 1850; frontispiece] [Reproduced with permission
of the Universidad de Costa Rica]

16 A vasculum is a container that was carried in the field
by botanists in which botanical specimens
were inserted and stored until they could be pressed
and otherwise processed at the end of the day. Lateperiod vascula were about 1 m long, oval in crosssection, and with a side-door for inserting or removing
the plant material. The design of these varied over the
years and from country to country. There is no known
description of those used by Wendland.
17 ‘Yankee prank’, a term used to describe
an unreliable service.
18 In correspondence from George Ure Skinner to
Willian Hooker (Guatemala, 3 February 1857), Skinner
described the delays: “he [Wendland] started on the 26
to go by steamer but the vessel went off before they
reached the port leaving 11 passengers & all the Gvt.
correspondence so he had to return” (Skinner, 1857).
19 This very probably refers to the Columbus, a
steamship belonging to the Pacific Steamship Mail
Company, which provided services to all Central
American ports, from Panama to Puerto San José
(Guatemala). The captain was John Melmoth Dow, an
amateur botanist and zoologist (Hilje, 2013).
20 We were unable to identify this general, whose
correct family name may be Garcia (Garria being a
linguistic misinterpretation) or possibly Garriga.
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of destruction must have been terrible; but now people have once again
settled down beneath the horrific rubble without dread. The third night
of this trip I had to sleep on a table where the horse blanket served as
a mattress and the vasculum as a pillow;16 in the fourth I slept on a pile
of corn cobs, into which I had partly worked my way. The next morning
I found a nice imprint of my body in the pile of corncobs and likewise
each corncob left a natural imprint on my body. One night we had a
weak earth tremor, but I did not notice anything. On this tour I had to
swallow a lot of dust, especially ashes, which was often unbearable. I
have not seen rain for five whole weeks, but I do not ask for it.
January 25th. My things are packed; I am leaving here tomorrow
and should arrive down below early enough on the 27th to continue
on the steamboat.
January 28th. All in vain! My trip was cancelled, I experienced one
of the many Yankee pranks.17 The steamer had arrived on the morning
of the 26th, but left again on the same day without return freight or
passengers.18 I am back in Guatemala [City] and lost at least four weeks
to the prank. At first I was in doubt as to what to do under these circumstances, as I cannot possibly wait here another month, and the
overland route seems too arduous from here. I was soon overcome by
my hesitation and came to a firm resolution.
I was in Esquiella [Escuintla] on the 26th [January] and drove on the
next morning when several riders met me, who guessed my intention
and informed me that my onward journey was in vain, since the steamship would have returned to Panama without further ado and without
taking the post office boxes. During my retreat we met many travelers
who wanted to go to the steamboat.19 Everyone had to turn back and
postpone the continuation of their journey for four weeks. The government pays $3,000 a year, therefore the steamer if it sees fit, does not only
leave the passengers behind but also the mail, as happened this time.
On this unsuccessful tour I made the acquaintance of a general José
María de Garria with his son and daughter,20 who were going to travel
to Nicaragua. They had the same fate as me and told me that they
wanted to reach La Unión [in El Salvador] and invited me to accompany
them until then, since I would have to travel there too if I did not want
to wait four weeks for the return of the steamship. Father and son were
veritable giants, armed with sabres five feet long. Since they were also
returning to Guatemala, I went to see them as soon as we arrived to
discuss our joint trip overland. We now want to leave on the 31st, our
company will be very numerous, as many people want to join us.
Despite the initially feared difficulty of traveling in the country, I am
now starting to look forward to this tour, as it will give me the opportunity to see some things. The traveling costume looks very adventurous here in the country; one is armed up to the ears, so that in case
of need I would be overwhelmed with the decision of which weapon I
should use first. You usually have a rifle lying across in front of you on
your saddle, a sabre five feet long, with which you cannot do anything,
hangs on the side, a knife and dagger stuck in your belt. The clothing
is usually quite dirty, the trousers are tucked into the boots, on which
there are spurs that are even bigger than you see on the theatre stage
at home. When I saw the general and his family (the daughter never
let her cigar go out) for the first time, I could hardly help laughing.
If you saw such a bunch at home, you would mistake the people for
vagabonds and tightrope walkers.
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La Unión, February 23rd. I have come here safe and sound and
will hopefully reach the long-awaited Costa Rica in eight days, if
an American steamer does not fool me again. My departure from
Guatemala was delayed until February 6th as my travel party was still
not ready to leave. Finally, since I was tired of waiting, I had to leave
alone, taking a safe, reliable guide. I thought the others would soon
catch up with me; but I was wrong because I never saw them again.
On the 8th [February] I was in Santa Ana, on the 10th in San Salvador,
where I rested for a day, on the 13th in San Vicente, on the 15th in San
Miguel and on the 22nd [February] I arrived here in La Unión. From
San Miguel I went on a three day excursion to the silver mines near
Tabanco.21 My guide was a good person, but rather fearful; he was only
calm and satisfied when I had my revolver in my hand, but it was never
used. Traveling in this country is not very dangerous, although robberies occur from time to time. Strangers are seldom stopped because
one fears their better weapons, for which one has great respect. So I
got here without any incidents. On the way I suffered from the strong
rays of the sun, which burned my hands and face so that my skin peeled
off. The country I passed was mostly very beautiful, but for the most
part very scorched. I will send the seeds collected during this trip with
the next post. I have not seen many palms, only a Bactris22 and there
is no trace of Chamaedorea or Geonoma.
February 24th. Here in La Unión there is a pleasant warmth, we have
97° F or 29° R [36° C] at 3.30 o’clock in the afternoon. From 10 o’clock
in the morning to 4 o’clock in the afternoon, you cannot do anything
here. But the people here also pretty much enjoy doing nothing. The
best thing here in the country is the hammock, which takes up the first,
but also the largest, space in the room, hanging from one wall to the
other. It is not missing in any room and serves as a sofa; every stranger
or visitor is offered a seat on it.
As mentioned, the country is beautiful, even wonderfully beautiful
and I like it very much, apart from the people who populate it. Now
because of the war in Nicaragua every stranger is taken for a North
American and is honoured with the designation of Yankee; this word
is often called out at strangers from time to time.23
1st of March. Yesterday I made an excursion to Conchagua Volcano,
which I found very satisfying. I found a palm near there, a Copernicia
or a Brahea.24 On the 3rd [March], a steamer is likely to return from
Guatemala; then I can be in Costa Rica in three to four days. I made a
very unpleasant acquaintance with the garrapatas [ticks], in any case
the most terrible insects that exist.25 The only way to keep them away
from you is a linen or drill suit.26 If you have been in the woods during
the day, you can count on your return with certainty that you will be
completely covered by them. My old friend Peter Kreitz, the passionate
hunter in Guatemala, tells me: I am not afraid of anything in the world,
but I would rather fight a tiger than the garrapatas. In a village where
I was staying the night, the people pitied me for having to bring flowers
with me, because they thought that no flowers were growing where I
came from. ([Footnote] I too had much to endure with this most horrible plague of all plagues on the journey from Caracas to Orituca
[Altagracia de Orituco] in the area of Las Gartigas [Artigas]; this little
insect is worse than any mosquito species. E. O. [Eduard Otto]).
March 6th. The expected steamer has finally arrived and is leaving
today at noon. I have eventually contracted a slight fever, here at this

21 El Tabanco was one of the now abandoned gold
and silver mines near San Miguel.
22 There is at least one collection of a Bactris species
from this time: GOET025048.
23 In the midst of an unending historical struggle
between the Liberal and Conservative parties,
the liberal leader Francisco Castellón contacted
the American journalist Bryan Cole who secured the
military support of William Walker (1824 – 1860),
a journalist, lawyer and doctor then living in California.
Walker arrived in Nicaragua in June 1855 with his own
group of mercenaries or filibusters. Later on, he was
able to obtain the support of the slavery-orientated
states of southern United States, which wanted to annex
the five Central American countries and establish
slavery there. Although in 1856, Walker became
president of Nicaragua, in 1857 he was defeated by a
coalition of Central American armies led by Costa Rica.
24 There are no known collections made by Wendland
of either Copernicia or Brahea. This could not be
a Copernicia as the genus does not occur in Central
America; this was certainly a Brahea.
25 These ticks are called chiggers, and they are not
insects but mites.
26 Types of tight-fitting clothing.
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Fig. 40. – “Punta Arenas from the Gulf of Nicoya”,
visited by Wendland 9–10 March 1857.
[Meagher, 1860b: unnumb.] [Reproduced with
permission of the Universidad de Costa Rica]
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unbearable place, but with the help of a Dr. Bernhard,27 whom I got to
know in St. Miguel, I hope to be over it soon. This fever attack will not
hold me back from taking the steamer to Puntarenas so that I can get
out of here as soon as possible.
Puntarenas, March 9th [Fig. 40]. I feel much better here and I hope
to be restored shortly. Tomorrow afternoon I am going up to San José,
where I will continue my correspondence. [H. Z.]
Article 3
Travel notes by court gardener H. Wendland in Central America
(Continuation.)

27 Dr. Ernst Carl Bernhard was a German physician
who lived in Nicaragua at that time.
28 Puntarenas was, and still is, the main port
on the Pacific coast of Costa Rica. It was connected to
San José, the capital, by means of the Camino Nacional
(National Road). Both Esparza and Atenas were villages
located along that route.
29 Since coffee was harvested during the dry season
(December–April), it had to be exported to Europe
through Puntarenas. The Camino Nacional, 140 km
long, was a very narrow oxcart way paved with stones
so that Wendland witnessed a great deal
of commercial activity.
30 Born in Hanover, Wilhelm Nanne (1828–1895) was a
business man who moved to Guatemala where he was
involved with some of his sons in the construction of the
railroad from San José to Escuintla (Hilje, 2013).
31 Karl Hoffmann (1823–1859), was a physician,
botanist and zoologist born in Stettin, Prussia.
He arrived in Costa Rica in early 1854, along with
Alexander von Frantzius and Julián Carmiol,
with a letter of recommendation from
Alexander von Humboldt to Juan Rafael Mora Porras,
the president of Costa Rica (Hilje, 2006, 2007, 2013).
Even though Wendland barely mentions Hoffmann, in a
paper about an excursion to Barva Volcano the latter
states that Wendland visited this location in May, 1857
(Hoffmann, 1858). Geonoma hoffmanniana H. Wendl.
ex Spruce was named by Wendland to recognize his
compatriot. By the time Wendland visited him, he was
ill, as an indirect consequence of the war against Walker,
since he acted as the main surgeon of the Costa Rican
army. The stress associated with taking care of hundreds
of wounded soldiers, compounded with a very serious
outbreak of cholera that killed some 10,000 persons,
affected him so much, that he died two years later
(Hilje, 2007).
32 Hoffmann and von Frantzius, along with other
noteworthy scientists and intellectuals, were actively
involved in the so-called Revolution of 1848
against absolute monarchy.
33 Quickborn is a town near Hamburg, and the use of
the term also refers to the dialect of that area.

Costa Rica, San José, April 4th, 1857.
My last reports came with the announcement that I had a slight fever;
but that was soon resolved and my condition now leaves nothing to be
worried about. On March 10th I was going to leave for San José, but my
mules let me down, so that I could not leave until the following afternoon [11 March], after I hired others. I spent the first night [11 March]
in Esparza, the second [12 March] in Atenas, and the third [13 March]
already in San José [Fig. 41].28
For the first two days the path led me through beautiful tropical
vegetation; but it was excruciatingly dusty, as it has not rained there
for a long time, like in Guatemala. My hardship was compounded by
the fact that the way was constantly blocked by hundreds of oxcarts
that were carrying coffee to the port.29
On the third day, when I was already on the high plateau of San José,
a strong east wind with dust caught me in the clear, dry air. These winds
are harmful to those who come from the coast, often even very dangerous; they had no further effect on me other than burning my nose,
cheeks, and hands, the latter was especially painful. Upon my arrival
in San José, I delivered my letters of recommendation to Consul
Nanne30 and Dr. Hoffmann.31
In both of them I got to know very pleasant personalities, and I was
welcomed by them in the kindest way. The latter is mainly interested
in the natural sciences, has already collected a large number of dry
plants and given me several good locations for plants. I spent quite
pleasant hours in his house; his wife is from Berlin. They do not have
children. In 1848 he had become very involved in the political movements in Germany and had to leave without any prospect of being
allowed to return there.32 Since he draws a significant income from his
present sphere of activity, he can already make a bigger household
than many others.
The Germans who reside here seem to meet at his house often. There
are many Germans here who, because they have been politically compromised or as so-called European wearies, have swapped their local
residence for their old German home. Those dreaming about republicanism are here, where they live in the model republic, for the most
part very quickly converted to the opposite, and are mostly also cured
of their delusion. In Germany they would certainly be the quietest
citizens of the world, if they were allowed to return there.
I was really pleased to find a good old ‘Quickborn’,33 a young merchant, resident here and originating from Buxtehude named Winter,
who, as well as his amiable wife, born in Hamburg, I had the pleasure
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to make their acquaintance.34 How in a foreign country the deep, comfortable tones of our Low German language strike the heart so powerfully and movingly at the same time!35 With all those acquaintances
one can have quite pleasant conversations idling away the hours and
reminisce about the good old days in Germany.
Here in San José I rented a room for which I have to pay $8.50 a
month.36 I also have a companion, interpreter, henchman and the like,
etc. acquired in one person. This person is a German named Jäger;37
he receives $20 a month from me, free food and lives with me. I am
generally told here that I can be satisfied with this cheap acquisition;
he is at my hand in everything and is always ready to climb up a tree
and bring down a plant, which no Indian can be induced to do for all
the treasures of India.
I stayed in San José until March 21st, then took a trip via Cartago to
Turrialba,38 where I returned from on the 31st [March]. This tour was
very successful as I brought back almost one and a half hundred dried
plants. The living plants are here in the courtyard, where I prepare
them for dispatch. Turrialba, east of Cartago, already belongs to the
warm region and is surrounded by lush vegetation. I found five
Carludovica,39 palms, one cycad, maybe Zamia skinneri [Zamia skinneri
Warsz. ex A. Dietr. = Zamia neurophyllidia D.W. Stev.] and a lot of
beautiful foliage plants among other things. I collected seeds from
most of them, otherwise also trunks, stalks, rhizomes and the like.
I spent several bad and exhausting days, namely on an excursion to
a hacienda (farmhouse associated with livestock farming) that was
four hours further and situated higher. Almost the entire trip I had to
wade in dirt almost up to the knees and I often had difficulties not to
get bogged down. On this tour I found the Zamia, as well as Maranta
warscewiczii [ Goeppertia warscewiczii (L. Mathieu ex Planch.) Borchs.
& S. Suárez] which, as I must admit, I had wished to having seen earlier
and I am really jealous of Warscewicz for getting ahead of me.40 The
plant was seen there in all its glory, also Maranta albolineata.41 On the
other hand I have found a very beautiful Costus with velvety dark leaves
[Costus malortieanus H. Wendl.], some very beautiful Gesneriads, a
splendid Siphocampylus,42 and other things. I have pretty little trunks
of two of the most magnificent tree ferns here, and I hope I will succeed
in keeping them alive so that I can enjoy them later on.
Drying plants is a lot of work, especially in the more humid regions.
In Europe there is no concept of this humidity; anyway one has completely different ideas about what it is like here. Here everything is
wrong, free will is missing; one is not in control of oneself, all calculations are wrong. Hastiness is unknown and you can recognize newcomers by their haste, which unfortunately makes things worse rather than
better. Here is a country where everything is casual. A moment here
lasts at least an hour, if not days.
I have not yet met large orchids, but smaller species. In the vicinity
of Cartago I found a wonderful Bromeliad,43 the most beautiful from
this family, which I have found so far. The ferns that I have here are
splendid, and therefore not without value; they are not very big, but
will soon grow into beautiful specimens as soon as they have arrived
safely over there with a bit of luck.
On the 8th of this month I had planned an excursion to Barva
Volcano,44 after which I will climb the Irazú. At the beginning of May
I will start a major excursion to Río Sarapiquí, which will last at least

Fig. 41. – “San José”.
[Meagher, 1860b: unnumb.] [Reproduced with
permission of the Universidad de Costa Rica]

34 Friedrich Winter arrived in Costa Rica in 1856,
along with his wife Johanna Dreisde. They owned a grain
mill near the Torres River, in the outskirts of San José
(Hilje & Torres, 2018).
35 Low German is a Germanic language spoken
mainly in northern Germany and the north-eastern
part of the Netherlands.
36 The “peso”, the local currency, was then equivalent
to the dollar (Hilje, 2013).
37 Born in Flenburg in 1829, it remains unknown why,
when and how Gerhard Jäger arrived in Costa Rica.
After working for Wendland he was hired by
von Frantzius to collect birds, in 1858 or 1859.
38 Cartago city, located some 25 km east of San José,
was the capital of Costa Rica during colonial times.
Turrialba, which is the largest county of Cartago
Province, is a typical Caribbean location, with extensive
tropical rain forests. By the time Wendland visited this
region, Turrialba was a tiny village located on the
Colorado hillsides, near Naranjo (Juan Viñas), but later
it moved to a wide valley downhill (Hilje, 2018).
39 Carludovica Ruiz & Pav. is a genus of about four
species, but in Wendland’s time it had a broader sense
including most of the currently accepted genera in
Cyclanthaceae.
40 Józef von Warscewicz (1812–1866) was a Polish
botanist who traveled in Central and South America
(1844–1850, 1851–1853).
41 Maranta albolineata Linden [= Goeppertia ornata
(Linden ex Lem.) Borchs. & S. Suárez]. This species
was well known in horticulture at that time, apparently
introduced by Jean Linden and first presented in his
catalogue in 1849.
42 Wendland loosely cited the genus name
Siphocampylus Pohl. It is most likely he saw species
in the genus Centropogon C. Presl as he was not likely
to have encountered any true Siphocampylus
along his routes.
43 There are no known Wendland collections
of any Bromeliaceae from around this time.
44 The Barva Volcano (2906 m) is located 22 km north
of San José. Wendland did not climb it at that time,
but earlier in May.
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45 Palm heart, locally known as “palmito”, is the
undeveloped leaves held in the apical meristem. It was
usually extracted from wild species such as Iriartea
deltoidea Ruiz & Pav. Presently extraction of palm heart
from wild species is forbidden, and it is now obtained
from young shoots of cultivated Bactris gasipaes Kunth.
46 Alexander von Frantzius (1821–1877) was a physician
and a naturalist who made important contributions
mainly as a zoologist and geographer; he returned to
Germany in 1868 (Hilje, 2013). He lived in Alajuela,
where the climate is hot and dry, because he suffered
from asthma since his youth.
47 This place is in the western part of San José
and is the type locality of Xanthosoma wendlandii
(Schott.) Schott. They probably visited Río Oro
(Golden River), a village where in the past
there was a small gold mine (Hilje, 2013).
48 Juan Braun (1824–1880) was the owner
of a pharmacy in San José, participated in several
excursions to volcanoes along with some compatriots,
and also taught Latin, geography and history at the
University of Santo Tomás.
49 Syngonium wendlandii Schott is common in the
vicinity of Santa Ana. Wendland’s collection,
GOET000260, is the type specimen.
50 Irazú is the highest volcano on Costa Rica’s Central
Volcanic Range, reaching an elevation of 3,400 m.
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three weeks. Every Saturday there is a weekly market; the most common article on sale was palm head cabbage [palm heart],45 of which I
counted 500–1,000 pieces. I do not know the species yet; but one seems
to be a Geonoma and the other a Euterpe or Oreodoxa. Among the plants
gathered at Turrialba there is also an Iriartea. Such a plant looks glorious in God’s free nature; the roots emerge from eight feet up the trunk.
The chamaedoreas also grow roots downwards from above.
San José, April 23. On the 5th [April] I rode on horseback to Alajuela
with Mr. Winter to Dr. von Frantzius,46 with the intention of making
his acquaintance and at the same time asking him for information and
advice about the excursion to be made to the Sarapiquí. In him I got
to know a very interesting and informed man. In Alajuela we had the
first rain, it did not last long but came down with such force that everything was immediately under water. At 1 o’clock in the morning we
came back home under the wonderful moonlight.
On Wednesday April 8th, the day before Maundy Thursday, I went
on a tour to Santa Ana,47 accompanied by the merchant Winter and a
pharmacist named Braun.48 The latter was born in Bavaria, was in
North America for a long time and then had been a gold digger in
California. He believed he could find gold here too, and had therefore
provided himself with a barge, a pick and a washing pan; in a few hours
he had really washed out 16g of gold. I am very amused by this experiment, since it was the first time I had seen it. On this tour I found
several very beautiful plants, including an Adiantum, a Rubiaceae
[Rogiera cordata (Benth.) Planch.], splendidly in bloom, the same from
which I sent seeds from Guatemala at the beginning of January, and
an Aroid (Syngonium) with a velvet-like leaf that is adorned with a
silvery white central nerve.49
This excursion was deliberately set up for the two holidays so as not
to be in San José and not to be bothered by the clamour of the people
following the many processions that are conducted here during the festivities. These kinds of festivities are unbearable for a northern German
mind both visually and audibly. A procession had already taken place
on Palm Sunday [5 April], which represented the entry of the Saviour
into Jerusalem. Imagine a curiously decorated doll riding a donkey,
which was also followed by foals, on either side were two clergymen
who had their hands full with holding the doll on the rather restless
donkey, and after which walked the higher and lower clergy of the city.
The whole thing was surrounded and accompanied by a multitude of
screaming and terribly noisy folk.
On the evening before Easter, a gallows was set up on the market
square [Main Square], accompanied by great shouting of the youth of
San José, from which Judas was supposed to be hung in the morning.
The spectacle started early at 3 am, and music and shouting did not
resemble even in the slightest a Christian feast day. At sunrise Judas
(again a strange looking doll dressed like a Yankee) was pulled up on
the gallows amid raging, music, and fireworks. Judas himself was filled
with fireworks, which ripped open his body with a powerful blow as
if from a cannon. On the same day as the evening before, there were
also great processions.
On the second day of Easter [11 April] I went on an excursion to
Irazú,50 a 12,000 feet high volcano, and rode first to Cartago, from
where I went uphill the next morning. The tallest uninhabited hut I
stayed in for three consecutive nights was at about 9,000 feet. Although
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I had the most beautiful weather on the previous days, now the worst
weather that could be met on such a tour occurred. The rain already
began on the first afternoon; the next morning when we started it was
very foggy, but I did not let that hold me back until around 10 am when
the fog turned into heavy rain and soaked me completely, which forced
me to head back again.
Despite the bad weather, I had a good harvest and found a magnificent Mahonia51 and Puya among many others.52 When we returned,
we changed our gear at the rancho [hut], lit a fire, cooked food, warmed
one self, dried clothes and pressed the plants. The rain lasted well into
the night. The next morning, when the weather promised to be a little
better, we set out early again, and although it was again heavily foggy
and later rained again, the summit was reached. To my great regret,
however, I had to forego the desired enjoyment of being able to see the
Atlantic and Pacific Ocean from one point.53 We only managed to find
our way back with difficulty. I encountered a lot of beautiful plants but
could not get seeds from many. A splendid Odontoglossum, probably
new,54 and O. grande,55 were found in abundance, as well as two greenflowered puyas,56 another Berberis,57 some beautiful ferns, etc.
After spending a third night at the rancho, we returned to San José
the next morning via Cartago. I did not see palms there, but three species of oak are the main trees of the high forest region; at the very top
I found a Garrya [G. laurifolia Hartw. ex Benth.] various vacciniums,58
a beautiful Myrtus,59 a tall Umbelliferae [Myrrhidendron donnell-smithii
J.M. Coult. & Rose], Gnaphalium,60 a plant similar to Aconitum, etc.
It annoys me that I had such bad weather on this tour, but I am
thinking about going up again because the vegetation is splendid up
there. My winter coat was very useful for me on the excursion, because
the wind was very fresh at that altitude and the rain was by no means
warm; but the change in temperature did not have an unpleasant effect
on me, because I still rubbed with alcohol and a warm foot bath in the
rancho prevented a cold. Of all the plants that I have found there, I
particularly like a Loranthus with orange-yellow, large and long flowers
[Psittacanthus sp. (Loranthaceae)], which grew in considerable quantities on the oaks. In my opinion this Loranthus is the most beautiful of
the genus and would form one of the most splendid ornaments for our
greenhouses, if it were only possible to cultivate it properly.61 I have
also found this plant now and then on legumes and the larger Myrtaceae,
at an altitude of about 8,000 to 10,000 feet where there is very high
humidity.
San Miguel, May 14th. On the 9th of May I left San José to do the tour
down here to the Muelle and supposedly on to San Juan del Norte
(Greytown) [in Nicaragua].62 A German who is traveling to Europe
and who lives here has offered to take some plants for me, which I am
now packing up. I hope to return to San José in the middle of June. The
vegetation here is splendidly beautiful, there are palm trees in such
abundance that astonishingly block one’s views; there are also beautiful Gesneriads.63 As soon as I have finished the current excursion, I will
send a special description of it. Yesterday and today the heat was very
great here; now it is raining, and this afternoon I got really wet while
I was occupied with a Chamaedorea graminifolia [C. graminifolia
H. Wendl.] and a very beautiful new Geonoma [possibly Geonoma ferruginea H. Wendl. ex Spruce].64 There are only a few orchids here, but
many palms, which really confuse me; unfortunately I often cannot

51 There are no known collections by Wendland
of Mahonia Nutt. (Berberidaceae).
52 To our knowledge there are no Puya Molina species
in the Central Volcanic Range, but there are two species
that reach the Talamanca Range.
53 It is possible to see both oceans from the Irazú
summit. That occurs only in very clear days in both
watersheds. Hoffmann was one of the few and fortunate
explorers to see them both on the same day, in 1855
(Hilje, 2006).
54 Possibly Odontoglossum schlieperianum Rchb. f.:
GOET013868, GOET013869.
55 Odontoglossum grande Lindl. [ Rossioglossum
grande (Lindl.) Garay & G.C. Kenn.]. This is certainly
a misidentification as this species does not occur
in Costa Rica, but confined to Mexico, Guatemala,
and Honduras.
56 No Puya species are known from this location.
57 There are no known collections by Wendland
of any Berberis.
58 There are a number of unidentified specimens
of Ericaceae collected by Wendland from around this
time (GOET037267, GOET037268, GOET037269, GOET037274).
59 There are no known specimens in the Myrtaceae
collected by Wendland from around this time.
60 Specimens labeled by Wendland as ‘Gnaphalium
irazuense’ (GOET037246) and G. roseum Kunth
(GOET037248) were collected at this time from Irazú
Volcano.
61 Wendland made a collection of a Loranthaceae
around this time, identified as a species of Struthanthus
Mart. (GOET037403).
62 Muelle (pier) was the place at which people
intending to travel to Europe or the east coast of the
United States could take small boats to navigate the
Sarapiquí River for some 55 km until La Trinidad,
at its connection with the San Juan River, a natural limit
and border between Costa Rica and Nicaragua. From
La Trinidad, they had to navigate some 50 km to reach
San Juan del Norte (Greytown) on the Caribbean coast
of Nicaragua.
63 Wendland failed to mention here that on 10th May
he collected the spectacular aroid Anthurium
scherzerianum Schott. A transcription of a hand written
letter from Wendland describing his discovery of the
plant is included in the Introduction of this present
work (see Möller, 1903).
64 Labeled by Wendland as “Geonoma microstachya
Herm. Wendl.” (GOET025618).
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find a seed. Fan palms seem to be limited to the warm zone only
because I have not encountered one up to now. I also collected some
bugs and birds on the side. From San Juan del Norte I will give further
news about the outcome of my excursion, but I will save the larger
communication until my return to San José.
Article 4
Travel notes from the court gardener Herm. Wendland
(Excerpt from the correspondence of the same in the H. Z.
as a continuation from page 365.)

65 The identity of “E” is not known.
66 Two travelers, Moritz Wagner and Carl Scherzer, an
Austrian typographer and a German physician
respectively, visited Central America in 1852–1853. As a
result of their expedition, in 1856 they published the
book Die Republik Costa Rica in Central-Amerika […],
which attracted many Germans to Central America.

San José, June 2, 1857. You can see from the heading of these lines that
I am back in San José, where I safely returned yesterday at noon. As
soon as I got here, I asked about the European mail, which, however,
has not yet arrived. Thus I am still without any reply to my letter of
February 2nd. The post is expected these days, and I am looking forward
to your news in advance, of which I am of course most interested to
know about your health and also that of others. Heaven grant that I
rightly assume that you are all well. I have often and fondly remembered you in the last few days, and even if I did not have any homesick
thoughts, I cannot deny that I have thought multiple times: “well, if I
could only be over there for a few hours and take a walk through the
greenhouses with the old man. How neat and clean it may look there,
how pretty the pelargoniums may bloom, how wonderful it may be to
sit in front of our doorstep”, etc.; then I involuntarily have to look at
E’s drawing, which is hanging on the wall across from me and under
which are the words: “This, dear Hermann, is about how it looks at our
place in summer”.65 In my mind I see you all strolling in front of the
house, at this moment it is 8.30 o’clock after dinner for you, no wonder
that I involuntarily think of pancakes and salad, for which my mouth
is watering! But with that it will be enough.
I followed you in my thoughts, now you may follow me, for I want to
tell you about the excursion from San José to the Sarapiquí River or
about a collector’s struggle with the animal world and lifeless nature,
for which I have all the more time because I have returned from that
tour with the germs of the so-called acclimatization diseases, which
manifest themselves as liver and stomach disorders, and the local doctor
has ordered me to abstain from all strenuous activities for a while. You
know where the Sarapiquí flows, if not, you can otherwise see it on the
map in Scherzer’s and Wagner’s “The Republic of Costa Rica” [Fig. 42].66
I had prepared myself as well as possible for this excursion, my
preparations partly taken from the work mentioned above, partly from
people who at various times had made their way down to San Juan del
Norte or Greytown, as the English call the city. “You want to go to
Sarapiquí,” said one of them, “well, then I wish you a happy journey.
God knows you could give me anything, I would not go down with you;
I have done the journey once and I will never attempt it again.” “You
want to go to the Sarapiquí?” asks another, “then stock up on provisions, you will not get anything there, take everything with you in
abundance, you would not be the first to starve there, take at least
12 bottles of cognac, which I keep a good stock of, and you will get
further with a splash of cognac than with a peso (gold thaler, dollar).”
“You want to go to the Sarapiquí?” asks a third person, “there are tigers
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Fig. 42. – The map of Costa Rica referred to by Wendland
[Wagner & Scherzer, 1856: unnumb.] [© Bibliothèque de Genève]

(jaguars) in abundance there, you must not come back from there
without having shot at least half a dozen tigers, lions (puma), tapirs,
deer and wild boars;67 just take Jesús with you, or maybe the old man
himself (Don Emanuel Sancho) will accompany you [father and son,
owner of a hacienda in San Miguel], they know how to hunt tigers, you
see, these skins are from there, look here, Jesús stabbed that one with
a lance.” “You want to go to the Sarapiquí?” asks a fourth person “well
then, I congratulate you, you will find pretty vegetation there, but you
will find out how difficult it can be to dry plants, just wait, and you will
thank God when you get back again; that rain! You have no idea, it
rains there 366 days a year, and those paths, those mud holes!
Continually the mule will sink up to its ears in the mud, it throws you
over the front, and when you then sit in the mud with both arms up to
your elbows and then have no water to wash, that will be your smallest
problem, I tell you. Yes, you will then know yourself what the Costa
Rica trails are really like, until now you have only known the good trails
in the dry season, but now the rainy season begins. You will also come
across abysses, where I advise you to dismount, in case you tend to get
dizzy, there are some very dangerous places there.” The answers that
I received in response to my inquiries went something like that. After
asking around a lot, I was able to get a rough idea of the beauty and
problems to expect, and with regard to the provisions to take with me,
I oriented myself towards the men who seemed most practical to me.
So I adequately supplied myself with the most essential things for three
to four weeks, I started the excursion on May 7th.
My little caravan consisted of Jäger, my German companion I had
previously hired for my excursions in Costa Rica, and who made the
whole tour on foot alongside the guide, two pack animals, a guide and

67 The names for these mammals are: tiger,
jaguar (Panthera onca); lion, puma (Puma concolor);
tapir (Tapirus bairdii); white-tailed deer or
“venado cola blanca” (Odocoileus virginianus);
wild boars or “chanchos de monte” (either
Tayassu pecari or Pecari tajacu).
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68 Walker surrended on May 1, but the news
was not known until May 7, so that at noon
celebrations started in San José.
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myself who sat on a mule. At noon we left San José for Heredia, a small,
friendly town two hours from San José. Although I would have liked to
have ridden on for a few more hours because of the fine weather, the
mule-driver did not like it for reasons partly unmotivated and partly
motivated; in short, I had to stay there. A muleteer here in this country
has his own will, and he seems to have entered into a kind of kinship
with donkeys and their hybrids as a result of the work he was used to
from his youth; in such cases, neither scolding, pleading, nor paying
will help, in an emergency, however, something can still be done with
the latter.
The real reason for my involuntary stay did not come apparent until
the next morning, when there was a weekly market, where Don Camill
[Camilo], as the driver was called, firstly said he had to get some small
purchases, which in turn caused a very unpleasant delay in getting
ahead. Staying in the house belonging to a relative of the owner of the
mules, I refreshed myself a bit and then took a little promenade with
my companion to take a look at the city and also to be released from
the uncomfortable and not very fragrant lodging for a while. The locals,
of course, immediately know that you are a stranger, and since the
country is indirectly at war with civilization and directly fights the
Walker gangs of filibusters, and everyone that looks strange is either
a filibuster or a Yankee ([Footnote] Filibuster and Yankee are synonymous in the eyes of the crowd) in their eyes, we are also regarded as
such, and every now and then the latter word echoed over to us. Near
the end of the walk we heard cannon shots from the direction of San
José as Walker’s demise had been prophesied during the last few days;
and they wanted to see him dangling in the market square of San José,
and nothing was more natural than to think of great victory, since the
shooting went on incessantly.68 .
The news that Walker had capitulated, that he and a few officers
had received free retreat, and that all war material had passed into
the hands of the Confederates, was not long in coming. The true part
of this story, however, behaves differently, because what people say in
general and what is also admitted by the newspapers, is that Walker
and all his officers were given free retreat (he is said to have departed
with music), that all his people became war prisoners and all war material was left behind. Walker has now also withdrawn with his officers,
has left behind all his men and almost 300 sick people, but regarding
material, shotguns were made unusable, cannons were partly nailed up
or thrown into the sewers, etc. so that the confederates hardly ended
up with any war trophies. It is also very doubtful whether the flag that
was hung up on the market square in San José was really Walker’s.
A general who was also in the field said to a gentleman who is a friend of
mine while looking at the flag: “yes, if only they had copied it correctly!”
One cannot say that the negotiators of the Costa Ricans were smart
men, otherwise they would have been very grateful for the prisoners
of war; but now those people are a great burden for the country. These
guys do not want to do anything, they want to be sent to the United
States, and there is no way of forcing them. On favourable terms these
people could now take possession of Costa Rica with ease; they cost
considerable sums every day, and it will cost the almost ruined country
even more to send these people away. But enough of that.
Soon the joy started here too, the bells were rung, a high mass read,
rockets let off by the crowds, later a music band played in front of the
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mayor’s house, then they wandered around the city, followed by the
most prominent citizens and those followed by a lot of common people
moving at a solemn pace. Before the procession some men went and set
off fireworks. The procession again reached the market square, at the
eastern end of which is the largest church in town. Diagonally opposite it, I stood with my companion leaning against a pillar under the
veranda of a corner house and watched the procession with the most
honourable faces in the world. We were noticed there, the one drew the
other’s attention to us by whispering a soft Yankee to his neighbour,
and little by little we were surrounded by a group that gazed at us as if
we were who knows what. Finally, but after much hesitation, a decently
dressed young man took the courage to address me in English. It took
him a lot of effort until he got out with the language, to which he was
urged by the companions, sometimes from the right, sometimes from
the left, by light pokes in his side. The same person asked about this and
that, then whether I was a Yankee, which was followed from my side
by a simple “no”, then he asked me if I was an Englishman, and since I
answered this question just as quickly, he became visibly embarrassed
and seemed to think about the names of other nations.
Since there are now so many Germans living in Costa Rica, this name
came to his mind. My simple answer “yes” revealed my home country,
and he now wished to know something about Walker, which he was
working towards. I told him that I would unfortunately not be able to
satisfy his wishes, since neither my companion nor I would have had
the honour of being introduced to Walker, nor would have come into
any contact with him. This answer, which he was in any case not prepared for and which he also pretended to accept with great disbelief,
had to be communicated to his two friends, who were also hoping to
see their curiosity satisfied as well.
During this break I made myself a little space with my elbow as
the people standing so uncomfortably close to me, which had become
extremely annoying. Then, the little Costa Rican came back to asking questions, who, however, had been even more intimidated by my
monosyllabic responses and resolute answers to the questions put to
me earlier. After a few minor exchanges, the question finally came out
of what we are doing here and where we were going. I also answered
these questions very sincerely to him, saying that I am staying here in
the country to make natural history collections and that I am about to
go to the Sarapiquí. That a person could collect such things and only
for that reason stay here in the country, however, seemed to him to be
beyond the realm of his comprehension. Now that he seemed to know
enough, he set off, but not without first wishing me a happy journey
and shaking hands for a good-bye. Some of the onlookers left with
him, and I had time to laugh a little with my companion at the incident.
During that time dusk had descended, and we were just about to
move away when I suddenly saw the little nuisance coming up to us
again. He restarted the conversation and then quite pitifully handed
me a handful of small cigars, here called puros, which are half the size
of our normal cigars.69 I refused to accept them and told him that I was
adequately supplied with cigars. Not satisfied with this, however, he
asked me to accept them as his gift, as they were very good and made
of the best cigar tobacco. Since my refusal was in vain and I did not
want to offend him at all, I finally accepted it, which gave him great
pleasure, and then he suggested that we join him for a walk to the

69 At that time, instead of the Iztepeque cigars,
made in El Salvador, some people liked to smoke
the shorter and more aromatic Chircagre cigars, made
out of tobacco grown in the Irazú Volcano foothills.
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70 Barva (at 1180 m elevation) is located in the foothills
of the extinct Barva Volcano (2906 m).
71 The word “macho” in Costa Rican Spanish
means “blond”. In general Spanish,
the word macho is the equivalent of male.
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market square, to which I also consented. During the promenade his
English teacher, an Irishman by birth, came along, the same, already
elderly, had been in the service of the transit company in San Juan del
Sur and had been completely looted there by Walker’s gangs. He asked
the same questions as his pupil and seemed to take the answers as
incredulously as he did. However, I finally got so tired of his constant
back and forth with the same questions that I told him that I did not
care at all whether he believed my statements or not, only I asked him
to spare me such questions. He had no further answer to this decision
than the words: “if I knew that you belonged to the Walkers I would
stab you.” I pretended not to have heard or understood the words and
asked my little Costa Rican to move the people who had massively gathered around us again to part, as they are very annoying to me. He corresponded to my wishes and he asked the people to move away, because
we were not filibusters, but Germans. We walked across the square a
few more times and then said goodbye. Under somewhat less favourable
circumstances and towards a not so exceedingly good-natured person,
this conversation could easily have ended less well for us.
Not feeling any inclination to spend the night in our quarters, I sent
my companion to ask a respected resident of the city whether we might
spend the night in his house. The same came back with an affirmative
answer, and we went there shortly, were received in a very friendly
manner by the family and were given a cleanly furnished room at our
disposal. The next morning, when we returned to our quarters, the
owner felt a little offended that we had not spent the night in her house,
but she was soon satisfied, and a sip of cognac that we offered her soon
satiated her completely.
At eight o’clock, after Don Camill [Camilo] had done his shopping,
we left. Our way led us to the town of Barva.70 On the way there we
passed many visitors to the market, among whom I noticed many
pleasant-looking faces, especially among the female sex. Barva was
ridden through, the strangers were viewed with curiosity, half-hidden,
and the word macho (mule),71 which is now more and more replaced
by the word Yankee, with which all strangers here in this country are
“honoured”, just like the word muff is used in Holland, flew around
the houses as fast as lightning, and drew attention to us. In general, I
have noticed the silly running away of children and the female population when strangers become visible everywhere in the countryside,
with the possible exception of those who live on the busier roads from
San José to Puntarenas. Often they run as fast as they can to get to a
house, close the door half and look half-hidden through holes, cracks
and windows.
Already on my first excursion further into the country, our constant
gathering and our appearance, me on horseback or mule, usually loaded up with the vasculum, my companion on foot next to me with the
rifle on his back and sabre stuck in snake skin instead of a machete to
the side, reminded me of country constables, as they are sent out to
search for fugitive jail-breakers. Almost every time I thought of these
stewards as soon as I saw children, girls or women running into the
houses, and I could not help faintly saying to myself in Low German
“the gendarmes are coming, the gendarmes are coming.” Often our
dress was so adventurous that I had to laugh at myself and at my companion, especially when we came home from a major excursion and we
were not always the cleanest and tidiest in our appearance.
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From Barva it went gradually higher though always uphill and downhill, often across small streams, initially mostly through coffee plantations, then between sugar fields and over meadows, until a wider path
connected with the one coming from the small town of Alajuela and
took us directly into the forest and to the mountain range that was in
front of us and that we had to cross.72 When entering the forest, botanizing began, and it was not long before my vasculum was full of the
most wonderful things. I was quite surprised, however, to find such a
good path, since in fact I had not expected it. It was already late in the
afternoon, and the clouds were sending their fog towards us in bulk,
when we reached a government building that is located at the crossing,
shortly before a heavier rain set in. The large building, not unlike a
barn, but built entirely of wood and covered with roof tiles, provided
us with a desirable refuge for sleeping and other necessities, especially
since there were two partitioned, somewhat suitable rooms on the
north-eastern side. Opposite was the so-called kitchen, a small room
where three stones placed close together formed the fire stove. But in
order to get to the chosen living room, if I may call it that, or from there
to the kitchen, you had to go through the larger room. I can describe
this larger room as the hallway of the barn that was open at both ends
so the ox that were kept here and had their gathering place namely at
night granted free entry and protection against wind and weather. On
the routes mentioned, however, there was a risk of getting stuck in the
excrements of these animals, and the first thing that had to be done
was to find a way through this material, which is so valuable to us, but
which has not been utilized here.
As long as there was daylight plants were prepared, then coffee was
made, somewhat refreshed, notes were written down, etc. After all of
this was over, there was still an hour to chat with the driver. He was
a very pleasant person, courteous, well-behaved, and he liked to talk,
namely about tigers and tiger hunts. “I have”, he said among other
things, “bolted the door of our current lodgings with a strong tree
trunk; for it was not very long ago when a country man slept here at
night and was suddenly awakened by the scratching of a large tiger at
the door and by the barking of his dog, which was nearby. The tiger
broke through the door, seized the dog, and went off with its prey. The
same tiger came out at another time, when again a farmer was staying
there and paid him a visit; but he, a strong man, armed with a good
machete, opened the door at which the beast is constantly scratching
a little, and slashes into its paws, whereupon it growled away. We have
not heard from the animal for some time, but it is better to have the
light, rifle and revolver at hand”. No sooner was this said, the doors
were examined again and well barricaded, with the driver showing
us the really enormous features of the tiger’s claws, the hatches well
fastened, rifle and revolver, sabre and knife at hand to repel any attack,
and then we laid down to sleep. However the half-awaited for tiger did
not come that night, but I was instead attacked by other blood-thirsty
animals, which seemed to have a strange appetite and tried to attack
en masse. The unequal fight was taken up, but after a few skirmishes
I gave it up and let it be.
Sleep was restless, partly because of the causes just mentioned,
partly because of the oxen, which seemed to be in constant duel among
themselves; further, the wind, which was very coldly blowing from the
north, often woke me up, and in spite of being covered with a thick

72 The Cordillera Volcánica Central (Central Volcanic
Range) can be crossed at El Desengaño Mountain Pass,
located between the Barva and Poás volcanoes.
The connection with Alajuela is located further,
near the village of Vara Blanca (1800 m).
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73 The altitudes he mentions (2,300–2,438 m)
are incorrect. It corresponds to about 1,850 m.
Today there are two small villages in that area:
Concordia (1,780 m) and Los Cartagos (2,020 m).
74 Possibly referring to the orchidologist
Heinrich Gustav Reichenbach.
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cotton hammock and two thick woollen blankets I was very cold. It
was just as cold for my companion and the driver in his more than light
clothing and equipped with a simple blanket, his teeth chattered in his
mouth. The place where I was located is called Designator [Paso de El
Desengaño], its height is estimated at 7,600–8,000 feet above sea level,
so the shivering seemed to me quite forgivable, especially since the
body was used to being in lower and therefore warmer areas for a long
time, and had assumed greater irritability to the cold.73 Right from the
start I had decided to stay here for a day and explore the high-altitude
vegetation a little, and that is what I did.
In the morning of May 9th, like most of the mornings here in the
country the air was deliciously clear, and after a little coffee had been
brewed and the frozen limbs had warmed up a little from it, an excursion was made into the forest that was close to the building. The vegetation at this height is splendid, varied to the point of unbelievable,
everything thrives, one plant is more beautiful, the other more interesting than the other; it is a competition of forms that borders on fabulous
confusion. You have not yet got the right number of one plant species
in the vasculum, when seeing yet another one that must also be taken
with you; one reaches here, one reaches here and there, and almost
every blind grip offers something interesting. From afar you can see
something very magnificent, you cannot wait to take a closer look at
it, you run, jump and suddenly you are lying on the ground. So if you
are too rash in the plucking of nature, you are admonished and have
to go to work calmly and carefully. Now you have filled the vasculum
and you pack as much as possible onto yourself and onto your companion, you want to go out to the pile of paper to process what you
have gathered, you do not want to gather more as a matter of principle;
you do not want to see anything anymore, and yet you cannot stop
squinting. A look aside has seen something exotic looking but you do
not look at it any closer, just not on principle, you go a few steps further,
stand still and the thought comes to you, that could have been something curious, that looks peculiar but on principle you do not go back.
“To hell with your principles”, you turn around and look! What is it?
Yes what? It has to be an orchid, yes, no, no, yes! You have never seen
anything like it. But the single specimen that you hold between your
fingers is not enough, you want more, you think of friend R.,74 or other
friends, you search as if it were a question of the happiness of mankind
or of progress, but the search is in vain. “Where one grows, several may
grow” does not always apply. Well, where do you put that specimen?
It must not be entrusted to the companion; but where to put it? The
vasculum is full and more than full; carry it in your hands? There it
could be ripped apart by the bushes, no, that will not work; the notebook still has a few sheets free, and there it is placed. And now go out
to that forest, where not even two plants of the same kind grow together; out, just forward!: “Let that bug be, f…k it” one whispers to his
companion, who is at the moment trying not to let a specimen escape
from the alcohol bottle. Forward, forward! And so you come back panting in the old cowshed. This is how it goes with the collectors; they are
never satisfied and never hit their targets.
As soon as we got to our accommodation, the collected plants were
pressed and afterwards the knapsack was taken out to have breakfast,
and only then you notice that you have gotten hungry; also the sun is
already high in the sky. The mule driver, whom I had not seen since the
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coffee break, had disappeared and was nowhere to be found. Quickly
we looked after our belongings to check whether anything was missing;
but everything was in order, and so we rightly suspected that he was
looking for the animals that would probably have preferred to go home
without baggage. At 4 o’clock in the afternoon the poor fellow arrived
with run-aways, and he did not complain at all. These people are very
used to the animals running away, and although they often happen to
have to run after them for hours, they do not become any wiser. I have
often marvelled at how those people do not run out of patience in their
business; they often send a rough curse after the animals, but that is
all. To be a mule driver seems to me at least the toughest of all lots; the
patience of these people is all the more admirable. Often it seems to
me as if these animals, since they are neither horse nor donkey, want
to express their bastard nature with all possible means, and vent their
anger on humans in the most calm and stubborn way; and always do
exactly the opposite of what they are supposed to do.
Around noon we made another excursion deeper into the forest and
in another direction. The same abundance of species as before,75 now
a beautiful Gesnerid, now a splendid Vacciniaceae,76 a Thibaudia,77 then
a splendid Siphocampylus, masses of small-flowered Pleurothallis, splendid ferns, both tree-like and creeping, of the latter there are beautiful
forms from the genera Trichomanes and Hymenophyllum, gorgeous
lycopodias and selaginellas,78 even palms as well at this altitude, both
big and small! A Euterpe (species of palm)79 growing here extended
with its leaves into the highest forest trees and was particularly picturesque in the valleys and in the company of tree-like ferns where about
a dozen stood together in a small space.80 My friend Fink would find
enough material here to make studies for his fine sketches [Fig. 43].81
This is quite a different palm house than the one in Herrenhausen!
What makes these little valleys that are everywhere up here sunk in
the mountains so very picturesque, is a beautiful and large-leafed
Urticaceae [possibly a species of Cecropia Loefl.]; it is common here
and will be a nice acquisition for our greenhouses if I can bring germinable seeds back with me. Such things should now be pressed, but the
chosen and usual customary format for herbaria is not sufficient for
such giants, you have to be content with fragments of leaves or with
leaves from young plants, even elephant format would not be sufficient
in such cases, and it will be necessary to look around for the Montblanc
or Dalawadsheri format next.82 In the evening we barricaded ourselves
in again, the light jacket replaced by a warmer one and therefore we
did not freeze as much as the night before.
On the following day, Sunday May 10th, we got up already at 5 am,
had some coffee and started moving at 7 am. The road got a little worse,
it went constantly downhill in a north-westerly direction, and the driver
said “look, there is San Miguel and over there is the Muelle!” but one
saw nothing more than trees, one crown of leaves next to the other, a
veritable sea of leaves. The path follows the left side of a valley, mostly
at the middle of its height, on the right it goes downhill as abruptly as
it goes as steeply uphill on the left; from below comes the sound of a
raging creek, which further down forms a beautiful waterfall of about
150–200 feet, unfortunately only partially seen from the path.83 While
one is riding downhill, botanizing is done from the donkey, and soon
this plant or that plant leave you but a hundred others step into their
place. One calls to his companion “alas; look there, please get me that

Fig. 43. – “Tropical landscape or palm garden”.
[Pencil on paper board by Carl W.E. Fink, 1873;
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Bibliothek cat. no KGBH29]
[Reproduced with permission of GWLB, Hannover]

75 Early to mid-May 1857 was one of Wendland’s
most productive periods of plant collecting.
76 Vacciniaceae is referable to Ericaceae. There are
a number of specimens of unidentified Ericaceae
collected by Wendland from around this time
(GOET037270, GOET037271, GOET037277, GOET037278).
77 Thibaudia sp. (Ericaceae); see previous footnote.
78 For example Selaginella moritziana var. suberecta
A. Braun (B 20 0095367).
79 Labeled by Wendland as ‘Euterpe altissima’
(GOET025551). It possibly corresponds to Euterpe
precatoria Mart. because of the distribution,
but unable to be identified as the specimen consists
of only a few leaflets.
80 About 50 species of tree ferns are recorded
for Costa Rica, in the Cyatheaceae and Dicksoniaceae.
81 In reference to Carl E.W. Fink, artist and graphic
designer who was commissioned to illustrate plants
at Herrenhausen (see Introduction).
82 Here Wendland is making a joke about specimen
sheet sizes. According to historical paper formats,
Elephant format indeed existed. Since the elephant is
such a colossal animal and yet the paper is not big
enough to mount the plants, he makes up words for
paper formats that sound even bigger, i.e. the
Montblanc format (highest peak of the Alps) and the
Dalawadsheri format, which sounds like Dhaulagiri,
which was believed to be the world’s highest mountain
in the beginning of the 19th century (but indeed the
seventh highest mountain).
83 He probably refers to the San Fernando Waterfall
that even today cannot be easily seen from the road
to Sarapiquí. It is located near Cinchona, a village
established during the Second World War for the
production of quinine to control malaria.
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84 The correct name of the first one is Río Ángel, and
gives rise to La Paz Waterfall, which has become a
popular tourist destination in Costa Rica. The nearby
Río La Paz does not have a waterfall.
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beautiful Melastoma!”. You stop, but the pack animals go ahead, the
animal you are riding has no desire to wait and let its companions go
ahead, so it also charges onwards. Since the plant was a bit unwieldy
anyway, you shout to your companion: “well, just leave it there will be
another one soon!” Yes, but for the most beautiful ones, we did not
find another specimen. “Well, that serves you right”, you say to yourself.
“Why did you not collect the first plant you saw, you know that if you
take the first specimen you see, then you will find it more often, but if
you do not take the first specimen you see, you will never find it again.”
That’s how it went here too. One then peers around eagerly and angrily
and wants to use whatever is in your power to rediscover what has been
passed over; in one’s zeal one does not pay proper attention to the
Rubus and Solanum tendrils, and before one knows it they have cut
one’s hands and face; if it gets really bad, your hat gets stuck in the
bush or falls into the mud! The blood is boiling, it is the donkey’s fault,
why is it always looking for the most comfortable way for itself?
The anger has to be let out and the donkey gets it, yes the donkey!
It goes on incessantly, the path gets steeper downhill, and suddenly
you turn into a side valley and have to ride through a creek. It is the
Río de los Ángelos [Río Ángel]. After half to an hour of riding you arrive
at the Río de la Paz [Río La Paz],84 which tumbles over huge boulders
with roaring haste. The water is splendidly crystal clear and invites you
to take a refreshing drink. Once you have reached the opposite bank,
you will be rewarded by the sight of several picturesque waterfalls. As
innocent as this stream appeared, it will swell considerably in rainy
weather and then not be passable without danger. A tree has been cut
down upstream for pedestrians, the trunk of which serves as a bridge.
Animals, however, have to swim through it, they are then mostly
attached to a rope so that they are not carried away by the current and
thrown 10 feet further down over a mighty boulder 20–30 feet deep.
“It is a shame,” I thought, “that we cannot stay here for an hour and
refresh ourselves with a glass of beer or a bowl of sour milk; how very
differently this place would be used in Europe.”
From here the path goes up a little again, only to soon fall down again
all the more suddenly. The creek that has just been crossed and the one
that has always been to the right now connect with the Sarapiquí, coming even further from the right, which can be heard raging in the gruesome depths. From the side of the valley, on which one rides, one does
not see much, as the treetops obstruct the view into the distance; the
more imposing to the beholder, however, is the valley itself in certain
places, especially where there was a landslide on the side on which one
is located, and which has taken all the earth down to the base rock and
all vegetation with it into the valley. One is overcome with dread when
one hears the large and raging river 1,000 feet and more, especially
when the thought occurs to one; “what is the soil like under your feet,
is it firm?” What a glissade at an angle of 30–40 degrees! You quickly
leave the eerie place and only then do you see that one has stood on
a 2–3 feet wide strip of earth from which it goes steeply uphill on one
side as well as steeply downhill on the other.
Not far from there I saw a small palm tree on which there were ripe
seeds, and I was compelled to descend and proceed into the forest.
But how great was my astonishment when I immediately found seven
different species of palm together on a patch of a few square rods.
Only after repeated requests from the driver that we had to leave in
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order to escape the threat of rain, which might start soon, did the
journey continue, after everyone got his pack to carry; the vasculum,
which was already over packed anyway, is rarely large enough to hold
instructive palm samples. The rain, which was advancing closer and
closer, made me ride a little faster, and soon after I saw Cariblanco’s
hut, our travel destination for the day, it began to fall in torrents. My
umbrella, however, held off the first impact, and I reached my night’s
quarters for today before 3 pm reasonably dry.
As soon as what had been collected was processed and something
was eaten, my curiosity forced me to go outside especially to look at
the roof of the open rancho (hut) opposite the residential hut. It was
overgrown densely with plants up to four feet high, and it would have
been better thought of as a botanical garden, in which the identification plaques had been lost due to some accident, than for which it
should be regarded according to its purpose. On closer inspection of
it I found a wealth of different plants such as is not known in Germany
in such a small area. So I noticed, for example, several different
Gesneriads, Melastomas, Rubiaceae, a lot of small orchids, among these
were beautiful growths of Sobralia,85 unfortunately without flower, also
ferns in abundance, not to mention the mosses, lichens, liverworts and
mushrooms.
The hut in which the night was to be spent was fairly clean, and
the owners of it were also distinguished by their elegant clothing. The
daughter of the house, a girl of 14–15 years, was one of the few real
beauties I met in Central America; it was the last week that she was to
spend in her parents’ house as the following week she was to marry
in the capital. The mother, who Wagner mentions as well, still showed
traces of great beauty; in particular that beautiful white complexion
struck me in both of them, which is so seldom found in the locals. For
little money we got the very simple national fare, mostly consisting
of a pair of eggs, tortillas, small round cakes baked and roasted from
grated corn, which in this country take the place of bread, black beans,
the actual national dish, of which there is no lack of at the tables for
either rich or poor, and a banana roasted over the fire.
The next morning, May 11th, departure was at 8 am. Don Camill
[Camilo], our driver, had to go back to the capital again to fetch a
passenger, but now Don Manuel Sancho, the one with the hawk nose,
the owner of a beautiful property in San Miguel and at the same time
owner of the rented animals, himself led me to his apartment. The road,
which up until then had been pretty good, got worse the more we got
to the lower and wetter regions. At first it was pretty flat, and the trees
on both sides of the path had been felled to make the path drier; but
the very moist and humus-rich soil allowed a multitude of Colocasias
with their gigantic leaves to develop magnificently and to block the
way almost completely so that Don Manuel, the self-declared director
of the Sarapiquí Way not without delight, felt impelled to significantly
shorten the most intrusive and lush ones with his machete, which he
knew how to use with skill.
All along the way there stood a proud palm tree very commonly with
a slender 100–200 feet high trunk; it belonged to the genus Triartea
[misprint for Iriartea Ruiz & Pav.] and observed by myself here for the
first time at close range [I. deltoidea Ruiz & Pav.]. I was delighted by
the roots descending 10 feet from the trunk. The path continued trailing further up in the valley again, one passes some very dangerous

85 The type specimen of Sobralia lepida Rchb. f.,
was collected around this time (W0025011).
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places where one’s hair stood on end, but on the other hand one enjoys
the beautiful view down into the valley or onto the opposite side, where
the giant forest trees are still towered over by slender palm trees, and
so one arrives at Cuesta del Congo,86 the horror of all horrors. Crossing
this little mountain slope is indeed very difficult for both humans and
animals, but after the gruesome descriptions I had heard of it, I had
imagined it to be much more dangerous. In general, there is no path;
the mules always look for the most comfortable steps for them to get
up with their burden, often having to climb or jump up two to three feet
abruptly, and there are knee bumps in abundance if one is not careful
enough. Once you have reached the top, it appears as if there was once
a path. From there, you climb continuously and steeply downhill.
Sitting firmly in the saddle, one is well advised to let the animal have
its free will as it knows the way and its instinct leads it always to the
less dangerous points and mostly also happily over the difficulties to
be overcome. Once you have finally reached the foot of the main abyss,
you continue for about an hour in the forest, but still downhill on
mostly bad and marshy paths, where the animals sink halfway up their
legs into the muddy and sticky ground; then comes a clear spot and
you have a beautiful green and wide clearing ahead of you.
Don Manuel lets out an ear-piercing bellow, which is echoed from a
hut completely surrounded by plantains, you ride there and are greeted
by the quite numerous family and seventeen dogs, who all know their
master’s voice. One quickly unpacked and the things were carried to the
room intended for me, the guest room, put in order, paper unhooked,
the travel bag with the most necessary travel equipment, etc. was freed
from a mat, the hammock is stretched out and set up as comfortably as
possible for a fourteen-day stay. First of all, however, I looked for a stick
to control the dogs, which until then had probably always been allowed
free entry into the room that I had now taken ownership of, but instead
of a stick I found a strip of leather made of tiger skin that otherwise
served as a riding whip, and through the most extensive use of it made
the beasts understand with great effort that I wanted to live here alone.
Only the repeated and rough use of this piece of leather kept the beasts
away, one of which was even more hungry than the other; they were not
unlike wandering skeletons that later on only entered when plagued by
their gnawing hunger. (Conclusion to follow.)
Article 5
Travel notes from the court gardener Herm. Wendland
(Excerpt from the correspondence of the same in the H. Z. conclusion
from page 516.)

86 Cuesta del Congo was a steep incline along
the route between Cariblanco and San Miguel.
That name is no longer in use.
87 Dutch genever or gin is the juniper-flavoured
traditional liquor in the Netherlands, Belgium
and adjoining areas in northern France
and north-western Germany.

At lunch, when the host and the housewife were present, I tried to find
out the price of the daily stay, but instead I heard so much about things
that were absolutely unrelated to my simple question that I myself had
to be content for today without seeing my question answered. The
afternoon went on with the pressing of the plants that had been collected in the morning and changing the paper and drying of the ones
collected before. In the evening I became better acquainted with the
family; people chatted about this and that and asked about this and
that. Since I was also the carrier of a letter of recommendation and two
bottles of Dutch genever87 from a gentleman from San José who was
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very friendly to me and to whom Don Manuel was also very indebted,
I was treated very attentively by the family and satisfied in every respect
with regard to my wishes. When the light was lit and I had refreshed
myself with a cup of nice national coffee, I took out my inflatable bed
and started to the amusement of all the hut dwellers who watched
things with open mouths and could not understand what its purpose
was – to inflate it with a miniature version of bellows. In my life I will
not forget the faces that people made when one piece after the other
increased, as it got inflated in three sections, and then I put the bed
on top of the hammock. “That is nice, very comfortable; yes, the
Germans have quite some tricks in their heads, they know more about
how one has to live in this country than we do” and similar types of
comments hit my ear. I advise everyone who wants to travel to this
country to take such a comfortable bed with them from England; at
that time, I did not want to buy it, shying away from the expense, but
a “never mind, you must have it” did not allow me to omit it, and the
longer I have used it the more convinced I am of the sheer convenience
of it. Then the comfort is to be considered as here the only choice is
between bare earth and a cowhide. The former is to be avoided for
many reasons and on the latter sleep who can; however, I have often
had to endure many nights in a row on a cowhide after I had not taken
the inflatable bed in order to avoid a greater increase in pack-weight
for myself; however I never got used to it and the next day I always felt
so stiff that it often became a nuisance for me while working. But when
a pack animal can be taken with you, five pounds more can easily be
added to the pack.
On the following day, May 12th, I made two excursions into the forest.
Both were very productive. Everywhere I looked or stepped there was
something new, one species of palm following the other as if they had
been placed there on purpose for me; but I was especially pleased about
a simple-leaved Bactris88 and a Geonoma,89 which occurred in the thousands and thousands. I returned home richly laden, everything was
then packed in paper. As the sky was already very cloudy, the bundles
were placed near a small fire to dry, which was set up for this purpose
in the guest room, which also happened to be the dog’s kitchen. The
smoke was of course unpleasant, but that could not be avoided, and it
could flow out on all sides fairly undisturbed. When this was in order,
the collected seeds were dried partly open, partly put in paper capsules,
and lay out on the so-called beds, a slatted frame covered with cow
skin. No sooner had it been done than lunch was called. Today I wanted
to know the price people were asking for my stay. I had to use all my
energy to help to get through my query, and at the same time to work
all my seriousness so as not to laugh in the face of my hosts. I asked
my question with simplicity, and I could hardly believe my ears when
I was told that they wanted to plant corn in San Miguel, when we
arrived, and that they, I do not know anymore for what reason, had
been prevented from doing it. I asked for the second time and learned
from my landlady that she had not gone to confession for a year, and
that in these days she had wanted to go to Heredia to see her confessor;
but since she had heard of our approach, she would unfortunately have
been compelled to postpone her plans for another four weeks. In doing
so she told me the great number of her sins, and I had to listen, whether
I wanted to or not, as if I had been her confessor myself. It went on like
this for a long time; all sorts of objections were made in order to distract

88 Bactris obovata H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler
(GOET025058).
89 Probably Geonoma congesta H. Wendl.
ex Spruce (GOET025567) or G. cuneata H. Wendl.
ex Spruce (GOET025568).
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me from my intention, I was told about this and that, and when Don
Manuel and his wife thought to have appeased me, I took up my question again and finally got an answer, after I heard more about the greatgrandfather and the great-grandmother and other family matters, more
than I wanted. The demand they made was not exaggerated, as after
all these digressions I had prepared myself for larger sums of money.
Over all this, the time for lunch had passed, so I went back to my room.
But what a shock I got when I entered there! Imagine, an old mother
hen with the respective number of chicks was on the bed where the
seeds lay, and all were busily scratching and pecking. I cleared them
away and tried to match up what belonged together, and now I had to
fight not only with dogs, but also with the always and everywhere chickens. But that was far from being the only trouble. The owner was a
great lover of guinea pigs, of which he kept at least half a hundred of
all possible colours in his hut. These were quite tame and constantly
shuffled under my feet, and they had in their mouths everything that
I threw away from the green parts of plants or what I accidentally
dropped, they also constantly nibbled at the plant folders and ate away
the plant remains that protruded from them, so that this too gave rise
to frequent quarrels and serious brawls. Even calves intruded in order
to feast on the protruding plant remains of the plant folders, into my
estate, which indeed had the hole of a door, but not the door itself,
which for this reason could not be closed.
Early on the morning of May 13th, in front of the hut, where there was a
kind of cordoned-off courtyard, I built a wooden construction at a height
of five feet above the ground, so that I could dry the things I had collected
in the sun. In the hope that everything would be safe here, I went on an
excursion into the forest in the direction of the banks of the Sarapiquí,
where I also found the rare and beautiful again, and from where I soon
returned richly laden. But how great was my astonishment when I went
to get my plant portfolios to put the new things in. Two pieces were
missing. A cow had entered into the courtyard, which was not always
carefully cordoned off, and had pulled down the folders it had probably
sniffed at, pigs had run away with them and had dragged them through
the deepest mud; so I found one in the dirt, the other in the meadow in
front of the hut. The dogs had also found their way to the plants in my
living room during my absence, taken two of several preserving jars that
I had in a small box on the ground and into which I used to place living
plant rhizomes and eaten away the bladder that served as the stoppers.
I found the glasses when I looked for the portfolios. The dogs are mostly
fed raw and cooked bananas here and they seldom get meat or other
food, which sufficiently explains their hunger, especially given that they
are kept in large numbers here. I have even seen them eat untanned
leather and raw and not fully ripe corn on the cob. The fact that the dogs
are kept in so large numbers in these settlements is also done for the
sake of protection against humans and namely predatory animals, but
there is also another reason. Because they are never fed completely full,
and are constantly hungry, they are forced to look for other food and
find this by eating a lot of harmful vermin, such as snakes, furthermore
carrion and all other foul-smelling animal substances, and where they
find good assistance from the pigs, chickens, and ducks, which are raised
in considerable numbers in the settlements.
Next to the animals just named, the vultures [Cathartes aura or
Coragyps atratus], are of the same profession, indisputably among the
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most useful animals of the hot countries. These in particular keep the
streets clean and are therefore often jokingly called police assistants
by Europeans. You can meet them in the vicinity of every settlement,
but they are particularly common in cities and villages and their surroundings. Everywhere they sit on roofs and trees and wait for a snack.
If a large animal such as a dog, cow, horse or mule dies, no one takes
the trouble to bury it, but it is just brought outside of the city limits and
placed in a meadow. But as soon as the cadaver has arrived on the spot,
the vultures, which are able to smell a carcass from an unbelievable
distance, fly in from all sides, and in a few days nothing is left but the
skeleton of the animal, which is then completely cleaned by all kinds of
flies, ants, and worms. If an animal dies on the road, it remains in the
same place where it fell, and no one makes the slightest effort to pull
it aside, although it can often be very unpleasant for travelers because
the horses and even more so the donkeys often, in spite of all efforts,
cannot be moved to pass the bleached bones. One can often overcome
this by letting an already tired and less shy pack animal go ahead, followed by the riding animal, but in most cases one is forced to dismount
and pull the mule past, or to ride around the place by a long detour.
On May 14th it rained almost the whole day, and I was not able to
do much outside, and I had as always the case on such days, had my
hands full to reasonably dry the paper. The floor under the roof of the
hut provided a suitable opportunity for this, however, only a few days
later my fear came true that once the cats got wind of the paper up
there they would use it, and so they spoiled a few sheets for me every
day. On the same day a gentleman I knew from San José arrived in our
quarter to travel to Europe via the Sarapiquí and San Juan del Norte.
He asked me if I wanted a bottle of beer, whereupon I took out my
imitation Limburger cheese in order to return the favour to him and
at the meal we were royally amused and we felt halfway transferred
to Europe. The same gentleman, a German, was also kind enough to
take a few lines for you to Europe, which I hope you will have received
safely. Although it was very difficult for me to write those lines at the
time, I did not want to miss the good opportunity to give you my news
from this wilderness. It is to say that I could not use my index finger
because that morning the spine of a Bactris (palm) pierced deeply into
the upper joint. As a result, it was very swollen, which caused me a lot
of pain. Two days later, however, the finger was much better.
On the following day my fellow countryman left me early, and I quickly took an hour to collect some material in order to be able to examine
it, as it looked as if it would rain hard all day. Indeed the rain soon drove
me back to the apartment. When I got there, I found my companion
walking around very unhappy and at a loss. I smelled and soon saw
what had happened. Whilst Jäger, that was his name, was busy preparing a bird and was sitting less than an ell90 away from the fire, he had
not taken proper care of it until the housewife came from the other end
of the hut and told him that there must be something on fire. Only then
did he realize that the fire, which was too strong, flashed over to the
plant presses and that some layers of each of them were fully alight.
The precaution for my plant treasures left him in a quandary what to
do; he could not allow them to keep burning but he also did not dare
to extinguish the fire with water, since this might spoil them even more,
but fortunately he immediately pulled the plant presses from the vicinity
of the fire and they smouldered slowly by themselves; by sprinkling

90 An ell is a measurement of about 50 cm,
but now fallen out of use.
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91 June 13th 1857 was the day on which it was speculated
that a comet was to destroy the world. The story was
perpetuated by many newspapers throughout the world
just prior to that date. It is reported that the story
originated in the Leige Almanac in Belgium in an article
written by Matthew Laensberg.
92 A misidentification that is most likely to be Aechmea
magdalenae (André) André ex Baker. There are no
known specimens made by Wendland of this bromeliad.
In Costa Rica, this species was used as a hedge plant.
93 Quickborn the book (not to be confused
with Quickborn the town) by Klaus Groth
was published in 1853.
94 Stearin candles were made from vegetable or animal
fats and oils, rather than the usual paraffin wax.
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with a little water the fire was soon extinguished entirely. I removed the
burnt paper and noticed to my relief that the damage had not been
significant. I had already noticed earlier that my companion’s olfactory
organs were not in very good condition, but I never thought that he
would not be able to detect burning blotting paper. Now it became clear
to me why this person had the mania to taste everything, whereby he
was of course very often profoundly tricked.
On the morning of May 16th, my companion woke me cursing before
sunrise. I could already imagine that something very strange must
have happened, but when I asked why he was making such noise, I got
the not very pleasant answer: “the damned dogs have eaten half the
meat.” Correct, it was like that: an eight-pound piece of smoked meat,
a significant treasure in that wilderness and which we had hung from
the ceiling of the room in order to protect it from any kind of possible
attack, was lying on the floor, and a crowd of hungry four-footers had
their snouts into the deliciously prepared meal. A part of the meat
had been luckily recovered. But inexplicably I could not work out how
the flesh had been torn from the ceiling; but so it goes around here.
What seems impossible to us is totally possible here. In any case, dogs
and cats have been the initiators of this misfortune, and the cats had
probably set the table for the dogs. Despite my bad mood, I could not
refrain from laughing when my companion, who was constantly trying to match pieces of the twine, finally came out with a “that is how
it happened.”
As it was looking like it was going to rain soon again, I took a quick
walk in the woods and came home with a beautiful bromeliad. On
closer examination, for which I had a lot of time to do since it was raining again all day as if June 13th had already come,91 it turned out that
it was a plant belonging to the genus Ananassa [Ananas]. It is a beautiful but otherwise inedible species, and much more splendid than the
Ananassa [Ananas] bracteata Ldl.92 that is cultivated in European gardens; here it is used occasionally as a hedge plant, has seven feet high
leaves that are strongly spined on the margins, and from the centre
emerges a one foot high crown-shaped flower head, beset with burning
red bracts. The flowers themselves are yellow-green and look very pretty
between the brilliantly coloured bracts. On the same afternoon there
was another thunderstorm, as it is rarely experienced at home; they
are terribly gruesome here not only because the rain falls so enormously hard and such in bulk, but also because of the rapidly successive lightning followed by awesome thunder. Every thunderstorm
reminds me of “the thunderstorm” in Quickborn.93 The residents of
the huts came together to pray each time, and all the saints were
invoked. In the evening, I brought out a new stearin candle,94 some of
which I always had with me even on the shortest tour, and I asked the
housewife for a fire to light it. She said it would be a beautiful light for
the Church, and she would certainly have been very happy to have one,
but my supplies did not allow me to give it away.
Early on the morning of the following day, May 17th, I went out with
the son of my host, Jesús, in order to fall a splendid palm tree that had
been seen for the first time on the previous day. It was found again in
the forest and was soon cut down, and I am no longer as squeamish as
I was at Izabal. I had already found young plants beforehand, but could
not classify them according to their habits in any of the known genera.
This time after I had cut off an inflorescence and I saw to my greatest
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pleasure that it was a new genus.95 On closer examination I found such
distinct differences that it is impossible to include it within the next
related genera Geonoma and Manicaria; already in the habit it deviates
from the two aforementioned genera, but seems to come closer to the
East Indian genus Calyptrocalyx Bl.96
After a violent thunderstorm, which already broke out at noon, the
sky cleared up and I went to the Sarapiquí again with Jesús. While I
was botanizing, the latter fished so successfully that he stabbed a large
carp-like fish of eleven pounds with a self-made harpoon. In the afternoons and evenings the housewife was busy pouring tallow candles;
although I had never seen this manufacture before, I would have been
pleased not to have gotten to know it, for the smell of the tallow almost
drove me out of the hut. In the evening I discovered a nigua (sand flea)
in the lower joint of the little finger; only the pain drew my attention
to this intruder. Newly arrived Europeans in particular are often
attacked in the most outrageous way by these insects; usually they eat
their way into the feet, but often into every other part of the body, and
I have met several people, chiefly ladies, who have suffered a lot from
these animals. The nigua is a small, barely visible animal, which, however, quickly enlarges as soon as it has fed; when it has done this, it
immediately lays eggs in the wound, which then quickly becomes
infected. However, the entire nest can be easily removed with a pin.97
On May 18th, another large palm was felled, an Acrocomia;98 it was
very prickly, and my companion had the misfortune of stabbing himself
in the leg with a spine that caused him a lot of pain, especially since
the wound became infected. When we got home again, Don Manuel
had returned from La Virgen,99 where he had gone for a few days to
do business. He had brought his family fruits of the Poma rosa (rose
apple, Jambosa vulgaris or Eugenia jambos) [Syzygium jambos (L.)
Alston].100 Since I had never tasted this fruit before, I was of the opinion
that the name Poma rosa was related to the reddish colour of the fruit;
but that is not so, the name refers to the taste of the fruit, which really,
as strange as it may sound, tastes exactly like a moss rose smells; but
I prefer the scent of the moss over the taste of the fruit. In general, to
this day I still cannot give the tropical fruits the attention that other
tropical visitors award them, and in my opinion our fruits, for example,
a good pear, a Reine de Claude, a good peach, a Madeleine blanche,
make every match with the local fruits. The only fruits that I appreciate
here and that have more flavour than the ones grown at home are
oranges, pineapples, and bananas. Oranges, you can buy twelve for
two gilders in San José, and more towards the coast they have no value
at all. On the subject of the pineapple, I very much doubt that with all
the care we can give it we will never attain the aroma that it has here.
In San José the fruits are expensive because they are brought there
from the coast, though they are still cheap compared to Europe, as for
a beautiful pineapple of about 2–3 pounds one pays about two gilders,
while one on the Pacific coast of Guatemala and Salvador you can buy
twelve beautiful large fruits for the same price. The banana, however,
is the pinnacle of all tropical fruits; completely ripe and roasted on the
fire with the skin on or boiled, or sliced and roasted, for me it is the
most beautiful of all delicacies, also enjoyed raw it has the most wonderful taste.
A sudden scream from the chickens in the yard caught the attention
of the hut dwellers. The call “a snake, a snake!” drove us out of the hut

95 Welfia H. Wendl. The type collection of Welfia georgii
H. Wendl. ex André was collected at this time
(GOET025880).
96 Welfia and Calyptrocalyx Blume are superficially
similar with both genera having the flowers in triads
set in deepish pits.
97 Jiggers (Tunga penetrans) represented a serious
problem in rural areas. They lived in corrals and,
taking advantage of the fact that people were barefoot,
the fertilized female introduced herself under the skin
of people. There, she becomes gravid and forms
a large protuberance, sometimes the size of a pea;
it causes a lot of pain.
98 Wendland is talking about Astrocaryum G. Mey.
not Acrocomia Mart., which is restricted in Costa Rica
to dry areas in the Pacific lowlands. At least one
collection of Astrocaryum was made by Wendland
around this time (K000526400).
99 La Virgen was the closest settlement to Muelle,
except for the existence of a single hut at Rancho
Quemado (near the actual town of Chilamate), which
disappeared when the road to Sarapiquí was partially
reoriented, by the end of 1853. Today, Puerto Viejo
is the closest town to Muelle.
100 Most likely “manzana de agua”,
Syzygium malaccense (L.) Merr. & L.M. Perry.
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101 Iriartea deltoidea Ruiz & Pav. is the only species
in the genus in Costa Rica. The species was very
common along Wendland’s route, together with the
superficially similar Socratea exorrhiza (Mart.)
H. Wendl., which Wendland clearly accepted
as a second species of Iriartea. Wendland’s “sweet”
Iriartea is I. deltoidea, while his “bitter” Iriartea
is Socratea exorrhiza.
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like lightening, and everyone hurriedly armed themselves as best they
could; I grabbed my companion’s sabre which was the closest thing
to me, and went to the battlefield. When the first of us approached, it
had fled into an orange bush nearby. A long search was made before
it was found, as its green skin was camouflaged by the similar green
of the orange bush; at last Don Manuel discovered it sitting up in the
bush and he gave it a fatal strike; it was three to four feet long, green on
the back and whitish under the belly [lora or parrot snake, Leptophis
spp.]. A few minutes later it was in the spirit bottle.
One of the greatest plagues that one has to endure here when one
suddenly descends from the colder region into the warmer one is the
breakout of heat rash on the upper and lower extremities. We, my
companion and I, suffered severely from it, and it took a lot of discipline
not to scratch ourselves, since scratching the swellings is often said
to cause them to become inflamed. But darn it, not to scratch when
it itches! At least I have often done it with the greatest pleasure and
without causing bad consequences.
On May 19th we went to the forest again early; an Iriartea was cut
down. This genus has two species which, as large specimens, can be
very easily distinguished by their external shape.101 The people here
know the two species very well and know how to convey the most
striking differences to the questioner; the one they call the sweet, the
other the bitter, because the former has a sweet heart of palm, but the
other is bitter in all its parts. It was difficult for me, especially at the
beginning, to distinguish the young plants of the two species, and
accordingly often confused them, whereas the natives were never mistaken. The one that was cut down today was the sweet one, whose trunk
was over 100 feet high but with a diameter of only 9–11 inches, but by
far it could not be counted as one of the highest [Iriartea deltoidea Ruiz
& Pav.]. Its supporting roots descended over ten feet from the trunk;
they are of extraordinary hardness, so that when they were cut off
forcibly, the very sharpest axe often rebounded with force leaving only
a slight scar. The trunk is also very hard in the outer circumference,
where the cast-iron-like bundles of vessels lie close together, but it
becomes very spongy in the middle and is there filled with a fluffy
substance. Once the axe has been driven into the soft inner part of the
trunk it can be worked on much, and the weight of the crown easily
causes the palm to fall. I was very surprised by the size of the leaves,
which I had not thought of as that large; the leaf sheath alone measured
over six feet in length. Don Manuel, who had gone with me to cut the
palm, peeled off the lower leaf sheath that almost completely surrounded him. He also assured me at the same time that he would often sleep
in such a sheath if he had to stay in the forest at night. The inflorescence, which is still compacted and enclosed in the bracts before it is
fully developed, is arched and bent backward so far that its tip touches
the stem; since it is also bulbous in the middle, it takes on the appearance of a huge horn, which characterizes the already peculiar-looking
plant even more, especially where it stands in a meadow or somewhere
in the open and stands out against the horizon.
No sooner was the work of felling the trees finished when the sky
opened all its locks and it did not stop raining for most of the day. In
such weather it really is no pleasure to sit in a simple hut in the jungle,
especially when you see that you cannot get any further with what you
have collected; on the contrary, everything begins to rot and go mouldy.
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You can hardly get the paper dry, and it is fortunate that there are no
bank notes here, otherwise they would rot in the pockets.
In the afternoon I also had a fight with the big cockroaches, the socalled Cucaracha,102 which were in large mass in the house; they had
found a cosy and warm hideout between the large inflorescences of
the palms that had been pressed in the last few days; everything was
teeming with these animals that spoil a lot of things with their great
voracity and on top of that they leave a terrible smell behind. Although
they do not bite people, it is not a pleasant feeling when they run with
their long legs over one’s face at night, and if you are able to crush one
of the large ones whose whole body forms a greasy mass that is held
together by a little glue, which rarely happens because they are
extremely nimble, the evil has been made even greater since the smell
of the crushed animal is almost unbearable.
The whole hut, which fortunately is very airy, is polluted by these
animals, especially in the kitchen or wherever food is kept. No suitcase
or box can be tight enough to keep them out; they sniff around everywhere, namely they love sugar, indeed all sweets, which is why such
things must be kept in glass jars with good stoppers. Their pungent
smell adheres to all plates, pots, and cups when they are not used for a
long time, so that one would often lose one’s appetite if nature did not
demand its rights. I also openly admit that I only eat here to live, not live
to eat, which the local food products, like vegetables and meat, do not
encourage, and I often have wished to get sour cabbage or buttermilk,
which I usually disdain. Imagine beef cut into thin strips and dried in
the sun, and which hardly any healthy teeth are able to successfully
bite into after it has been cooked, the tortillas made of corn, the black
beans, and all that day after day. But three cheers for the sour-sweet
bananas, the sour sweets, as my companion says. The next night I
thought I had ants in my bed; on closer inspection it turned out that
the tormentors were not ants, but fleas [Pulex irritans].
On May 20th the weather was no better than the day before; the rain
began early, so that I hardly found time to cut down another large palm,
the bitter Iriartea mentioned above [Socratea exorrhiza (Mart.)
H. Wendl.]. Although the temperature here during the day did not rise
above 20–22° R [25–27° C] and fell down to 17° [21° C] at night, everything began to grow mouldy with the persistent humidity, and even
more on this day than on the previous one. It is therefore not surprising
that this warm weather has a great influence on the animal world;
everything that bears the name frog screams, roars, and moans incessantly, and in doing so expresses its complacency in the loudest possible way. A beast, which sat under a large pile of wood close to the
house and was probably a toad,103 made a sound from time to time
which reminded one of a good blow of a hammer on an iron rail, one
could imagine being near a train station or a large machine factory.
Just as nature has produced everything here on a larger scale and in
the greatest splendour, it has also not ignored the frog family and often
combined colours and shapes in them that reveal an unusual luxuriousness and could certainly serve as a model for pattern makers at calico
factories. These fellows, some of whom are as tall as a righteous beer
mug, can leap several elles. But if the toads are so large, the toadstools
do not give in to them and are set up for comfort far and wide, like all
types of mushrooms, whether they grow on the ground or on trees, can
be found here in astonishing abundance and wonderful size. I would

102 Wendland probably was familiar with the German
cockroach (Blatella germanica), which is small,
but not with the much larger Periplaneta spp.,
which are common in Costa Rica.
103 Some travelers through the Sarapiquí region
used to be astonished by the loud scream of the
“rana ternero” or Smoky jungle frog (Leptodactylus
savagei), a giant species, but its noise is not like
the one described by Wendland.
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104 Warszewiczia pulcherrima Klotzsch [ Warszewiczia
coccinea (Vahl) Klotzsch]. Wendland appears to have
returned with living plants that were later reported to
be grown in Herrenhausen (Anon., 1857a: 640)
although the long-term fate of the plants is not known.
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have liked to have brought some of these beautiful things from the animal world in spirit to our museum, but since I did not have sufficiently
large glasses of spirit with me, I had to refrain from doing so, and our
museum must be satisfied with a few smaller things. In general, I have
now realized the great difficulty in collecting several subjects of natural science at the same time, and have therefore almost entirely put it
aside, since botany alone is sufficient to focus on. Although I went out
with the best intention in the world to collect a lot for our museum, it
was here that I first got to know the difficulties associated with such
activities. Nobody who has not been in the tropics and, moreover, in
similar regions such as this, can correctly understand the thousands of
drudgeries involved in collecting, regardless of the subject of natural
science. I had heard and read all of this before, but you think about it
differently in imagination than when in reality.
Ascension Day, May 21st, started out beautifully; the morning was
bright and I did as much as was possible. Immediately after noon, however, the torrential rain returned in masses and in the evening, there
was a rather quite strong thunderstorm. Whenever there was a strong
thunderstorm, the inhabitants of the hut came together for prayer,
where they lingered until the greatest part of the thunderstorm was
over. The men hit their chests so hard that I could hear it in my adjoining room. The male residents had gone out to hunt in the morning and
returned home in the afternoon with some prey, which consisted of
a howler monkey [Alouatta palliatta] and a hokko chicken (a type of
wild turkey), which, unfortunately, had been made unfit for stuffing
by cutting off its feet and head.
In the evening, when the light was on and I was busy and sipping
a cup of mocha, a scorpion with a large cockroach fell down right in
front of me. It was a life-and-death struggle, to which I spent a short
time with joy being highly fascinated by the skill of the latter animal
captivated me to a high degree. Each time the scorpion tried to set its
deadly sting, its prey lifted its hard wings and managed very skilfully
to defend itself. As soon as I had sufficiently satisfied my curiosity, the
former went into the alcohol bottle.
The next morning, May 22nd, after a breakfast of monkey meat,
which I did not really like, I set out from San Miguel for La Virgen, a
settlement at a somewhat lower altitude. My companion could not go
with me because of his inflamed leg, which still had the palm spine
embedded, and therefore he took care of what remained to be dried.
So I rode off alone with Jesús, the son of my landlord, at 8 o’clock and
reached La Virgen, my goal for today, when the rain began. La Virgen
is a settlement that consists of two huts that belong to as many owners,
and consequently amounts to one hut and one owner less than San
Miguel. The way there from San Miguel was initially always uphill or
downhill, later the terrain became more flat; as a result of the heavy
rain the road had become very bad and the animals often ran the risk
of getting stuck in the muck.
Shortly before La Virgen, when I came out of the forest to a meadow,
on the opposite edge of the forest I saw one of the most beautiful plants
I have ever seen, in splendid bloom. As soon as I saw it, I remembered
the tireless collector Mr. von Warscewicz and I hurried there and recognized the plant than that gentleman had discovered first, and which
I had known until then only from the description; it was Warszewiczia
pulcherrima.104 That gentleman, whose name could not be immortal-
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ized by a more beautiful plant, asked me in writing before I left home
to look for this magnificent plant near San Miguel, where he had found
it. However, this information is probably based on an error, since I
looked for the plant there in vain, and had roamed the surrounding
area in all possible directions. One involuntarily stops in front of such
a magnificent plant in admiration; one does not know whether one
may dare to pluck a panicle, a leaf or a branch and thus to rob nature
of its most beautiful ornament. But such thoughts, which come to you
so suddenly, are quickly rejected, and soon you have a large bundle in
your hands and rejoice in the robbery. The plant is a worthy side piece
to the long-known Euphorbia pulcherrima, which anyone who has seen
this plant in the tropics must declare to be the ultimate in splendor.
Hopefully I will be able to bring living plants to Herrenhausen, which
would be all the more desirable since the plant has not yet been introduced into European gardens. Warszewiczia pulcherrima, a
Euphorbiaceae,105 is a tree 50 feet high with 1.5 feet long fresh green,
oblong and opposite leaves, has a branched 1–3 feet long, loose flower
spike at the end of each branch, the flowers of which are supported by
bright red, long-stalked bracts. What recommends the plant even more
for our greenhouses is the fact that it flowers already as a small plant
8–12 feet high.
We set up our night quarters in a very clean new hut, where I would
have liked to stay for a few days if the owner had not incidentally
slaughtered an ox a few days beforehand, the meat of which had been
cut into thin, inch-long strips and hung out to dry and so the air was
polluted with the most disgusting foul smell. The heavy rain and damp
weather added to the problem of trying to dry the meat out quickly.
The morning of May 23rd woke me up with rain, and afterwards I
had the prospect of having to stay in La Virgen. However, since the
weather cleared up around 9 o’clock, I quickly decided to move on to
another settlement called Pedregal. The path was incredibly bad, and
the rain was pouring down again, and the many branches hanging in
the path did their best to get us thoroughly wet. In addition, one had
to ride very carefully and pay close attention to the thin tree trunks,
always hewn from the earth at a height of 1.5–2 feet, between which
the path constantly winds in the thickest jungle, so that the leg or the
foot is not pinched; but one often forgets that and is then severely
punished for carelessness.
After a five-hour ride I reached Pedregal, the hacienda of a North
American, and there I was kindly received by the owner [William
Hogan], his brother [James Hogan] is a respected doctor in San José
and who had given me a letter of recommendation to him.106 The day
before, the owner had come up the river (Sarapiquí) from San Juan
del Norte and had brought along a compatriot and his wife who also
intended to settle here. Due to the heavy rain and the high water levels,
they had taken nine days to get from the coast to Muelle, a settlement
further east and a former customs post, which is only one and a half
hours away from here; when we arrived they were busy unpacking the
suitcases and boxes and drying and sorting their stuff, much of which
was spoiled and therefore thrown into the nearby stream.
May 24th, a Sunday, was splendid and clear, it lured me into the forest, from where I returned richly laden. Everywhere was found the
beautiful Trithrinax aculeata107, a palm, unfortunately without fruits
and flowers. At noon the owner invited me to take a walk with him and

105 Warszewiczia pulcherrima (W. coccinea) is in the
Rubiaceae, not in the Euphorbiaceae, and is a misprint
or misidentification. There are no known specimens
of W. pulcherrima collected by Wendland.
106 Pedregal means a rocky place. It does not exist
anymore as a toponym. This location was a cacao
hacienda near Muelle, in front of which huge rocks
precluded further navigation upstream on Sarapiquí
River.
107 Cryosophila warscewiczii (H. Wendl.) Bartlett is
the only species in the genus in the Sarapiquí region
and therefore the only one to be encountered by
Wendland. There are no known surviving specimens
collected by Wendland from Costa Rica.
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108 Trichomanes elegans Rich.
is common throughout the region.
There are no known specimens
collected by Wendland of this species.
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his compatriot through the cleared part of the hacienda, which I gladly
accepted and carried with me my constant companion, the vasculum.
Soon one plant drew me to the edge of the forest and soon another
one into the forest, where my companions followed me with pleasure.
A dog that had been taken along found the track of a fox [grayfox,
Urocyon cinereoargenteus] and soon took after it, but it escaped. In the
chasing of it, we accidentally walked in a circle, which was not noticed
by my companions, and since I noticed the indecision of the owner of
the hacienda as to which way he had to take to get out of the forest. I
said the direction to go was to the right after he indicated to walk in
the opposite direction. “No Sir, I know my ground very well, we must
go to the left” was the answer, and a “ yes, I think also” from his compatriot strengthened his insistence. A German cannot argue against
two Yankees, I also thought that I might have been wrong anyway, and
followed the two.
We went on and on and did not come out; we soon came to a footpath, but it disappeared into the forest; instead of searching for it again
and returning on it, a different direction was taken. So it continued for
some time, up hill, down hill, through streams and thickets, until finally
nobody knew where to go and where we had come from. The sky was
covered with thick clouds, so that the sun could not be seen, and since
the compass was left at home, we no longer knew where south or north
was. Now the owner thought he knew the terrain, and yet another
direction was taken; after a long march we were one and a half hours
later in the same place as before. We shouted loudly but there was no
response. Since it was already 3 o’clock and it was starting to rain a
bit, after we had looked at each other in silence for a while as if one
wanted to ask the other: “where are we going now?”, we once again
went in a new direction and we pursued it hurriedly. The rain gradually
got stronger, soon one stumbled, then the other, then one ended sitting
in the swamp, then another somewhere else, and the unpleasantness
of the situation drove the sweat out of the body even more than our
strenuous running alone did. As long as there was room in the vasculum I kept collecting, but that too had to stop. It was already 5 o’clock
when we came to a small stream, where we had five minutes to rest,
since each of us was feeling a bit exhausted. One was already half-giving
oneself to the thought of having to spend the night in the jungle, without food, without cover, without fire, and then where would you go
next morning was also the question. The owner suggested following
the brook, which could possibly flow into the Sarapiquí and perhaps
would cross the path to Muelle. No sooner said than done; the brook
was followed in all its turns, sometimes it went through swamps, sometimes we waded in the brook itself, sometimes through bamboo bushes,
over fallen trees, then one of us went ahead with the machete and made
the way, then the other. No words were spoken, and it gradually began
to get darker, which spurred us on to hurry more and more. Again a
few short minutes of rest were needed, because we were drained to
almost complete exhaustion from hunger, exertion, and excitement.
Everyone now had time to think about it and to imagine all the horrors
and unpleasant consequences of an involuntary night in the forest; we
were even lacking fire because the kindling could not catch, and the
flints had gotten wet in the pockets. During this rest I saw one of the
most beautiful ferns I had ever met with; a Trichomanes108 with shimmering emerald green leaves lay at my feet and a beautiful white
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amaryllid (belonging to the onion family) bloomed near the stream.109
The plants in the vasculum were squeezed together again, and as much
as possible of the former was put in; the latter brought to my mind a
friend at Hanover, whom I would have loved to have with me on my
trip, but unfortunately the vasculum was overfilled and the plant had
to be left behind.
After everyone had recovered a bit, we went forward again, and when
it began to get seriously dark, the path to Muelle, that was greeted
with loud screams of joy, saved us. From here we still had half an hour
back to the hacienda, where signal shots were fired, because those
who stayed behind had no doubts as to what had happened to us.
At 7 o’clock we arrived at the hacienda, dead tired, the midday meal,
which had been held ready since 3 o’clock, was quickly eaten and then
laid down to rest, which we were all very needy of. However, I shall
not soon forget that afternoon; it showed me what caution is needed
to be exercised on similar excursions, but such incidents usually only
happen when one is least prepared for them.
As Pedregal was the goal of my excursion, I wanted to return to San
Miguel on the following day, May 25th, but because the animals had
run away early in the morning and they had to be caught again – I felt
compelled to stay there. I had the path from the previous day, where I
had seen the beautiful amaryllid, was too fresh in my memory, so I did
not want to go there; instead I decided to do a tour directly to the
Sarapiquí, on which occasion I found some nice things. The afternoon
was also without rain like the morning and therefore allowed me to go
into the forest again. When I returned, I met remnants of the great
Walker’s army at the hacienda, who had voluntarily started their march
from San José to San Juan del Norte. There was a German, a native of
Baden, among them who had to abandon his fatherland in 1849, but
longed to return and regretted having got involved with the uprisings
of that time.110
On May 26th, at 8 am, I left the hacienda and arrived at La Virgen at
around 1 pm. Today I rode along the path there, which had seemed so
horrible to me a few days earlier, with greatest pleasure and in glorious
sunshine. I collected here and there, now plants for the herbarium,
now seeds, and enjoyed the wonderful nature. Actually my intention
had been to stay in La Virgen; but since the weather was so splendid,
I persuaded Jesús to return to San Miguel on the same day, which at
first he had absolutely no inclination to do by saying that it could still
rain today, but it did not look like it to me at all. But he gave in to my
ideas; something was eaten quickly and we soon set off.
On the first stretch that had to be ridden, the path was often overgrown by prickly, trailing plants, namely bamboo, and it was often
necessary to be very careful to wind your way through it undamaged.
An incident occurred there that could easily have turned out badly
for me. I rode down the side of the path close to the bushes, because
the path was drier there, and came to a somewhat clearer but swampy
place. There was a bamboo branch in the way, and I took my hand and
knocked it aside. The moment I struck the blow, I felt a cold sensation
on my wrist, and the thought of “a snake” immediately crossed my
mind, especially since I had heard something fall next to me. Right, that
was it. The snake must have been sitting along the tip of the overhanging branch, waiting for prey, and was thrown to the ground numbed
by the blow that I fortunately had given rather powerfully. Jesús had

109 Crinum erubescens Aiton often grows along
streams and is native to the Sarapiquí region.
There are no known specimens collected
by Wendland of this species.
110 He refers to the previously mentioned
Revolution of 1848.
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seen it fall and was quickly at hand to finish it off, whereupon it was
temporarily put in a sack and later placed in a bottle of spirit.
We had covered half the way to San Miguel, when thunder spurred
us on to greater haste. Meanwhile the thunderstorm was approaching,
the thunder became more powerful the longer it lasted, the appearance
of the sky more threatening with every minute. When I was about half
an hour away from San Miguel, I saw that the rain was about to start, I
spurred my mule on and rode towards my goal as fast as the bad roads
allowed. Soon it started to rain a little and soon after a terrible storm
came rushing in with heavy rain. There was no protection, one just had
to go through it; every moment you heard the crash of falling trees,
and I paid more attention to them than to the path. In the distance
of two rifle shots there was the hut of Don Manuel’s neighbour; the
mules suddenly turned off towards it, and since I had not taken proper
attention to the way I thought was the correct one, but I soon realized
my error. Nevertheless, I dismounted at the hut to seek shelter from
the storm. I had hardly reached there and had just pulled the mule
under the roof when the hurricane broke with full force and in an
instant untiled half of the roof of the hut, which was swaying to and
fro. I found the inhabitants in prayer; but when the roof blew away, one
of them grabbed this saint, the other another saint, and the landlord
took the cross from the wall and held it up in the direction from which
the storm was coming.
The main thrust seemed to be over and I was totally wet through
anyway as it seemed more dangerous inside the hut than outdoors, I
remounted to head towards my old quarters. I quickly rode through a
section of the forest and an already very swollen stream before I arrived
in an open area, and there the rain was pounding so hard that I suspected it also contained hail, which however was not the case. Almost
every half a minute there were lightning strikes on my right, then on
my left, followed by horrifying thunder, which literally stunned me.
My mule did not want to continue and was constantly trying to turn
around to return to the shelter we had just left. Only with the greatest
effort could it be driven forward until suddenly it saw the old quarters
and was encouraged to hurry. Since Jesús had arrived with the pack
animal shortly before, because he rode past me while I was on the way
to the other hut where I found shelter, everybody was very worried
about me, and I was therefore welcomed in the kindest way by Don
Miguel and his spouse. I was wet, soaking wet, only a few dry threads
were found on my underclothes; I have never been any wetter, but I
have never been outside in such weather before. A thorough rubbing
of the whole body with spirits and a nice cup of coffee with cognac,
which I asked for at once, may have averted the bad consequences of
such a soaking.
The morning of May 27th was partly spent washing and drying my
belongings, and the paper had to be changed, plants had to be pressed
and seeds sorted, etc. In a package of dry plants, which I had not handled for a few days but which had been put out in the sun every day to
dry, I found, to my astonishment, a large colony of ants complete with
a pile of soil and a considerable number of so-called ant eggs [tropical
fire ant, Solenopsis geminata]. At noon two gentlemen, a woman and
two children arrived here to travel on to San Juan del Norte; they had
come to the country three years ago and now wanted to move to North
America to earn a living there; too little was to be earned in Costa Rica,
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they said, everything was too expensive and they could not get used
to the constant diet of tortillas and beans.111
Towards evening I shot a large green macaw [Ara ambigua] that was
near the hut. I had stalked them before, but without success. These
birds look magnificent in the open air, they constantly fly in pairs,
scream incessantly and always sit close together in the tallest trees.
This time they perched lower down, and so I had a lucky shot, even
though the height from which I shot it down might well be over 100 feet.
I intend to bring the bird’s hide to Hanover.
On the following two days we had heavy rain, so that there was not
much work to be done outside; but since my belongings were to some
extent dry, and my companion’s leg had also improved a lot, everything
was packed towards the evening of the second day and prepared for
departure for the following day. For lunch on that one day, which I
should not fail to mention, we had the meat of an opossum [Didelphis
marsupialis] and a bouillon soup from the macaw that had been killed
the day before; both tasted excellent.
Although it was my intention to leave very early on May 30th, we did
not leave until 8 o’clock, because these people here can never be ready
at the right time and have to do this and that. At last, however, the
preparations for the departure were completed; the family, with whom
one had become more familiar during the longer stay, was bid a warm
farewell, and off we went to San José. The path to the above-mentioned
Cuesta del Congo was soon covered, but in terrible dirt, and the only
task left to do was to do the climb without incident. A short stop was
made to let the animals refresh a little, and to check the saddlery if
everything was firm and in order, then it went uphill. At first it seemed
pretty good, but toward the summit the animals had to work very hard,
not only because of the steep incline, but also because of the clay soil
which had been softened by the rain that has recently fallen, and from
which they could only free themselves with the greatest effort. In order
to give some relief at least to my saddled animal, I dismounted, and
therefore was satisfied to find some quite pretty terrestrial orchids
while climbing up.112 The descent on the other side went a little better,
and also the path itself was better. According to the people, the small
stream that we crossed here is said to contain gold, which is why my
two drivers collected a handful of sand from the stream to wash it out
later. Something was found that looked like gold, but hardly was gold.
We experienced fine weather for the first half of the way; but then
it began raining again, so that the path, which went through swampy
terrain, seemed bottomless and it often seemed to me as if the animals
were swimming in the mud. The guides made a practical application
of the leaves of a Colocasia, which they used as raincoats, and thus
protected at least the greater part of their body from the rain. Around
noon we reached Cariblanco’s single hut, where we made ourselves
as comfortable as was possible. In the afternoon, when the rain had
subsided a bit, I went for a short walk where I shot three of the prettiest birds I have ever seen.
May 31st, the feast of Pentecost, made for a very dreary face, and
nothing, neither in nature nor in the surroundings of the house, was
there anything that could put the heart in a Pentecostal mood. Neither
beautiful horn music nor the ringing of the bells woke me from my
slumber, unless I counted the cock-a-doodle-do of the roosters as a
replacement of the former and the roar of the howler monkeys for the

111 Very likely, they were some of the thirty-three
persons who planned becoming settlers of the German
colony in Angostura, Turrialba. They arrived at
San Juan del Norte on the brig Antoinette, in December,
1853, along with Hoffmann, von Frantzius and Carmiol
(Hilje, 2020).
112 Malaxis simillima (Rchb. f.) Kuntze
and M. wercklei (Schltr.) Ames were collected
around this time.
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latter. What a difference there is between a Pentecost morning here
and in Germany! What an almost complete silence, interrupted only
now and then by the droning or screaming of this or that animal in the
distance exists in this landscape, how little lively singers can be heard
in the bush and forest, how permanently monotonous and ordinary
are the jungle and the nature in the long run! Almost never, or at least
only imperceptibly, there is a change in the vegetation, despite all the
diversity there is always the same foliage in the forest, the same tones
in the landscape, the same monotony everywhere, the same people with
boring faces and the same donkeys. How very different is a Pentecost
morning in Germany! What life and bustle in the city, forest and field!
How happy are the people, how happy is nature! What singing, what
twittering, what amusement among the feathered inhabitants of the
forest! What wonderful green the forest is adorned, how refreshing
and invigorating is the air! For all the grandeur and splendour that
the tropical forest possesses, I would hardly prefer it to the simplicity
and freshness of a beech or oak forest. The German may be happy
that he has a winter, a very cold, dreary winter with foot-high snow;
for spring follows a glorious Pentecost morning, a newborn nature, a
divine happiness. Under such contemplation I jumped out of my hammock and looked out into the forest, then had a quick coffee, packed
my donkey, and goaded the guides to hurry up; because today a good
distance had to be covered.
At 7 o’clock everything was ready to leave, we set out on the march,
and we went pretty quickly. Splendid plants, magnificent flowers were
seen, and every now and then the Cilgaro [jilguero, Myadestes melanops] (a small but never-to-be-seen singer, to whom Mr. Wagner gives
significant praise in his travel description of Costa Rica) rang out its
pure but unpleasantly sharp voice.
At 10 o’clock we had breakfast at the Río de la Paz [Río La Paz]
and what had been collected up to then was pressed. Shortly before
11 o’clock we continued, and the rain that soon set in did not stop until
we were thoroughly soaked, around 3 o’clock in the afternoon shortly
before our arrival at the height of Desengaño. I could no longer move
my fingers because of the wetness and cold, since the warmer region
was now behind us; my whole body had become stiff, which is why I had
to take my radical remedy, the cognac bottle, the last one I still had with
me. I put some of its contents in every boot and a little more behind
my collar so that it dripped down on to the back. This is a very simple
and very excellent means of protecting yourself from a cold on such
tours when you are in wet clothes. A large number of different species
of hummingbirds, which seemed to be playing with each other, buzzed
around up here, looking for food from the many flowering plants of
Siphocampylos that grew along the way. The little things looked most
charming in the open air, and I watched them for a while with complete
attention as they can be very amusing. Their flight is extremely fast,
fast as an arrow they dash from bush to bush, from flower to flower,
seldom one sees them resting, they take their nourishment from the
flowers whilst in flight. Only in the moments when they are buzzing in
front of a flower, they must and can be shot. I shot several of them after
I handed my riding animal over to the driver and walked to the forest
edge by foot. I was very pleased to be able to collect some of them in a
condition in which they were still fit for stuffing. One may shoot these
little animals only from a great distance and with fine buckshot, even
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at the risk of not hitting them several times. If you shoot them from
too close, you will often only find the head or the legs, and which will
not be enough for them to be recognized.
A feeling of comfort comes over one as soon as the highest point has
been passed and your eye can linger on the friendly high-plateau of
Costa Rica, paved with sugar cane fields and adorned with refreshing
greenery. At 5 o’clock we arrived at today’s destination, a small, very
high-altitude hut, which was only inhabited by a nine-year-old boy
with his two dogs, as his parents were visiting neighbouring Alajuela.
After I had refreshed myself with some food and a warm cup of coffee,
had sorted the things I had collected and smoked my last cigar, I went
to my hammock.
We started early on June 1st, for San José which I wanted to reach
on the same day and, where possible, before the rain. In the first few
hours of riding down the mountains there was still botanizing and
therefore many delays, but afterwards it went all the faster. I trotted at
moderate speed through Barva, then Heredia, in which town I arrived
at 12 o’clock sharp, and I immediately heard the distant thunder that
was a signal for the rain that would soon begin. The approaching thunderstorm drove us to the greatest hurry; the animals had to run as fast
as they could and so I happily reached San José again at 1 o’clock just
at the moment that the thunderstorm broke out with a tremendous
downpour, from which I was quite soaked before I could reach my
apartment.
My room, which had not been aired out for almost four weeks, had
become mouldy in the true sense of the word; everything, including the
walls and the other objects that were in the room, were thickly covered
with finger-high mould. In a circle of dear acquaintances and compatriots I enjoyed the convenience of being among educated people again,
chatted with them about the experiences I had and the yield obtained,
and reminisced with them about the German homeland. That I was
back in the realm of civilization became conspicuously and annoyingly
clear to me after I went to my night camp through the screams of the
night watchman of San José, who let out his Viva Costa Rica etc. in a
terrible voice, which he shouted every hour everywhere. Like me, the
German chain dog of my German neighbour did not seem to like this
shout, because every time it sounded, the dog let out a terrible howl.
But what was less melodic, the howling of the dog or the screaming of
the night watchmen is difficult to say, but I think the prize belongs to
the Viva Costa Rica of the local night watchmen.
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Bryophytes
Dicranum friabile Hampe ex Müll. Hal.

Dicranaceae

Wendland 179

Lectotypus

designated here

17

Leptotrichum costaricense Müll. Hal.

Ditrichaceae

Wendland s.n.

Lectotypus

designated here

17

Lectotypus

Alston (1955: 237)

17

Lycophytes
Selaginella wendlandii Hieron.

Selaginellaceae

Wendland 771

Pteridophytes
Asplenium sessilifolium var. guatemalense
Hieron.

Aspleniaceae

Wendland 710

Syntypus

Stolze (1981: 90)

17

Alsophila wendlandii Mett. ex Kuhn

Cyatheaceae

Wendland 761

Lectotypus

designated here

18

Cibotium guatemalense Kuhn

Dicksoniaceae

Wendland 245

Lectotypus

designated here

18

Cibotium wendlandii Mett. ex Kuhn

Dicksoniaceae

Wendland 274

Lectotypus

designated here

18

Danaea wendlandii Rchb. f.

Marattiaceae

Wendland 744

Holotypus

–

18

Plagiogyria costaricensis Mett. ex Kuhn

Plagiogyriaceae

Wendland 1066,
not found

unresolved

19

Polypodium falcoideum Kuhn ex Hieron.

Polypodiaceae

Wendland 876

Syntypus

Moran & Labiak (2018: 387)

19

Polypodium costaricanum Hieron.

Polypodiaceae

Wendland 644

Lectotypus

Sota (1966: 169)

19

Hemionitis pinnatifida Baker

Pteridaceae

Wendland 438

Holotypus

–

19

unresolved

19

Angiosperms
Aphelandra bullata H. Wendl.

Acanthaceae

?, not found

Acontias wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland 1130

Lectotypus

designated here

21

Anthurium dolosum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 273

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 81)

21

Anthurium flexile Schott

Araceae

Wendland 932

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 49)

21

Anthurium formosum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 583

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 50)

21

Anthurium lancifolium Schott

Araceae

Wendland 518

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 55)

21

Anthurium obtusilobum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 777

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 63)

21

Anthurium pallens Schott

Araceae

Wendland 840

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 65)

21

Anthurium panduriforme Schott

Araceae

Wendland 776

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 66)

21

Anthurium porrectum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 841

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 61)

22

Anthurium spectabile Schott

Araceae

Wendland 506

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 88)

22

Anthurium subcordatum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 330

Lectotypus

Croat (1983: 330)

22

Anthurium subsignatum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 919

Lectotypus

Croat & Baker (1979: 91)

22

Anthurium wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland 957

Lectotypus

Croat (1983: 277)

22

Dieffenbachia wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland 410

Lectotypus

designated here

22

Homalomena wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland s.n.

Neotypus

designated here

22

Philodendron acrocardium Schott

Araceae

Wendland 322

Lectotypus

designated here

23

Philodendron anisotomum Schott

Araceae

Wendland 321

Lectotypus

Croat (1997: 397)

23
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Philodendron aurantiifolium Schott

Araceae

Wendland 1136

Lectotypus

Grayum (1996: 190)

23

Philodendron gracile Schott

Araceae

?, not found

Neotypus

Croat (1997: 539)

23

Philodendron impolitum Schott

Araceae

?, not found

unresolved

23

Philodendron ligulatum Schott

Araceae

?, not found

Neotypus

Croat (1997: 479)

23

Philodendron schottianum H. Wendl.
ex Schott

Araceae

?, not found

Neotypus

Croat (1997: 523)

23

Philodendron wendlandii Schott

Araceae

?, not found

Neotypus

Croat (1997: 558)

24

Rhodospatha wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland s.n.

Lectotypus

Croat & Acebey (2015: 158)

24

Spathiphyllum atrovirens Schott

Araceae

Wendland 1264

Lectotypus

designated here

24

Spathiphyllum fulvovirens Schott

Araceae

Wendland 939

Lectotypus

designated here

24

Spathiphyllum wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland 772

Lectotypus

designated here

24

Syngonium peliocladum Schott

Araceae

?, not found

Neotypus

Croat (1981: 636)

24

Syngonium salvadorense Schott

Araceae

Wendland 408

Lectotypus

designated here

24

Syngonium schottianum H. Wendl. ex Schott Araceae

Wendland s.n.,
not found

unresolved

24

Syngonium wendlandii Schott

Araceae

Wendland 619

Lectotypus

designated here

25

Tornelia dissecta Schott

Araceae

Wendland 500

Lectotypus

Croat & Grayum (1987: 659)

25

Bactris caudata H. Wendl. ex Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland 53

Lectotypus

De Nevers et al. (1996: 175)

27

Bactris longiseta H. Wendl. ex Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland 81

Lectotypus

De Nevers et al. (1996: 197)

27

Wendland 60

Syntypus

27

Bactris obovata H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler

Arecaceae

Wendland 54

Lectotypus

designated here

27

Bactris subglobosa Lindl. ex Schaedtler

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

27

Bactris wendlandiana Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Lectotypus

De Nevers et al. (1996: 192)

28

Calyptrogyne brachystachys H. Wendl.
ex Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland 45

Lectotypus

designated here

28

Calyptrogyne sarapiquensis H. Wendl.
& Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland 85

Lectotypus

designated here

28

Chamaedorea amabilis H. Wendl.
ex Dammer

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

28

Chamaedorea exorrhiza H. Wendl.
ex Dammer

Arecaceae

Wendland 71

Lectotypus

Dowe & Hodel (2021: 96)

29

Chamaedorea homomalla H. Wendl.
ex Dammer

Arecaceae

Wendland 27
& 32

Lectotypus

Dowe & Hodel (2021: 97)

29

Chamaedorea inaequilateralis H. Wendl.
ex Dammer

Arecaceae

Wendland 24

Lectotypus

Dowe & Hodel (2021: 97)

29

Chamaedorea pumila H. Wendl. ex Dammer

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

29

Geonoma congesta H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

29

Geonoma cuneata H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

29

Geonoma decurrens H. Wendl. ex Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Lectotypus

designated here

29

Geonoma edulis H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30
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Geonoma ferruginea H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30

Geonoma flaccida H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30

Geonoma gracilis H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30

Geonoma hoffmanniana H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30

Geonoma longevaginata H. Wendl. ex Spruce Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

30

Geonoma membranacea H. Wendl. ex Spruce Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

31

Geonoma microspadix H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

31

Geonoma microstachys H. Wendl. ex Burret

Arecaceae

Wendland 75

Lectotypus

designated here

31

Geonoma obovata H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

31

Geonoma procumbens H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

31

Geonoma versiformis H. Wendl. ex Spruce

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

32

Iriartea gigantea H. Wendl. ex Schaedtler

Arecaceae

Wendland 78

Holotypus

–

32

Pholidostachys pulchra H. Wendl. ex Hemsl.

Arecaceae

Wendland s.n.

Holotypus

–

32

Welfia georgii H. Wendl. ex André

Arecaceae

Wendland 74

Holotypus

–

32

Calyptocarpus wendlandii Sch. Bip.

Asteraceae

Wendland 1078

Lectotypus

Blake (1940: 257)

49

Aechmea mariae-reginae H. Wendl.

Bromeliaceae

Wendland 968

Holotypus

–

49

Tillandsia gladioliflora H. Wendl.

Bromeliaceae

?, not found

Neotypus

designated here

49

Vriesea viminalis E. Morren

Bromeliaceae

?, not found

Lectotypus

designated here

49

Burmeistera macrocalyx E. Wimm.

Campanulaceae

Wendland 839

Lectotypus

designated here

50

Siphocampylus regelii Vatke

Campanulaceae

Wendland 679

Lectotypus

designated here

50

Costus malortieanus H. Wendl.

Costaceae

?, not found

Neotypus

designated here

50

Calliandra wendlandii Benth.

Fabaceae

Wendland 113

Holotypus

–

50

Cicendia stricta Griseb.

Gentianaceae

Wendland 120

Lectotypus

Çiçek (2014: 105)

50

Wendland 673

Syntypus

51

Symbolanthus rubroviolaceus Gilg

Gentianaceae

Wendland 974

Lectotypus

designated here

51

Alloplectus ichthyoderma Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 833

Lectotypus

designated here

51

Besleria columneoides Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 762

Lectotypus

Morton (1938: 1151)

51

Besleria princeps Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 1273

Lectotypus

Morton (1939: 465)

51

Besleria wendlandiana Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 922

Lectotypus

Morton (1939: 461)

52

Wendland 568

Syntypus

52

Columnea consanguinea Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 509

Lectotypus

Morton (1971: 177)

52

Columnea lepidocaulis Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 917

Syntypus

Morton (1938: 1165)

52

Columnea microcalyx Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 910

Lectotypus

designated here

52

Columnea oxyphylla Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 778

Lectotypus

Morton (1938: 1167)

52

Columnea purpurata Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 548

Lectotypus

Morton (1938: 1168)

52

Columnea wendlandiana Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 1270

Lectotypus

Skog (1978: 869)

52
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Drymonia conchocalyx Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland
954/966

Lectotypus

Morton (1938: 1172)

52

Drymonia mucronulosa Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland s.n.

Lectotypus

Gibson (1974: 275)

53

Drymonia turrialvae Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 517

Lectotypus

Leeuwenberg (1958: 398)

53

Wendland 952

Syntypus

53

Episcia lanceolata Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 902

Lectotypus

designated here

53

Episcia lilacina Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 782

Lectotypus

designated here

53

Hypocyrta nummularia Hanst.

Gesneriaceae

Wendland 1272

Lectotypus

Wiehler (1978: 63)

53

Gunnera wendlandii Reinke ex Schindl.

Gunneraceae

Wendland 829

Lectotypus

designated here

54

Scutellaria costaricana H. Wendl.

Lamiaceae

?, not found

Neotypus

designated here

54

Spigelia splendens H. Wendl. ex Hook.

Loganiaceae

?, not found

Lectotypus

designated here

54

Mascagnia vacciniifolia var. hispidula Nied.

Malpighiaceae

Wendland 788

Lectotypus

Anderson (2007: 90)

54

Centradenia bernoullii Cario ex Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 418

Syntypus

Almeda (2009: 187)

55

Conostegia bernoulliana Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 545

Syntypus

Kriebel (2016: 95)

55

Conostegia lanceolata Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 639

Syntypus

Kriebel (2016: 311)

55

Wendland 1092

Syntypus

55

Conostegia puberula Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland s.n.

Syntypus

Kriebel (2016: 158)

56

Leandra fulva Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 668

Holotypus

–

56

Leandra grandifolia Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 784

Holotypus

–

56

Miconia costaricensis Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 936

Holotypus

–

56

Miconia paleacea Cogn.

Melastomataceae Wendland 816

Holotypus

–

56

Guarea hoffmanniana C. DC.

Meliaceae

Wendland 755

Lectotypus

Grayum (2006: 1007)

56

Arpophyllum medium Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 190

Lectotypus

Dressler (2000: 193)

57

Bletia wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 338

Holotypus

–

58

Catasetum dilectum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 833

Lectotypus

designated here

58

Wendland 833a

Syntypus

58

Cranichis reticulata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1252

Lectotypus

designated here

58

Dichaea brachypoda Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 809

Holotypus

–

58

Epidendrum barbae Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1046

Lectotypus

Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

58

Epidendrum exasperatum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1121

Lectotypus

Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

58

Epidendrum firmum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1135

Lectotypus

Atwood (1989: sub tab. 1317)

58

Epidendrum flavovirens Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 321

Holotypus

–

58

Epidendrum microdendron Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1048

Lectotypus

Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

59

Epidendrum myodes Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1111

Lectotypus

Atwood (1989: sub tab. 1321)

59

Wendland 504

Syntypus

Wendland 324

Lectotypus

Epidendrum nitens Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

59
Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

59
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Epidendrum nubium Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 332

Lectotypus

designated here

59

Epidendrum pallens Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1052

Holotypus

–

59

Epidendrum pergameneum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1251

Lectotypus

Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

59

Epidendrum platystigma Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1250

Lectotypus

Atwood (1989: sub tab. 1324) 59

Epidendrum pratense Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 271

Lectotypus

Hágsater (1990: sub tab. 40) 59

Epidendrum ramonense Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1009

Lectotypus

designated here

59

Epidendrum turialvae Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 539

Lectotypus

Santiago & Hágsater
(2008: sub tab. 1193)

60

Govenia quadriplicata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 816a

Holotypus

–

60

Habenaria lactiflora var. buccalis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland,
not found

unresolved

60

Hexadesmia brachyphylla Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 512

Holotypus

–

60

Lepanthes blepharistes Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1253

Lectotypus

designated here

60

Lepanthes elata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 844

Holotypus

–

60

Lepanthes horrida Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 896

Lectotypus

designated here

60

Lepanthes tipulifera Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 908

Holotypus

–

61

Lepanthes wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1050

Lectotypus

designated here

61

Liparis wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1103

Lectotypus

designated here

61

Masdevallia cupularis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1254

Holotypus

–

61

Maxillaria atrata var. brachyantha Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland, type?

unresolved

61

Maxillaria inaudita Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1140

Holotypus

–

61

Maxillaria vaginalis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1247

Holotypus

–

61

Meiracyllium wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 421

Lectotypus

designated here

61

Microstylis crispifolia Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 820

Holotypus

–

61

Microstylis hastilabia Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1057

Lectotypus

designated here

62

Microstylis lagotis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1053

Lectotypus

Ulloa Ulloa et al. (in press)

62

Microstylis parthonii var. denticulata Rchb. f. Orchidaceae

Wendland 1010

Holotypus

–

62

Microstylis simillima Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 975

Holotypus

–

62

Mormodes wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland s.n.

Neotypus

designated here

62

Odontoglossum schlieperianum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1138

Lectotypus

designated here

62

Wendland 1138

Syntypus

62

Oncidium tricuspidatum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 606

Holotypus

–

63

Ornithidium anceps Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1139

Lectotypus

Atwood & Mora de Retana
(1999: 71)

63

Ornithidium fulgens Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1110

Lectotypus

Atwood (1989: sub tab. 1338) 63

Physurus calophyllus Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1257

Lectotypus

designated here

63

Physurus loxoglottis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 340

Holotypus

–

63
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Physurus tridax Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1255

Holotypus

–

63

Physurus vesicifer Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1055

Lectotypus

Kolanowska (2014: 24)

64

Pleurothallis fuegi Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 294

Lectotypus

designated here

64

Pleurothallis naraniensis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 593

Lectotypus

Luer (1998: 47)

64

Pleurothallis phyllocardia Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 973

Lectotypus

Kolanowska (2014: 168)

64

Ponera bilineata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 810

Holotypus

–

64

Ponthieva guatemalensis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 243

Lectotypus

designated here

64

Sobralia lepida Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 972

Holotypus

–

64

Sobralia leucoxantha Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1246

Lectotypus

designated here

64

Spiranthes assurgens Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 375

Lectotypus

designated here

81

Spiranthes gutturosa Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 427

Holotypus

–

81

Spiranthes longipetiolata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 574

Holotypus

–

81

Spiranthes prasophyllum Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 297

Lectotypus

McLeish et al. (1995: 24)

81

Spiranthes thelymitra Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 379

Lectotypus

designated here

81

Stelis lancilabris Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 904

Lectotypus

designated here

81

Stelis leucopogon Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 895

Lectotypus

Gómez (1993: 55)

81

Wendland 888

Syntypus

81

Stelis microstigma Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 892

Lectotypus

designated here

82

Stelis microtis Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 883

Lectotypus

designated here

82

Stelis obscurata Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 907

Lectotypus

designated here

82

Stelis pardipes Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 899

Lectotypus

designated here

82

Stelis thecoglossa Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 1259

Lectotypus

designated here

82

Trichopilia turialbae Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

Wendland 553

Lectotypus

Atwood & Mora de Retana
(1999: 172)

82

Zygopetalum wendlandii Rchb. f.

Orchidaceae

?, not found

unresolved

82

Psychotria wendlandiana Oerst. ex Standl.

Rubiaceae

Wendland 781

Holotypus

–

83

Solanum wendlandii Hook. f.

Solanaceae

?, not found

Lectotypus

Clark et al. (2015: 1127)

83

Oreinotinus wendlandii Oerst.

Viburnaceae

Wendland 657

Holotypus

–

83
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